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Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift wordt een overzicht gegeven van de theorie van
inhomogene vloeistoffen. Deze theorie vormt een statistisch mechanisch concept,
waarbinnen de verdeling van vloeistof moleculen kan worden berekend, die zich in
de nabijheid van een gegeven voorwerp bevinden.
De in dit proefschrift
besproken theorie is beperkt tot vloeistoffen die bestaan uit moleculen, welke
wisselwerken via bolsymmetrische potentialen; de theorie kan echter in principe
worden uitgebreid tot de beschrijving van deeltjes met anisotrope potentialen.
Met betrekking tot het voorwerp waarmee de vloeistof in contact staat, heb ik
mij beperkt tot ondoordringbare bollen, cylinders en vlakke platen, maar ook
hier geldt dat de uitbreiding tot bijvoorbeeld een hobbelig oppervlak niet
principieel onmogelijk is.
De toepassingsmogelijkheden van deze theorie zijn velerlei. De in dit
proefschrift besproken toepassingen liggen op het gebied van de kristalgroei,
met name waar dit de theorie van de kristalmorfologie betreft, op het gebied van
de biofysische chemie waar de condensatie van tegen-ionen op een geladen
polymeer (zoals DNA) wordt bestudeerd. In samenhang hiermee is de struktuur van
een electrolyt oplossing bestudeerd, hetgeen belangrijke implicaties heeft voor
de colloidchemie en de electrochemie. Als bijprodukt van dit onderzoek is tevens
een theorie ontwikkeld voor de struktuur van een gesmolten zout in de nabijheid
van een electrode. De kwalitatief nieuwe effecten die hierbij zijn gevonden,
zijn een direct gevolg van de inhomogeniteit van de vloeistof bij het gegeven
voorwerp, en zijn aanschouwelijk gemaakt door de algemene theorie te vergelijken
met de resultaten van vereenvoudigde modellen.
De inhomogeniteit is een gevolg van de afstotende interacties in de
vloeistof (of wordt hierdoor versterkt) en komt tot uiting in een gelaagde
structuur van de vloeistof bij een oppervlak. Deze lagen hebben ruwweg de dikte
van een molecuuldiameter, en worden geprononceerder naar mate de afstand tot het
voorwerp kleiner wordt. Men kan nu de eerste laag moleculen opvatten als een
afzonderlijk systeem, dat zich gedraagt als een twee-dimensionale vloeistof. In
dit quasi-twee-dimensionale subsysteem is de entropie per deeltje kleiner dan in
de bulk van de vloeistof. Om voor dit entropie verlies per deeltje te
compenseren, wordt de dichtheid in deze laag iets kleiner dan in de bulk. Als
het onderhavige voorwerp in de vloeistof een kristal oppervlak is, dan zullen de
deeltjes in het kristal ten gevolge van deze relatieve dichtheidsverlaging een
kleinere aantrekkingskracht uit de vloeistof ondervinden, met name als de
aantrekkende potentialen een korte dracht hebben (dit is in de practijk vaak het
geval). Het gevolg is een stijging van de kristal-vloeistof oppervlakte energie.
Nu blijken kristaloppervlakken een fase overgang te vertonen: voor temperaturen
lager dan de zogenaamde verruwwings temperatuur is het vlak zichtbaar in
experimenten, bij hogere temperaturen verdwijnt het vlak. Als nu het boven
beschreven effect in rekening wordt gebracht, dan stijgt de voorspelde
verruwings temperatuur met ruwweg een factor vijf, waarmee een oude tegenspraak
tussen theorie en experiment kan worden verklaard.
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Een ander nieuw effect is gevonden bij de bestudering van electrolyt
oplossingen. Het gangbare model voor een electrolyt bestaat uit een mengsel van
even grote, positief en negatief geladen harde bollen in een volledig
doordnngbaar medium met een vaste dielectnsche constante. De aanwezigheid van
een negatief geladen wand (een kristal of een polymeer) zorgt voor de
condensatie van zoveel positieve ionen, dat de wandlading juist wordt
gecompenseerd. Een geheel nieuw beeld ontstaat echter, als men een derde
(neutrale) component aan het model toevoegt, met een voor vloeistoffen
realistische dichtheid. Deze component is te beschouwen als het oplosmiddel.
Door de aanwezigheid van het oplosmiddel is niet alleen dicht bij de wand de
deeltjes dichtheid hoog, maar ook ver weg van de wand. Hierdoor ontstaat de
mogelijkheid om direct tegen de wand een laag met een hoge lonendichtheid te
creëren, zonder dat dit veel entropie kost (slechts de ideale meng-entropie).
Ten gevolge van de fluctuaties kan het systeem nu per saldo vrije energie
winnen, door een overmaat positieve ionen in de eerste laag te stoppen. Het
resultaat is dat de potentiaal spontaan wordt geïnverteerd, en dat een negatief
geladen wand op grote afstand positief geladen lijkt, zonder dat een specifieke
interactie is verondersteld tussen wand en tegen-ionen. Zonder oplosmiddel
resulteert dit effect in een oscillerende potentiaal indien de dichtheid hoog,
en de dielectnsche constante laag worden genomen. De theorie beschrijft dan een
gesmolten zout bij een electrode. Voor dit systeem lijkt de theorie te
voorspellen, dat bij temperaturen juist boven het smeltpunt van het zout, er
enkele lagen vast zout op de electrode worden afgezet.
Het brede spectrum van toepassingen van de hier te beschijven theorie, heeft
op een natuurlijke manier geleid tot een proefschrift, dat is opgebouwd uit drie
min of meer afzonderlijke delen. Ieder deel is gewijd aan een aspect van de
theorie of haar toepassingen, en kan onafhankelijk van de andere delen gelezen
worden. Daarom heeft ieder deel een eigen inleiding, geschreven voor lezers met
een ander specialisme dan het in dat deel beschreven onderwerp. Het eerste deel
is gewijd aan de implicaties van vloeistof theorie voor de verruwings
temperatuur
van kristal
oppervlakken. Hiertoe
worden concepten
welke
oorspronkelijk gedefinieerd waren binnen het kader van een rooster theorie,
gegeneraliseerd tot analoga binnen een theorie welke gebaseerd is op continue
dichtheids verdelingen. Dit deel vormt hiermee een brug tussen de klassieke
rooster theorie, en de hier gebruikte continue modellen. In het tweede deel
wordt een overzicht gegeven van de dichtheids functionaal theorie voor harde
bollen vloeistoffen, welke de basis vormt van de theorie voor willekeurige
potentialen. Dit deel is derhalve in twee opzichten te beschouwen als het
centrale deel van het proefschrift. Het derde en laatste deel beschrijft een
uitbreiding van de basis theorie tot een theorie voor inhomogene electrolyten.
Voor deze systemen geldt dat de afstotende en aantrekkende lange dracht
interacties elkaar in eerste instantie trachten te compenseren, en daardoor
wordt de energie van het systeem volledig bepaald door de onderlinge
rangschikking
van
de moleculen. Zodoende
bleek
het noodzakelijk
de
electrostatische fluctuatie correcties en de harde bol interacties op de zelfde
basis in de theorie te incorporeren, teneinde een realistische beschrijving van
electrolyten te verkrijgen.
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Sunmary

In this thesis a review is given of the theory of inhomogeneous fluids.
This theory forms the statistical-mechanical basis to calculate the distribution
of fluid molecules, in the neighbourhood of some fixed object. The theory
discussed in this thesis is limited to the description of fluids, consisting of
particles that interact through spherical symmetric potentials. It is, however,
in principle possible to generalize the theory to the description of particles,
interacting with anisotropic potentials. With regard to the fixed object the
fluid is in contact with, the description given here is limited to unpenetrable
spheres, cylinders and flat walls, but again a generalization to an arbitrary
object, e.g. a wobbly surface, is not at forehand impossible.
This theory may be used in numerous applications. The applications discussed
in this thesis are, firstly, in the field of crystal growth, especially where
the theory of crystal morfology is concerned. Secondly, the theory has
applications in the field of biophysical chemistry, where the condensation of
counter-ions at a charged polymer (such as DNA) is studied. Interrelated with
this problem, the structure of an electrolyte solution is studied, which has
important consequences for the field of colloid chemistry. As a byproduct of
this investigation, a theory has been developed for the structure of a fused
salt near an electrode. The qualitatively new effects that have been found, are
a direct consequence of the inhomogeneity of the fluid near the fixed object,
and have been ilucidated by the comparison of the general theory with the
results of simplified models.
The inhomogeneity is caused by the repulsive interactions in the fluid (or
is amplified by these) and is characterized by a layered structure of the fluid
near the interface. These layers roughly have the width of a molecule diameter,
and become more pronounced as the distance to the object decreases. Now the
first layer of molecules adjacent to the object can be viewed as a separate
system, that behaves thermodynamically as a two-dimensional fluid. In this
quasi-two-dimensional subsystem, the entropy per particle is smaller than in the
bulk of the fluid, hence to compensate for this loss of entropy per particle,
the system must react by decreasing the density in this first liquid layer. Now
if the object considered is a crystal face, then the particles in the crystal
will, as a consequence of this density reduction, experience a smaller
attractive force from the fluid, if the attractive potential is of short range
(in practice this is often the case). As a result, the solid-liquid surface
tension rises. Crystal faces now, appear to exhibit a phase transition: for
temperatures lower than the so-called roughening temperature the face occurs in
an experimental situation, but at temperatures higher than the roughening
temperature, the face disappears. If the described effect of the density
reduction is taken into account, then the predicted roughening temperature rises
by a factor of five, thus an old discrepancy between theory and experiment may
be explained.
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Another new effect has been found in the study of electrolyte solutions.
The current model for an electrolyte, consists of a mixture of positively and
negatively charged hard spheres, of equal diameter. These model ions are
immersed in a completely penetrable medium, having a fixed dielectric constant.
The presence of a negatively charged wall (modelling a crystal or a polymer)
causes the condensation of positively charged ions to the wall, that compensate
the fixed external charge. A completely new situation arises when a third
(neutral) component is added, with a density that is realistic for fluids. This
third component can be considered to model the solvent. The presence of this
solvent implies a high particle density, not only close to the wall, but also
far away from it. Now the possibility arises to create a layer of high ionic
density adjacent to the wall, without the cost of much entropy (in this case
only the ideal entropy of mixing is involved). Due to the fluctuations, the
system may now lower its free energy, by putting an excess of counter-ions in
this first liquid layer. As a result the potential is inverted spontaneously,
thus a negatively charged wall appears to be positively charged at large
distances, without the introduction of a specific wall-counter-ion interaction.
Without the solvent, this effect results in an oscillating potential if the
density is taken high, and the dielectric constant is taken low. For these
parameters, the theory describes a fused salt near an electrode, for which some
indications have been found that at temperatures just above the melting
temperature of the salt, this theory predicts the electrode to be coated by a
few layers of solid material.
The wide spectrum of applications of the theory that is to be described, has
in a natural manner lead to a thesis that is build of three, more or less
separate parts. Each part is devoted to a certain aspect of the theory or its
applications, and can be read independently from the other parts. Thus each part
has its own introduction, written for readers having a specialism that differs
from the subject described in that part.
The first part describes the
implications of the theory for the problem of crystal growth, and the roughening
temperature of crystal faces. For this purpose, the concepts that were
originally defined within the framework of a lattice theory, have been
generalized to analogues for a theory that is based on continuous density
distributions. This first part therefore links the classical lattice theory to
the continuous models used here. The second part of the thesis reviews the
density-functional theory for hard sphere fluids, which forms the starting point
of a theory for fluids with arbitrary potentials. This part therefore must be
seen as the central part of the thesis. The third and last part describes the
generalization of the theory, necessary to describe inhomogeneous electrolytes.
In these systems the attractive and repulsive forces cancel in the first
instance, and therefore the energy of the system is completely determined by the
mutual rearrangements of the molecules.
These electrostatic fluctuation
corrections therefore had to be incorporated into the theory on the same footing
as the short range repulsive interactions, in order to obtain a realistic
description.
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Parti
Roughening of Crystal Faces

I n t r o d u c t i o n t o t h e t h e o r y of r o u g h e n i n g

Crystals appear in nature with a large variety of shapes, and may be
either round or faceted. The question whether a specific crystallographic ori
entation occurs as a flat face in an experiment, depends on the material and
on the precise growth conditions used. In technological applications of grown
crystals, this occurrence of flat faces during the growth is of large importance
for the obtained quality of the resulting crystal. One growth condition is the
supercooling used: in general the theory predicts flat faces to disappear at
sufficiently high supercooling, and it also predicts the onset of morphological
instability at high supercooling, leading to dendritic growth [1]. Snowflakes
are examples of faceted dendrites. In many cases, however, the morphology
of a crystal equals the one that appears at vanishing supercooling, being the
equilibrium form by definition. In this thesis, we shall thus restrict ourselves
to systems in equilibrium.
The classical (lattice) theory, initiated by Hartman and Perdok [2], has
lead to the description the crystal graph in terms of bonds between lattice sites,
that correspond to the potential energies of atoms situated at these sites. This
naturally leads t o a lattice model for the crystal surface, for which Burton,
Cabrera and Frank pointed out the similarity with a two dimensional lattice
gas [3]. Proceeding along these Unes, lattice spin systems have been studied
as models for the crystal faces [4]. This analysb has lead to the notion of
a phase transition of infinite order at the surface of crystals in equilibrium
conditions, at a finite temperature Т д [5]. T h e physical interpretation of this
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transition is the roughening of the face. For temperatures below Тд all atoms
are neatly aligned at the surface; holes and ad-atoms are rare, hence the surface
is atomically flat on a large scale. Above Тд, piles of atoms can be formed
freely, hence the surface is called rough and due to this loss of rigidity, the face
will not occur as a flat facet. This roughening transition nowadays has become
a central theme in the theory of crystal growth, and it is also the subject of
the present part of this thesis.
To exlain the nature of this transition in more detail, we shall firstly con
centrate on the Hartman-Perdok theory. Central in this theory is the concept
of periodic-bond-chains (PBCs), which are chains of molecules, having a perir
odicity that fits the crystal, and that have a (discrete) translational symmetry
in a specific direction. The particles in these chains are connected by "strong"
bonds, and the PBCs have the stoichiometry of the crystal. Furthermore, the
set of PBCs in any given direction contains all particles of the crystal, but
no PBC of this set contains a complete period of an other one. The question
which bonds are "strong* and which are not, is of course rather ambiguous,
but this ambiguity can be resolved using the theory of roughening.
The complete set of PBCs leads to a selection rule for the possible flat
faces. A face can only be flat if it contains a two dimensional network of PBCs,
these are the so-called F-faces. To see why an F-face must be flat at Τ = 0,
consider a half-infinite crystal, in contact with vacuum. From the top layer of
this crystal, we now remove a finite cluster, and put it on top of the cryetal face
in a position that is sufficiently far away from the hole that the cluster has left
behind. This way, we have created two edges: one enclosing the hole, and one
12

enclosing the cluster of ad-atoms. Since the cluster and the hole are far apart,
they have no energetic interaction, hence the energy involved in this operation,
precisely equals the sum of all bonds that are broken along the perimeter of
the cluster.
If the face contains only one PBC, we may choose the cluster to be an
infinitely long strip, directed parallel to the PBC. The removal of this cluster
does not break any bond, since it doesn't cross a PBC, hence the energy loss
vanishes. Such a face therefore must be rough. In a face that contains two
different PBC directions, this construction does not apply, hence one has to
break bonds on removal of the cluster. The price to pay for this bond-breaking,
equals the sum of bond energies divided by kT. At Τ = 0, the cost to break a
finite bond thus becomes infinite, and hence this face must be flat at Τ = 0.
At finite temperatures, it is no longer sufficient to study the edge energy of
a face, as entropie effects that favour disorder, become more and more impor
tant with rising temperature. One thus has to study the edge free energy, and
therefore a statistical mechanical description is necessary. As a first approx
imation, one may study a two dimensional lattice gas to model the interface.
This model describes only the first solid layers: at each position of a twodimensional lattice, an atom can either be present or absent. This way the
total variation in the height of the crystal face is a single atom. This lattice
gas model mathematically is equivalent to the Ising model, that describes spins
that are either up or down, and can in two dimensions be solved analytically
[6]. For this model one can write down an expression for the transfer matrix,
which relates the states of two neighouring rows of the lattice. The trace of
13

the N-th power of this matrix is the partition function of a system of N rows.
The partition function now, is nearly completely determined by the largest
eigenvalue of the transfermatrix if this value is non-degenerate as is the case
at high temperature. The eigenvector corresponding to this eigenvalue, re
presents the state of minimal free energy. With decreasing temperature, the
next-to-emallest eigenvalue increases and finally reaches the largest one, thus
two different states become competitive. Since at this point the gap between
the largest eigenvalue, and the continuum of smaller eigenvalues vanishes, the
correlation length of the system diverges, and the system shows large fluctu
ations on every length scale. Thus the system exhibits a second order phase
transition at a finite temperature, that is proportional to the sum of all bonds
that are in the PBCs that generate the slice. This temperature (TR) further
more is a complicated function of all proportions between the bonds. The
value of Тд can be calculated exactly, if no crossing bonds occur in the face,
hence the topology of the unit cell is abo of importance.
Physically, this transition means, that at the transition temperature is
lands of an arbitrary large size may be created on top of the surface; in practice
all length scales occur. It also implies that for temperatures at and above the
roughening transition, the edge free energy vanishes. Below the roughening
transition, the edge free energy per unit of length is finite, hence due to ther
mal fluctuations only an occasional small cluster can be present, hence the
facet must be flat on an atomic scale.
In a read physical situation, the height variations at the surface of a crystal
are not limited to a single monolayer. An other model, that allows for infinite
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height variations, but leaves out overhangs, is the Solid-on-Solid model. The
critical temperature in this model cannot be calculated analytically, but simulation results show that the transition temperatures in this model and in the
Ising model do not differ by much [7]. The nature of the transition is quite
different, however. It can be shown that the transition in the SOS-model is not
of second order, as the one in the Ising model, but it is of infinite order. The
roughening transition thus is of the weakest possible type, and consequently
the onset of roughening of a flat face is a very gradual process.
At this point, we wish to make a remark about the "strong" bonds, that
define the PBCs. In theory, all atoms in the crystal interact with each other,
but the energy involved of course decreases fast with increasing distance. If
these weaker bonds were taken into account, a larger set of PBCs would be obtained, and hence one would find more F-faces. These extra F-faces, however,
are only connected due to the introduced weaker bonds, hence the roughening
temperature of these faces is determined by the energy that is needed to break
these weak bonds. As a result, the roughening temperature of these faces is
very low, and in practical situations these faces don't occur after all.
The value that is to be ascribed to a certain bond, is a more delicate question. In general, detailed information about the potential between particles is
not available. What is known with certainty, are the lattice parameters, sizes
and shapes of the molecules, and of course the bulk thermodynamic data. Using this information, the procedure now is to define nearest and (sometimes)
next-nearest neighbour bonds between particles in the crystal, such that the
sum of all bonds in the unit cell, equals the heat of evaporation per cell from the
15

crystal into vacuum. The ratio of all bonds can be determined using additional
assumptions concerning the range or nature of the potential, that depend on
the chemical properties of the material in question. The bond energies that
are found this way, are called solid-solid bonds.
In many experimental situations, the crystal is not in contact with vacuum
during the growth process; it may grow from solution, flux or melt. In these
cases, the crystal is in contact with a fluid and as a result the bonds in the
surface effectively change. The traditional way to describe the fluid, is to
extrapolate the lattice structure outside of the crystal, thus using a cell model
to describe both the solid and the liquid [8]. In this model, each cell contains
either "solid molecules" or "liquid molecules", and consequently the model
contains three types of bonds. The first type is the solid-solid bond described
earlier, and applies to neighbouring solid cells. The second type is an analogous
fluid-fluid bond, that applies to neighbouring fluid cells, and can be found from
the heat of evaporation from thefluidphase into vacuum. The last type of bond
is the solid-fluid bond, defined as the interaction between neighbouring solid
and fluid cells. The value of this bond is not apriori a known quantity, hence
to relate this bond to the know bulk thermodynamic functions, the classical
theory uses some ad-hoc relation.
The assumption that usually is made, is due to Jackson, and is called the
complete wetting assumption [9]. One way to interpret this assumption, is the
following. A crystal growing from a vapour phase, may be described purely
by its solid-solid bonds. These bonds represent the reversible work needed to
remove a particle form the crystal to the vapour (or vacuum). On growing from
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fluid phase (be it a solution or a melt) one may regard this fluid as a generalized
vacuum, and thus replace the heat of evaporation mentioned earlier, by the
heat of dissolution or the heat of melting. Physically, this means that the fluid
conserves its bulk properties up to the crystal, i.e. it remains homogeneous
and isotropic as far as the interface. This assumption of isotropy implies that
the ratio of the bonds remains unchanged.
The value that should be ascribed to a bond in the interface, follows di
rectly from the cell model that is based on the three types of bonds, introduced
earlier. The thought experiment needed to find a bond, concerns the cleaving
of the crystal perpendicular to the bond, cleaving the fluid, and putting the
solid and fluid halves together. A simple counting of bonds thus shows that the
effective bond equals the solid-fluid bond, minus the average of the solid-solid
and the fluid-fluid bonds. The complete wetting assumption of Jackson can
therefore be expressed by stating that the solid-fluid and the fluid-fluid bonds
are equal.
The sum of all effective bonds, that are directed in the slice at the surface,
divided by kT, is traditionally termed the α-factor of Jackson. In the complete
wetting assumption, it is proportional to the heat of melting or dissolution,
where the proportionality constant is a crystallographic factor, that depends
on the geometry of the face. The roughening temperature of the face scales
with kTa, as this quantity sets the energy scale of the system.
This α now, essentially is a surface quantity, and it is therefore question
able, and indeed proved wrong, to relate α to bulk thermodynamic functions.
To mention a few examples, for many metals growing from their melts, and
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gamete growing from a flux, an experimental proof, or strong indication, of
faceted growth exists [10]. Yet the roughening temperatures calculated for
these systems, typically come out to low by a factor of five, if the complete
wetting assumption is used. There are three effects relevant at the interface,
that are not accounted for in the Jackson theory, but could influence the solidfluid interaction.
Firstly, one may have a deviation from the stoichiometry at the interface.
This effect may occur if the chemical composition of the crystal contains more
than one component, and if one component builds in much faster then the others. This of course can only happen during growth conditions, hence at a finite
sup ere at ur at ion. For one-component systems, and for systems in equilibrium,
this effect is not important. Two effects that are of possible importance for all
equilibrium systems are structural effects at the solid side, and at the liquid
side of the interface. For the solid, this effect is named reconstruction, and
involves the shift of particles in the top layer of the crystal to other positions
than lattice positions. The atoms remain localized, however, and therefore
must be considered to belong to the solid. At the liquid side of the interface,
the structuring involves the formation of layers of fluid adjacent to the crystal.
The atoms in these layers remain mobile in lateral directions, though in the
first liquid layer a preference to lattice positions of the underlaying substrate
must be expected.
To describe these structural effects properly, one has to abandon the lattice model completely, since the underlying lattice presupposes the structure
to equal that of the bulk crystal throughout the system. The alternative is a
18

theory that is based on continuous density distributions, from which the bulk
lattice structure should follow in the low temperature limit. As a first approx
imation one may try to incorporate the structural effects at the interface in an
effective value for the solid-fluid bond, thus remaining in the lattice formula
tion. This is done in the next chapter of this thesis, and turns out to result
in α-factors, that are higher than those calculated from the complete wet
ting assumption, by the missing factor of five. In chapter three of this thesis,
the basis for the description of crystal-liquid interfaces in terms of continuous
distributions is given.
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FLUID STRUCTURE AND SURFACF ROUGHENING
R D GROOT M ELWFNSPOEK and Ρ BENNEMA
RIM Labonilori of Sulitl Slate Cherrmm Facull\ of Sneme Cutholu bnuersil\ of NijmcRen
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Tht; rougtiLning Іетрсглигсл ofcrvstjl Гас^ cjkulaled from Ihi. Jicksttn theory an; proved to be loo low hy л fdLlor ^ 6 Iti the
lurrcnl paper a high density limiting law for the Duid density near a wall is presented from whieh the mentioned vananei may be
understood

1 Introduction

results are in line with the predictions of the
Kossel model The equilibrium form of Pb crystals
[Í 6) and Ag,S crystals [7] can be well understood
with modern concepts of crystal growth and
roughening theory There is a long tradition in
predicting and explaining the morphological importance of crystal faces [8] bven for quite complicated crystals as garnets |9J and apautes |1UJ it
is possible to calculate the ratio of the r R 's of the
faces the results being in satisfying agreement
with experiment In some metal alloys [5 6] the
roughening point can be predicted on a basis of
known thermodynamic data of the systems For
these systems ( 11 ] and even for 4 He crystals [12 131
in equilibrium with the superfluid melt the temperature dependence of the step free energy agrees
well with the theoretical predictions of a roughening transition of infinite order [14-16]

The physical state of a crystal surface can be
thardtienzed by the step free energy γ ΙΓ γ > О
the surface is flat and if γ vanishes it is rough on
a molecular scale this happens for temperatures
above ihe roughening temperature TK This tem
perature is fixed by the effective bond energies at
I he solid liquid interface 7~R is proportional to
the potential energy of a slice of onenlation (hkl)
Traditionally the ratio of the slice energy to AT"
( = absolute temperature in energy units) is called
the a factor of Jackson [1] To calculate α Jack
son used a lattice gas model for the interface and
assumed that the bond energy between fluid cells
equals that between solid and fluid cells ( 'com
plete wetting ) α then turns out to be equal to a
fraction of the entropy of fusion AHm/kTm
He
compared the thus calculated a with the a t at
which the order disorder transition in the BraggWilliams model occurs (a^ = 2) and so did Sawada
recently [2] Finding for many metals α < 2 Jack
son concluded that these metal crystals in equi
librium with their melts should have rough faces
Modern theories predict aL to be substancially
larger e g the roughening transition of the (100)
face of a Kossel crystal (simple cubic) occurs at
a c - 3 2 [3 4] These new results imply that many
metal crystals growing from the melt have a's (as
calculated by Jackson) much smaller than o c

In spite of these encouraging results the coupling constants which are obtained using the complete wetting assumption systematically tum out
to be too small there should be no facetted crystal
faces at all in most cases To begin with, ''He
crystals have no measurable heal of fusion [17)
The experiments of Eustalhopoulos and his coworkers [5,6 11 18] indicate that the metal crystals
grow at least near 7^ if not below instead of
above as is expected from their small entropy of
fusion ( - R ) Other cases are discussed by Sawada
[2] who puts foreward arguments favouring
facetted metal crystals growing from their melt
As an example, he sites the work of Abbaschian

In recent years the roughening transition has
been investigated for a variety of systems Many
0022 0248/86/$03 50 © Elsevier Science Publishers В V
(North Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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and Eslamloo [19] which revealed a nonlinear
growth law indicating a surface controlled growth
mechanism, hence facetted faces on Sn This is in
conflict with the calculated α = 1 1. The growth of
garnets from a PbO flux [20] revealed (332) faces
as the weakest, so that а(зз2) - 3 2 With the wet
ting assumption (for solutions, the heat of fusion
must be replaced by the heat of dissolution [21,22]),
an α of 0 8 is calculated for this face [23], which is
evidently much too small
The complete wetting assumption allows of
course also the calculation of surface energies £ s
which are dual to step energies The latter are
reflected by a Again, £ s is a fraction of the heal
of fusion 4 # m The proportionality factor de
pends on the structure of the crystal face in ques
tion (as for a), and for faces with minimal £, one
expects £, = 0 2( ± 0 05)4 HM ( Es is refered to the
surface of the growth units) [24] This leads us to
perhaps the clearest discrepancy of the complete
wetting assumption The classical homogeneous
nucleation experiments of Tumbull [25] yield
surface tensions a (the surface free energy per
growth unit)
О

= 0 45ДЯ т

account We introduce a simple model for the
structure of liquids near hard walls which allows
the calculation of the density in the first layer
adjacent to a (flat) crystal surface Our model
predicts a reduction of the density in the liquid at
the surface which leads to an increase of the step
energy and herewith to an increase of the α-factor
just by the missing magnitude, ι e by a factor
between 3 and 6 This paper is arranged as fol
lows In section 2 we describe the Jackson model
in some detail and calculate the effect of a density
reduction of the first liquid layer The central
section of this paper, section 3, is devoted to the
calculation of this density Discussion and conclu
sions are found in section 4

2. Classical theory of surface energy

In the classical Jackson model all space is di
vided into lattice cells of fitting symmetry These
cells contain either solid or liquid material, and
interact via the nearest neighbour bonds Φ„, φ5Γ
and фа, where the indices s and f refer to solid
and fluid respectively This approach leads to an
approximate theory of the crystal-liquid interface
Two common approximations to find the transi
tion temperatures should be mentioned the I sing
model in which each interface cell contains either
solid or fluid, and the sohd-on-solid model in
which towers of solid cells may be formed, but
where overhangs are forbidden The central
parameter in the problem is the α factor, which is
defined as the slice energy devided by kT For a
simple cubic lattice, at the (100) face

(1)

for a large number of pure metals Note that
Tumbull's experiments give lower limits for σ due
to the possibility of heterogeneous nucleation
[26,27] More over, σ, being a free energy, is a
lower limit for £ s because of entropy effects
Recent computer simulations for Lennard-Jones
systems [40] give in (1) a slope 0 33, which is again
far from the Jackson model prediction
It seems therefore that we are faced with a
general problem the use of the wetting assump
tion gives results for £, and α which are too small
by a factor between 3 and 6 This holds both for
crystal-melt as for crystal-solution interfaces, see
also ref [28] In fact, Jackson also used the lattice
gas model for the interface, this aspect will be
discussed m forthcoming papers [24,41] Difficul
ties with the wetting assumption have been re
ported earlier [29-31] and to our knowledge there
has been only one attempt to remove the difficul
ties [2]
In this paper we try to calculate α taking the
structure of the liquid near the crystal surface into

« - ^ [ φ , ί - Η Φ . , + Φπ)]

(2)

This parameter can also be seen as the energy
per unit of length, needed to create four steps in
the interface, devided by kT If α > о,., then the
step free energy γ is greater than zero (flat surface),
but if a < ac then γ vanishes (rough face) For the
sohd-on-sohd (SOS) model ac = 3 2 on the (100)
face of a simple cubic crystal To calculate α one
must find the φ bonds The latter two in (2) can
be calculated from the heats of melting and
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3 The interface layer

vaporization, since one has per cell
4 Н , = -Зф, г

(За)

ДНт=-Э(фи-ф„)

(3b)

For the first bond energy in (2) one has to
invent a new relation The equivalent wetting as
sumption of Jackson states that the fluid near the
interface has the same structure as in the bulk of
the fluid he therefore assumed
<f\r = Фгг

И)

From ecjs (2) (3) and (4) one finds the Jackson
expression for α
a^UH^/kT

(5)

which leads to the difficulties discussed in the
introduction
To try an improvement of the theory we as
sume that the density of the melt averaged over
the first layer adjacent to the crystal (p ) differs
from the that of the bulk fluid far away from the
crystal (ρ,) In that case (4) would be replaced by
Ф,( = (Р,/РІ)Ф(Г.

(6)

leading to

—'M'-ïlïêl

«19

(7)

A correction analogous to (7) has been suggested
also by Sawada [2]
At this point it is useful to give some comments
on the order of magnitude of the parameters used
in (7) For all physical systems the heat of vaporization is much larger than the heat of melting
Some typical examples are [2] Mg (ЛН /ЛНт =
15) and Sn (4М /Л« І „ = 35) Since these num
bers are large a small density reduction at the
interface already induces a large correction This
furthermore implies that an error of 1% in the
calculation of p, will typically be inflated to 10%
in the final result It is therefore necessary to
check the accuracy of the predictions of the model
presented in the next section with simulation re
sults

The simulation data relevant to the crystalliquid interface can be divided into two major
classes On the one hand simulations have been
done for Lennard-Jones systems, where both the
solid and the liquid phase are present at coexis
tence The other class consists of simulations in
which only the liquid phase is considered being in
contact with some ad hoc fixed substrate These
two approaches place us in a dilemma In the
latter method the position of the interface is con
trolled by hand and therefore exactly known
Surface reconstruction and such solid state phe
nomena are not taken into account therefore this
description of the interface is incomplete The
former of these two methods docs treat the wild
on an equal footing as the liquid but another
problem arises namely the interface appearing in
these simulations is found to be rough The pre
cise location of the interface therefore fluctuates
during the simulation and the interface profile
becomes smeared out [40] For these reasons ι
subtle effect like a local density drop could not be
measured even if it were present In one simula
tion to our knowledge a flat surface is found after
a three point coupling was introduced [39] but in
this system the solid has a lower density than the
liquid We can resume that the simulations of the
first class cannot decide whether a density drop
near a flat surface is present or not in the (most
common) situation where the solid has a higher
density than the liquid
Being confined to the use of the second method,
a substrate must be chosen in an ad hoc manner
One may expect the result to depend on the
crystal type and the orientation of the face since
these parameters decide whether the fluid "fits"
the solid To start with a lowest approximation
one may study a crystal face that is mimiced by a
flat hard wall which is considered not to be a very
bad approximation for the fee (111) face For this
system one can be sure that any structure parallel
to the wall is intrinsically caused by the fluid and
not by some interference with the substrate Such
simulations have been done by Snook and
Henderson [32], who studied a hard sphere fluid
confined between two hard flat walls The density
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profile has been studied later as a function of the
distance between the walls [33] It is found thai
the density is ал oscillating funcuon ρ = p(z),
where ζ is the distance from the wall The interest
ing point here is that at high (and physically
relevant) densities, there is a deep minimum in the
density between the first two peaks near the wall
This minimum separates the first peak from the
rest of the fluid, thus we propose to consider the
first layer as a thermodynamically separate phase,
which is m equilibrium with the bulk fluid To
find the density in this layer, one has to equate the
chemical potentials of the bulk fluid and this
surface layer, where the latter shall be approxi
mated by that of a hard disc fluid plus a small
correction for the width of the layer, thus p, may
be found from
С,(Р,)-МІ(РГ)

P* 1

ю -

5•

0

l_iSl
1

1
2

1
3

1
A

1
5
2 Id

1

»

Fig. 1 Dimensionless density p(:)d1 of a hard sphere fluid
with diameter d in contact with a hard flat wall as a function
of the dimensionless distance z/d resulting from the mode] of
Meister and Kroll [36] detailed calculations are to be pub
lished [41] The density far away from the wall is pfdi - 0 95

(8)

To check the validity of this approach we have
earned out additional simulations, varying the size
of the system of ref [32] parallel to the walls with
steps of one half hard sphere diameter from (Э x 3)
2
up to (10 x 10) (diameter) The simulations where
earned out for ρ,ά* — 0 91 for all systems within
1% It was found that the quantity of interest
ρ,/pf, as a function of the system size, oscillates
between 0 9 and 1 0 Averaging over the values
thus found gives an estimate for the infinite sys
tem which differs from the prediction of the model
given below by 2% More details of these simula
tions are to be published elsewhere To estimate
the density range for which the model can be
expected to be valid, we again study p(z) As the
first minimum in the density can be seen as a
potential bamer — 1η(ρ(ζ)/ρ[), we estimate the
density from which this model is valid, as that for
which the energy needed to go over the bamer is
larger than kT A conservative estimate is [41]
Pr^PdW'3-091

tive and repulsive forces separately Firsi we
calculate the free energy, then the chemical poten
tial follows by the differentiation, and contaci
with the lattic model can be made by using expres
sions for the internal energy The contribution of
the attractive potential to the internal energy den
sity is [34,35]
"(*)-ƒ
J

y)

(11)

where ( ) stands for an ensemble average In the
bulk of the fluid, the density at point y, under the
condition that a particle is present at point x, is
given by the two particle correlation function
(12)

P(y)=PigA\'-y\)

By analogy the wall-particle correlation function
g„(r) is defined by

W

if
if

} < Р ( * ) Р Ы > Ф ( * , У)&У.

x*y

P(*)-P,*«(0

We study a system with the following two-par
ticle potential
ф(х, у)-ф(х,
ф(т, y) = oo

I
0

(13)

if p(z) is the density of the fluid at distance г
from a wall (see fig 1) Using (12) we find for u in
the bulk

\x-y\»d,
\x-y\<d

«ылты = \р)Г«г(г)
•Ό

To fmd the chemical potential, we treat the attrac-
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and with (13) the contribution to и at the inter
face, arising from the solid-fluid interaction is
given by
пшй-^Рг/"
J

!>0

«»(i)*(/-)d,r

where
ir N

(14b)

τ N
4 À'

and

art the packing fraction, in the bulk and surface
laver respectively bsing standard thermodynamics the free energy and the chemical potential
can be found in both systems For the chemical
potentials we find (HS = hard spheres HD = hard
discs)

From eqs (14) one can readily make contact
with the lattic model on a simple cubic lattice the
coupling constants φ,, and ψ,( must be taken as

Ф^—РІ^Г^ЛпФІ^Г-аг

rouyhentng

(15a)
μ»5(ρ()=λΓ Ιη^λ^+τι

^

= ppti/'f

itJz)

*(r) <i*r

(15h)

+)

1+>У8
Π -И

2

'

(IBb)

(19)

Pk^ji = P:n/'>

while
(20)

P, = РгаА/

Since the ideal part of the chemical potential in
the fluid is given by
М-^-ИРц^*').

(21)

the full expression for the chemical potential is

(17a)

Hp.X'i-lnjJJ-ilnd-»)

μ ^ ( ρ , ) = Α7·

n the two-dimensional case
pA
\kT

ì5-2>

» here λ is the thermal wavelength, and p 2 D =
Ν/Α = ρ c/ The basic approximation made lo
calculate the chemical potential in the inlerfacial
laser is thai the non ideal part of the chemical
potential in this laver is equaled lo the non-ideal
part of the hard disc chemical potential (18b)
This assumption seems reasonable as all particles
are confined to a peak with a width b that is much
smaller than the hard sphere diameter d
For this system the local density ι e the den
sity in the narrow peak is equal to

(16)

The following expressions by Carnahan and
Starling and bv Barker and Henderson respec
lively are very good approximations to the equations of state of a three-dimensional hard sphere
fluid and a two-dimensional hard disc fluid (see
e g , ref [34])
in the three-dimensional case,

О-ч)

(18л)

(1-·)'

This expression is in general a rather com
plicated one since the correlation functions g-,
and ç , are functions of the density We only need
to make a rough estimate however to see that the
internal energy contribution to the chemical
potential is much smaller than the hard sphere
contribution In the calculation of the density in
the inlerfacial layer one can therefore neglect the
effects of the internal energy To see this we shall
now turn to the hard sphere part of the chemical
potential

pV __ 1 + 7) + η 2
5
NkT

О-ч)'

2
M ? g ( p „ ) - i 7 - Ι η ( ρ , η λ ) - ί Infi -ι)

The contnbution of the internal energv to the
chemical potential can in either case be found by
differentiating the energy density at some point
with respect to the number density in thai point
thus

4μ η1ι ,„„,(χ) = 3«(*)/3ρ(χ)

H - Чт) + Зт) 2

(17b)

+y-

(i->)
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100 |

With use of equilibrium condition (8), and the
internal energy contribution (16), we have to solve

-,

P,
η

S

M " ( P . ) - М Г ( Р Г ) + ä ^ K u U - »тиГ«.)
3

ι Bangt of waMtrty

095 -

^ ^ N T

μ™( Pi ) + - (6Фи - 5ф„ - Ф„ )
Pi

= M ^ ( p f ) + !4Hm,

(23)

090 -

to find ρ,
In (23), 4 # m is the heat of melting per particle,
which for most metals is of the order kT At
3
5
density pr<i = 0 95, the hard sphere part μ" is
about 20 times larger than the internal energy part
s
in the nght-hand side of (23) Since μ" neai this
density is a very steep function of p,, the resulting
value of p, will hardly change if the 4 # m term is
3
not taken into account The value pld = 0 95 is
the density at which a hard sphere liquid is in
equilibrium with a hard sphere solid [37] We
3
assume therefore that pr</ = 0 95 is the most re
alistic density to be considered m our problem,
and thus negelect the Δ Hm term
The height of the first peak in р(л), i e the
contact density, is related to the pressure via the
exact relation [38]

а = а ; (1 -)-0 13Л// / 4 Я т )

\

О-νΫ

I

(26)

4. Discussion and conclusions
The most important result in this paper is that
if a lattice model is used to desmbc a solid- fluid
interface, the solid-fluid bond strength that must
be used is sensitive to the fluid structure near the
interface To calculate this fluid structure, a sim
ple model for the fluid is introduced in which
only the most essential physics is retained In this
model the crystal face is replaced by a hard flat
wall, and the first fluid layer adjacent to the wall
is essentially mimiced by a two-dimensional fluid
This intuitive picture leads to a reduction of the
density in the first layer relative to the density m
the bulk fluid The validity of our approach for
the (mathematically simple) hard wall-hard sphere
fluid, is confirmed by our Monte Carlo experi-

(і->)г

+ W_ J i i n ^ V )

'
'
11

In the lowest approximation that we use this
correction is independent of the crystallographit
orientation

Jb^-ilnd-,)
(і-ч)э

ι I ι
09 10

find a reduction of 6 5% If this value is put into
eq (7), we find that the Jackson α fat-tor іч
multiplied with a correction in the order of magni
tude of 5

Using (24) and (17a), the parameter b/d"
Pi/Pconiaci i n (22) can be eliminated Herewith we
finally find the following transcendental relation
between the packing fractions y in the layer and
η in the bulk

ï-9jl

ι
08

P(d3"
Fig 2 Density averaged over the first fluid laser jdjueni in ,t
hard wall ρ (see fig 1) dcsidcd b\ the fluid dsnsits fir JHJ\
from the wall μΓ plotted against thi diimnsionkss di.nsitv
ptd3 This densilv ratio is Lakulatid from eq (2^| of (his
paper The mark indicates the densitv uheri tht hard sphere
fluid is in equilibnum uith its solid

(24)

Р/кТ-С^

\
;
07

(25)

1

The solution of this equation in terms of p,/Pi
is plotted against ρ,ά1 in fig 2 Over the full
range of bulk densities where we think that our
approximations are reasonable, the model predicts
a reduction of the density in the surface layer
Thjs reduction vanes from 5 5% al p,d 3 = 0 9 to
7 5% at ρ,ίί3 ·= 1 0 At the solid-fluid phase tran
sition for hard spheres, where ρ,ά3 - 0 95 [37], we
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sufficiently flat We therefore confront the model
with expenments, and find the calculated correc
tion factors to be in the correct order of magni
tude

ments, briefly discussed in section 3 For the high
bul still safe density ρ,ιΐ* = 0 91 (at higher densi
ties the systems may now and then crystallize
dunng the simulation) the Monte Carlo results for
p, match those of the model presented here by 2%
The results of this model have also been compared
to the results of the elaborate model introduced by
Meister and Kroll [36] Sinking argreement has
been found in the estimated range of densities
where the model is expected to be valid [41] This
leads to the conclusion that the separation of a
two dimensional strauure is a real physical mech
anism
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THE RELATION BETWEEN MACROSCOPIC OBSERVABLES
AND ATOMIC SURFACE MODELS

J.P. van der Eerden, R.D. Groot, M. Elwenspoek and P. Bennema
RIM laboratory of Solid State Chemistry
Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen,
The Netherlands.

Abstract
The relation between thermodynamic quantities (heat of crystallization,
surface free energy) and atomistic models to describe surface structure
and surface roughening are critically reviewed. A general method, based on
density functional theory, is developed to generally interpret the data. The
method incorporates the laws of Jackson and Turnbull in a modified form. The
reliability is tested on simulation data of the Lennard-Jones crystal-vapour
and crystal-melt interfaces.
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1. Introduction
As the growth of crystals is dramatically influenced by the atomic
structure of their surfaces there exist a long tradition to develop models
which could explain the experimentally observed differences between faceted
and non-faceted faces.
Up till now the best established model for such phenomena
is the Kossel model, based on a solid on solid cell model and nearest neigh
bour interaction. The model predicts a roughening transition, taking place
at a well-defined temperature T R . The edge free energy is the natural order
parameter and the way it vanishes at and above Tn is characteristic for a
transition of infinite order.
In recent years the roughening transition has been investigated experi
mentally in a large number of systems. Many results are in line with the pre
dictions of the Kossel model. Firstly, even for quite complicated crystals
like garnets [1], and apatites [2] one is able to predict the order of the
morphological importance of different faces. Second, the equilibrium shape
of Pb-crystals [3] and Ag2S-crystals [4] is well described with the theory.
Third, the roughening point in metal alloys can be predicted on the basis
of data on pure metals and mixing energies [5,6]. Fourth, measurement of
edge free energy on He crystals reveals the typical infinite order beha
viour [7].
All of these experiments can be explained with an ad hoc or fitted
value of the effective nearest neighbour bond energy for a given face and
a give mother phase. One would like to have relation between this effective
bond energy and a bulk thermodynamical quantity. In the literature this has
been done in two ways.
Jackson [8,9] has argued that α (the total effective bond energy per
growth unit within a crystallographic slice of thickness d(hkl) divided by
kT) is related to the heat of crystallization L per growth unit by
α = С L/kT

(1)

where ϊ is a crystallographic factor, equal to the ratio of the real bond
energy in the slice to the total sublimation energy, usually 0.5<£<1.
Turnbull [10] on the other land has shown experimentally that for many
metal-melt interfaces the average tension σ satisfies
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(2)

О ' σ = tL, t s 0.45 ,

where nis the volume per growth unit in the crystal. A similar relation has
roughly been found by Söhnel and Nielsen [11] for growth of anorganic crystals from aqueous solution.
In the sequel we shall refer to eqs (1) and (2) as Jacksons law and
Turnbulls law and to ζ and t as the crystallographic factor and Turnbulls
constant.
Since both a and σ are essentially interface quantities both relations
can, in principle, be used to estimate an effective broken bond energy Φ in
a cell model. E.g. for the (001) face of a Kossel model α equals 4ф/кТ,
2/3
ς = 2/3 and for an ideally smooth surface α ' σ = ψ.
Useful as they are these two relations can not directly be used. First,
note that if only nearest neighbour interactions are taken into account then
2 Ω 2 / 3 σ + kT a. s L

(3)

the equality holding if the surface were perfectly smooth. This relation is
in contradiction with eqs (1,2) and the fact that 0.5<ξ<1. It is one of the
results of this paper that this seeming discrepancy only indicates that longer
range interactions are not negligible for the metal-melt systems studied by
Turnbull. More precisely it follows from eq. (2) that in these systems a
suitably defined effective interaction range λ is about two times the nearest
neighbour distance.
A second problem with Jackson law, eq. (1), emerges from a central re
sult of this paper, that ξ is inversely proportional to λ and hence may be
considerably less than 0.5 even for densely packed faces. This implies that
the α values following from eq. (1) are lower than one usually assumes in
the literature and consequently one would predict unfaceted crystals whereas
in reality facets are present on the equilibrium form. This applies to hy4
drothermally grown apatite crystals, flux-grown garnets and He grown from
its superfluid melt.
The argument of Jackson for eq. (1) is that the melting, dissolution
or evaporation process can, to a first approximation, be seen as the genera
tion of more and more crystal-fluid surface. This, of course, is true only
if the environment of a single growth unit in the mother phase is represen
tative for the structure of a macroscopic solid-fluid interface. This, how
ever, means that any measured deviation from eqs (1,2) points to deviations
from this assumption and hence provides information about the interface
structure. It is the main result of this paper to provide for the first time
a systematic method to deduce such information from experimental data.
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The paper is organized as follows. In the section 2 we define the
relevant surface parameters in a more general context than the cell model
originally used by Jackson [8,9] and by Burton Cabrera and Frank [12]. In
sects 3 to 5 these results are worked out under the assumption that no
structural deformation of the solid and the fluid occur and generalized
forms of eqs (1,2) will be derived. In sects 6 the influence of deformati
ons is discussed. In sect. 7 the method is applied to Lennard Jones systems
and general expectations are formulated in sect. 8.
2. General model for interface quantities.
In order to study solid-fluid interfaces we need a description of
solid-fluid systems in which structural information can easily be accomoda
ted. The natural language for this purpose is a density distribution descrip
tion.
As a starting point it is assumed that one is able to define the density
of particles of a certain type in a certain state and orientation. For simpli
city we restrict ourselves in this paper mostly to one type of spherical par
ticles in their ground states, denoting their density at position r as ρ (r).
As a further restriction we consider only pair wise interaction energies

Φ(?,?').
For a given density distribution ρ (r) one may obtain the macroscopic
variables as follows. Let V be a large volume (V-w representing the thermodynamical limit) in which ρ (r) is defined. Then the total number of particles
N is given by
N[p] = ƒ p(r) dr

(4)

and the total energy U is
U[p] =i/dr'/dr' w [p-.r,?']

(5)

wCp;?,r'] = Ρ (?) Ρ (?') ψ (r.r 1 ) if r /i r'

(6)

w[p;r,r] s 0

(7)

The macroscopic thermodynamical variables are averaged over the
properly weighed density distributions p. We shall denote these by omitting
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[pj from the symbols, e.g. Ν Ξ < Ν [ρ] >. In the case of coexistence of two
or more phases these averages depend on the macroscopic state of the system.
The macroscopic state of the system is in such a case fixed by the boundary
conditions, and the macroscopic variables will be given subscripts correspon
ding to different boundary conditions.
For our purpose we have two distinct homogeneous phases, solid(s) and
fluid (f). The energy of sublimation L . and of evaporation L per particle
can be expressed as
Ч м ь Ns = - 7 '

d?

-f

d?

' w , (?.?').

L e v N f = - i ƒ dr ƒ dr' w f (?,?').
L
V
V

(8)
(9)

Here one should realize that N and w are thermally averaged over configura
tions relevant in the solid state and N, and w f in the fluid state. The energy
of crystallization L (melting in this simple case) is per particle
L

= L

ι
_*
^ иЛ^.г')
w-fr.r')
,„h - L e „ = - -у / dr ƒ dr' [-5
- -t
].
sub
ev
2 v
v
N
Nf

(10)

The thermodynamic variables for surfaces and steps are obtained from
inhomogeneous states of the system. Such states can in principle be obtained
by bringing the boundaries of the volume V properly in contact with solid and
fluid systems. We shall not go into detail of how to do this precisely, but
merely assume that we are able to produce interfaces with an arbitrary average
orientation (hkl) with respect to crystal axes which are fixed in the (external]
laboratory system.
Following Gibbs we define the total surface energy of such an interface
as the excess energy with respect to the bulk phases. More precisely, if in
the interface system N particles are present then formally pN of them are
ascribed to the solid phase and (l-p)N to the fluid and ρ is fixed by the
condition that the total volume V equals the sum of the volumina V = pV
and V, = (l-p)V which would be occupied by pN and (l-p)N particles in homoge
neous solid and fluid phases.
N = p P s V + (1-p) p f V.

(11)

The total surface energy of the system is now given as
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U e x c (i) = ì ƒ dr ƒ dr' w. (?,?') - І ρ ƒ dr ƒ dr' w c (?,?')
£
η
L
s
V
V
V
V
- Ì (1-p) ƒ d? S dr' w f (?,?•),
V
V

(12)

where the subscript i denotes the state of the system with an (hkl) interface.
The surface energy expression can be rewritten in a more comfortable
way. In the first term both integrals are splitted up in integrals over V
and V,. In the second term the integrand is translation invariant and hence
ρ times the integral over V equals once the integral over V . Similarly the
third term is simplified. This leads to
U e x c (i) = І ƒ

d?' ƒ

V

4
+ i ƒ
v
f

dr ƒ

- l¿ ¡

df ƒ

vs

v

dr' [w.(?,?') - «,(?,?')]

s

dr' [w,. (?,?') - w f (?,?')]
f

vf

dr' [w.
s (?,?•) + wtf (f,r') - 21М і (r,r·)]

(13)

The specific surface energy is given by
0 (hk1)

= U e x c (i)/A

(14)

where A is the area of the intersection of V with a plane surface with orientation (hkl).
Up to this point we have considered well defined thermodynamical
quantities only. The α-factor of Jackson, on the other hand is related to
cell models where kTo is the surface excess energy increase if one isolated
solid cell is placed on top of a planar (T=o) surface.
A possibility to generalize the definition of α could be to use that
in a cell model the low temperature (a I 1/T) expansion of the surface energy
is
σ(Τ+0) = o(T=0) (l+2e" a +....)

(15)

and hence one could define α by
ο
2

α

„"α

е

1ла\

- l i l " d In σ

(1б)

= Τ+ο T I F T
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However, in practice taking the low temperature limit leads to serious
difficulties. Firstly, one may pass several structural changes and phase
transitions e.g. for solid-melt systems freezing of the liquid phase).
Secondly, even for crystal vapour surfaces other effects(e.g. surface
phonons) may lead to power law temperature contributions to the surface
energy which will dominate the exp(-a) contribution at low enough tempera
ture. Therefore such a procedure most likely does not lead to a quantity
which is characteristic for the solid-fluid interface. This forces us to
look for another definition of a.
We propose the following procedure which uses a special choice of the
Gibbs dividing surface and a homogeneous phase approximation.
For the definition of excess energies, as demonstrated above, the
precise location and shape of the Gibbs dividing surface is immaterial as
long as it divides the total volume V properly into solid and fluid volumes
V and V f . One of the possible choices is to follow the edges of the unit
cells of the crystal structure. Explicitly we take the dividing surface for
the state ι (flat (hkl) surface) as a flat plane parallel to (hkl) and for
state i* the surface configuration which one would choose m a cell model in
order to represent an adsorbed adunit.
If the solid and the fluid phase were homogeneous up to the dividing
surface and abruptly terminated there then the first two terms in eg. (13)
would vanish identically. Such an interface was called "sharp" by Jackson,
Uhlmann and Hunt [9] and they adopted it because otherwise one "abandons
all hope of relating the properties of the interface to the measurable
thermodynamic properties". In this spirit our proposal is to use this homoge
neous contribution to the excess energies for the definition of a. Specifically
kT α

uj; xc (ι*) - U ^ x c (i)

(17)

where the subscript h means that the first two terms in eg. (13) are neglected.
Note that this definition of α reduces to the cell defimton when a cell
approximation is adopted.
The generalization of the definition of the crystallographic factor
ζ is less combersome since it does not involve interfaces but only the bulk
solid and fluid states.
ξ

- Ì ƒ
¿
A

d?

ƒ dr' w ç (?,?') /L .,
s
SUD
S-A
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(18)

ç f = - ì ƒ dr
ƒ dr' w f (r.r') /L p u
¿
T
T
ev
A
S-A

(19)

It can be noted that not only ξ but also Çf is anisotropic, since the
integration regions A and S-A are given by the crystal structure: A is the
volume of a single growth unit and S the volume of an (hkl) slice containing
this unit.
In the next section we describe a lowest order description of the solid-liquid
interface and give expressions for σ, α, ξ and L in this approximation.
Before doing so it can be noted that these definitions easily can be
generalized to more general systems. Mul ti component systems and non spherical
particles can be treated by adding in the definition, egs. (6,7), of
W C P ; ? , ? ' ] a suimiation over these additional degrees of freedom. Also the
effective pair potential ψ used in eq. (6) could in principle depend on the
phases in which r and r' are located, thus describing the change in the contri
bution of many-body potentials to the effective potential.
3. Homogeneous phase approximation
The simplest possible interface model we can think of will neglect the
changes in the solid and in the fluid due to the neighbourhood of the other
phase. In other words, the Gibbs dividing surface is sharply separating two
homogeneous phases. As mentioned already this approximation removes the first
two terms from eq. (13):
w i (r.r') = w s (r.r') if r e V s , r' e V s ,

(20)

w, (r.r') = w f (r.r 1 ) if r e V f . r' e V f .

(21)

From now on we shall refer to this set of approximations as the "homoge
neous approximation", and add a subscript h to quantities evaluated in this
approximation. For excess energies we may write in general
U^c = ƒ

vs

df ƒ dr' Wir,?'),

(22)

vf

Wi?,?') = *,(?.?') - \ wf(?,?·) - \ ws(?,?').
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(23)

The basic idea of this paper is to investigate to what extent bulk
properties can be used to predict interfactial quantities. It is now seen
that the essential point is to add some information on the form of w^r,?')
when r and r' are on different sides of the Gibbs dividing surface, i.e.
to relate w. to w, and w . In our opinion there does not exist a generally
valid argument to fix this relation, and some ad hoc assumption has to be
made.
The first idea could be to approximate w., by the arithmetic mean of w^
and w but this implies W = 0 and hence all excess energies would vanish.
The relation which brings us to the form of Jacksons and Turnbull laws is
w

i -14

+ p

f ) w f/ p f

(24)

since this relation implies that W is proportional to the integrand in eq.
(10) for the evaluation of L. A third relation would be to take for w- the
geometric mean of w and w f . This choice has the advantage that it is con
sistent with the asymptotic behaviour of w. for |r - r'| + « if the inter
action ψ does not depend on the phases in which r and r' are taken
( Φ „ " Ф-г.«: = Φςί)· Whatever relation is taken, it is always possible to
extend the definition of W to arbitrary positions r and r in the total
volume V. Let us denote this continuation by W. . We then have the following
properties of W. . There exists a function F such that
W h (г,?') г F ( н ^ ? , ? · ) , w f (?,?')),

(25)

and W. , thus defined, is a reasonable approximation to W where W is defined:
W^r.r')

:

Wir,?') if r e V s , r e V f .

(26)

This allows us to define the following energy per particle
L

(27)

h = A ' d? t d?' М ? ' ? ')·
n

Psv у

ν

Note that L h E 0 if W i is the arithmetic mean of W s and W f , L h = L if eq (24)
is valid and /L. ; ''('-сиь^з^ " ^ ^ e v ^ f ' i f w i i s t h e 9 e o m e t r l c m e a n o f w c
and w f .
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In this approximation all excess energies U h
are proportional to
L , the proportionality constants depending on the form of W. (i.e. of F)
and the slope of the solid and liquid regions V and V,. Hence we recover
the following generalizations of Jacksons and Turnbulls laws, eqs (1,2):
k T a h = ζ Lh

(28)

ß 2 / 3 ah = t L h

(29)

where a is the volume per growth unit and ς and t the crystallographic factor
and Turnbulls constant.
4. Isotropic homogeneous phases
A lowest order approximation for the proportionality constants ξ and t
neglects the anisotropy of W, i.e. it assumes that W(r,r') depends solely on
|r-r'|. In that case these constants can be expressed in terms of interaction
ranges λ , given (for general values of the exponent v) as moments of W as
follows:
ƒ df ƒ dr' Ir-r'f wtr.r')
(λ v ) v = *
(30)
ƒ dr ƒ df' Wtr.r')
V
In this approximation the crystalline anisotropy appears only via the slice
thickness d = d(hkl). Inspection of the integrals shows that to lowest order
in d/λ (corrections are a factor (d/λ) smaller):

ci i s ) : 1 d/A.x

OD

t5is) ; l хУ3

(32)

In the sequel we shall often use the pragmatic approximation that λ is
indepent of ν (λ = λ) which is, strictly speaking, only true for sharply
peaked functions W.
The form of these expressions can be understood as follows. The defi
nition of λ allows us essentially to replace the real complicated set of
interactions by constant interactions inside a sphere of radius λ. The total
energy per particle L· is proportional to the volume of that sphere. If α
is the energy inside a slice then it should be proportional to the volume
of a slab of thickness d(hkl), therefore ξ is proportional to d/λ. The sur
face tension corresponds to the interaction energy of λ/d layers of parti
cles in a semi-infinite crystal with a semi-infinite fluid phase and hence
the Turnbull factor t is proportional to λ/d.
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5. Anisotropie homogeneous phases
The approximations in the previous section neglected the anisotropy
of the crystalline phase whence the surface energy oi 1 ' is isotropic.
We propose the following method to estimate the orientation dependence
of the interfacial energy σ. The density profile perpendicular to an (hkl)
interface usually [13-15] shows density oscillations with period d(hkl) both
in the solid and in the liquid phase.
This can roughly be accounted for by multiplying the isotropic approximation
of W with oscillating factors f.
W(f,r') : W ( i s ) (I?-? 1 |) f { r . n ) f(?:n)

(33)

where η is the normal to the normal to the (hkl) plane. The factor f will be
unity on the average, minimal at the origin and oscillating with period
d(hkl). Using some straight forward mathematics it can be shown that for a
planar Gibbs dividing surface
ƒ dr ƒ dr' Wlr.r') = π ƒ u 3 W ^ 5 ' (u) C(u) du
V
V
s
f
C(u) = 2 / 7

f(k) = ^

costk'u) - cos(ku) ¿ ( к ) f^.j

dk

dk

(34)

,

f(2)e " 1 k z dz = f(-k)

"

(

з5)

(36)

— oc

The crystallographic information is contained in C(u). If W is completely
isotropic then f(z)Hl and C(u)^l, and the value )/4d for Turnbulls constant
t is recovered. If, on the other hand strong oscillations are present then
the homogeneous phase approximation implies that f(z) is periodic function
in ζ with period d. Hence it can be expanded as a Fourier series
f(z) = Σ

f n exp (27rinz/d),

(37)

n=-«>
The f have the property f

; f

since the position of the dividing surface

corresponding to a minimal solid-fluid interaction energy will usually be
such that the slice between z=-d and z=o is approximately symmetrical about
z=-d/2. Up to oscillating correction terms of the form (d/un) sin
39

ρ

(2iTnu/d) and (d/un) cos (Z-rrnu/d) the general expression for C(u) is:
c(u) : φ

2

Σ / (1-2 γϋ) η" 2 .
η=1 ο
ο

(38)

In the simplest approximation (λ = λ) this leads to

t

(anis) - t (1s) c

U b

(

39)

Let us now calculate C(x) for a simple case, representing f by a sum
of Gaussian peaks:
1
f(z) - Σ
exp - [ z - ( k : ^ d ] 2 .
D
k=—

(40)

In this case the f„ are easily found:
η

J

f n /f 0 = (-)" exp - U n b / d ) 2 .

(41)

Since Lindemanns law assures that below the melting point nb«d we may use
the following sums

Σ e _ a n /n 2 = f- - /(тга) + % + o ( a 3 / 2 )
D
L
n=l
°
(-) n e- an2 /n 2 - ¿ + f + o(a 3 / 2 )
n=l

(42)

(43)

to evaluate C(x):

0(λ) Ζ 1 - \ (d/λ) 2 [1- \ /(b/d) + \ (b/d)+....].

(44)

The form of this anisotropy correction can be understood as follows.
The cleaving energy of a low-energy orientation is reduced because, as com
pared to an arbitrary orientation, the bonds within the slice remain unbroken.
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The energy of the latter is at very low temperature (blO) proportional to kTa
which is according to eqs (31,32), roughly a factor (d/λ) smaller than σ.
The further correction terms illustrate how thermal motion (b/d > 0) tends to
reduce the surface energy amsotropy.
In order to assess the accuracy of these expressions let us test them
for a nearest neighbour simple cubic (sc) and face centred cubic (fee) cell
models. There λ =X equals the nearest neighbour distance and only one energy
parameter ψ is present, L. equals Зф for the sc case and бф for fee. The form
of eqs (28,29) is valid but the numerical factors are somewhat different. For
sc(100) we have d=\=n ' and hence eqs (31,32,39,44) estimate ξ and t to be
0.500 and 0.125 whereas the actual values are 0.667 and 0.167 respectively.
For fcc(lll) the estimations are (d=x/6/3, Ω 1 / 3 = λ / 2 1 / 6 ) 0.408 and 0.187 as
compared to the actual values 0.500 and 0.250. For fcc(lOO) finally (d=x/2/2)
one estimates 0.354 and 0.210 and actual values are 0.333 and 0.333. This
shows that in these worst cases (di*) the analytical approximations eqs
(31,32,39,44) for d « A are about 20% in error.
6. Discussion
In the previous sections we have shown that general relations between
interfacial quantities and bulk quantities exist if both phases may be consi
dered as homogeneous and hence the Gibbs dividing surface describes an abrupt
transition from one phase to the other. The use of these relations is twofold
Firstly they may be used as a systematic procedure to get relevant
effective bond energy values for a cell model from (in principle) experimen
tally accessible quantities like surface and edge energies. Secondly, if the
model, thus obtained, still predicts a behaviour which deviates from experi
ments then this is a strong indication of mhomogeneity of the solid (surface
relaxation, surface melting, surface reconstruction etc.) and (or the fluid
phase (fluid layering, fluid ordering etc. [16,17]).
One might ask then when a cell model is in principle able to describe
interfaces. The key point is whether or not it is possible to find a physical
interpretation and estimation of L . We have mentioned that Lu=L if eq (24)
holds. Since w f / p f is the interaction of a fluid particle with a unit volume
of fluid the Jackson approximation expresses that the liquid structure close
to a plane surface and around a fluid particle are analogous. Hence L is the
lowest order approximation to L·. In general reduction of the curvature of
such an idealized solid-fluid contact would involve a lot of steric hin
drance because the two phases do not fit well to each other and hence both
the fluid and the solid may deform. The fluid ordering will depend only
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slightly on the orientation of the interface and at most energies of the
order of the heat of fusion will be involved. The solid deformation on the
other hand, is dictated mainly by the bond structure and will, therefore,
be strongly anisotropic; relevant energies are again the heat of fusion if
only surface relaxation or surface melting occurs but a considerable frac
tion of the heat of sublimation may be related to surface reconstruction.
Combining these notions we qualitatively obtain the following dis
tinct cases:
1) Faceted solid-vapour interfaces. If surface energy values can be fitted
with a single (Lk>*) pair and L Ζ L . then at most some surface relaxa
tion is expected. If L . - L is of the order of the heat of fusion then
this signifies surface melting. If no consistent fitting can be obtained
with one single (L^.x) pair or L deviates much more from L . then this
points towards surface reconstruction.
2) Faceted solid-fluid interfaces. Here the usual case will be that the
solid is at most slightly deformed. A single ( Ц , х ) pair will usually fit
the experimental interface energies. The difference between L. and the heat
of fusion is mainly caused by fluid ordering effects and can therefore, at
least in principle, be used as a means to quantify these effects.
3) Non-faceted interfaces. From an atomistic point of view these interfaces
may either be sharp, in which case they can be described with cell models
above the roughening temperature, or they may be diffuse in which case the
approach of Cahn [18] seems more appropriate. In both cases the actual
surface free energy is built up from three contributions:
(i) the Jackson term L for a strongly curved interface, (ii) the fluid re
ordering term upon removing the curvature (positive) and (iii) the surface
delocalization term, describing fluctuations in the local surface position
(negative). For a diffuse interface the second contribution will be very
small and hence L· < L, whereas for a sharp interface L· > L. Finally let
us consider the consequences for the applicability of cell models for the
faceting or roughening transitions in real crystals.
For faceted crystals growing far below their melting point from a
solution there will be little solid deformation and only fluid ordering
plays a role. If this fluid consists of almost spherical particles then
eqs (29,32,39,44) may be used to estimate an effective bond energy with a
single L. value for all faces, L usually being somewhat larger than the
energy of crystallization L. This explains the Söhnel-Nielsen plot for inorganic crystals [11]. If the fluid consists of non-spherical particles
then the fluid ordering involved molecular orientations as well and this
may induce complicated long range and many-point effective interactions.
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This explains the anomalous roughening found on some organic crystals [17].
For crystals growing from the melt or close to their melting point
from a liquid a diffuse interface will often develop, as in Lennard-Jones
systems [13]. Then Turnbulls relation eq (2) still nay be used to estimated
1/3
the surface tension but the corresponding values λ _ 2 Ω
and L· _ L can
not be used in a two state cell model.
For growth from a vapour surface deformation is usually considerable.
Nevertheless a cell model may still be applicable (with L. smaller than L)
if multi-point interactions are taken into account to describe the relaxa
tion or construction effects.
7. Application to Lennard-Jonesium
There is one system available to test our presuppositions. Indeed for
particles with Lennard-Jones interactions enough Monte Carlo and Molecular
Dynamics simulations have been carried out to know the phase diagram, sur
face free energies and, of course, the interactions themselves [13,14].
So let us put ourselves the question whether we are able to derive the
microscopic characteristics of the potential and the crystal surfaces from
the macroscopic observables.
Firstly there is the solid vapour surface at low temperatures (T I 0,
ρ _ 0). Surface free energies σ o(hkl)/e have been measured, being 2.19,
2.31 and 2.45 for the (111), (100) and (110) faces
(the depth of the
Lennard Jones potential ε is usually used as the unit of energy and the zero
potential distance σ as the unit of length). This anisotropy is, via eq (44)
with b = 0 (at Τ I 0) consistent with an effective interaction range
λ σ I 1.73 ± 0.05 (the nearest neighbour distance in the crystal is
1.096σο at Τ = 0 ) . This in turn (with eqs 29,32,39,44) leads finally to
L./ε = 5.95. This value should be compared to the measured value
ΔΗ ./e = 7.45. This deviation could be interpreted as a 20% decrease in
crystal vapour surface energy due to surface relaxation effects, a quite
reasonable value. From eqs (28,31) it follows that the corresponding values
of kTa/ε are 1.73, 1.50 and 1.06 for the (111), (100) and (110) faces res
pectively. A lattice model would, therefore, predict kT R /c to be (in mean
field approximation) 0.87, 0.75 and 0.53. The actual observation that
(111) and (100) defacet below kT /ε - 0.62 would lead to the (correct)
expectation that this defaceting is not lattice-like roughening.
Secondly the crystal-melt and crystal-vapour surface energies
2
(o 0 σ/ε : 0.35 and 1.33), at Τ . Τ (kT m / E Ζ 0.62), are within the accu
racy of the measurements (about 3%) isotropic. This would mean either a
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long interaction length (λ > 3.5σ ) or large b or both. The former possi
bility is unlikely in view of the low temperature analysis discussed above
and measured density profiles shows the latter to be the case indeed
(b Ζ 0.3). Because of this isotropy it is impossible to estimate both L·
and λ for these cases from eq (44). We take, therefore, for λ the low tem
perature estimate λ I l · 7 3 ^ (incidentally, independent direct measurement
of λ a in this temperature range by Monte Carlo simulations using eq (30)
[14] gives λ Ζ 1.6σ both in the crystal and in the melt).
This gives, with a nearest neighbour distance of 1.1436o at Τ [13]
m
for both cases a Turnbull constant t Ζ 0.42 and hence L./ε Ζ 3.17 and 0.83
for the crystal-vapour and the crystal-melt interface. For the crystalvapour interface this is a reduction by two times the heat of fusion
(L/ε Ζ 1.0) from ΔΗ 5 υ [ } /ε I 5.5 which suggests that the surface is very
strongly deformed. This is confirmed by the observation of surface melting
of several atomic layers near Τ [13]. For the crystal-melt interface still
L. < L although the reduction is only about 17% (L/e Ζ 1.0). Moreover the
corresponding roughening temperatures (kTnilllJ/c Ζ 0.13) are far below Τ .
τ\

IT)

Both observations indicate a "Cahn-type" of interface [18]. A gradual change
from solid to melt over about 10-15 layers is found indeed.
8. Conclusion
From the foregoing we conclude that a direct application of Jacksons
law, eq. (1) or a generalization, eqs (28,31), to the faceting transition
will only rarely be possible.
For crystals growing from a simple solution one has to use a charac
teristic energy L· which may be a few times higher than the heat of crystallyzation L, and L· will be roughly the same for all faces.
When the solution-crystal interaction is more complicated then L· be
comes face dependent but the temperature dependence of faceting phenomena
still may be obtained from cell models.
For crystals growing from the vapour phase description in a cell model
is possible only when the energetic interactions not only are face dependent
corresponding to the face dependence of surface structures but also temperature
dependent in order to incorporate the temperature dependence of surface
melting and surface relaxation effects.
For growth close to or at the melting point, finally, often a diffuse
interface will be built up which does not show faceting and cannot be des
cribed in a cell model. Turnbulls law is valid for metals because the ef
fects of partially ordering the fluid and partially melting the solid tend
to compensate each other (L. ^1 L) and a potential range of about two
41*

nearest neighbour distances is always a reasonable estimate.
Our final conclusion is that experimental studies on the surface tension
and surface roughening (e.g. via the equilibrium shape of crystals) should not
be interpreted solely in terms of cell models, because a more general interpretation opens a route to deeper understanding of the underlying physics in
complicated interfaces.
The example of Lennard-Jonesium demonstrated that in principle a careful
analysis of macroscopic data may pave the way to reasonable surface models and
reasonable parameter values, at least for simple systems. On the other hand
these models and parameter values may well be different from the ones obtained
by the classical methods.
Such an approach will also facilitate the interpretation of complex experimental results in terms of models which incorporate more general features
than the Kossel model [19,20,21]. As an example we mention a possible link
between unusual roughening behaviour in organic crystals [17] and fluid
packing effects near a hard wall [16,19].
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Part II
Inhomogeneous Hard Sphere Fluids

Introduction to the theory of simple liquids

1. Thermodynamics of surface tension

The laws of hydrostatics, which were achieved during the seventeenth
century, imply that if an open glass tube is dipped into water, the liquid
inside of this tube will rise to the same level as that at which it stands
outside of the tube. As this experiment is carried out using a glass tube width
a bore as small as the with of a hair (Latin: capillus) this law apparently is
defied: the water inside of the tube rises to a height greater than expected
The excess rise is about 3 cm in a tube with a bore of 1 mm, hence the effect is
clearly visable. As the eighteenth century advanced, the puzzling result of this
experiment led to an increasing interest in what is now called capllary
phenomena. Obvious questions in this context are, why does water rise in a tube
while mercury falls, and why is the rise inversely proportional to the diameter
of the tube?
From the second observation it was soon realized that the driving force for
this excess rise (or fall) is proportional to the excess area of the solidliquid interface, which led to the concept of surface tension. By l800 this
concept had become commonplace, as indeed it is almost irresistable to anyone
who has tried to float a pin on water. This surface tension can be seen as a
force per unit of lenght, directed along the interface. In general this tension
depends on the nature of the materials on the two sides of the interface, ι e
the solid-liquid, liquid-vapour and solid-vapour surface tensions usually are
all different. Now if a drop of liquid is put on top of a solid, the three
interfaces meet at the edge of the drop. At this line, the forces must balance
parallel to the solid surface in order to have a stable drop, and this balance
of forces determines the contact angle θ of the drop (see figure 1).
Figure 1. Surface
tensions
relevant to a liquid drop on
top
of
a
solid
surface
(shaded). The arrows show the
solid-liquid
tension
(o s l ),
the
solid-vapour
tension
(a s v ), and the liquid-vapour
tension
(σ ). The wetting
angle or contact angle is
indicated by β.
The balance of forces is expressed by Youngs equation [1]
osv

=

o s l + o lv cos θ

.

which has no solutions for θ if o s l + a l v < o s v or if o s v + o l v < o s l
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(1)
In the first

case, the liquid spreads over the solid and a macroscopic liquid film is
developed. In the second case, a vapour film exist between solid and liquid,
and one usually speaks of drying.
From the observation that the surface tension is material dependent, it was
realized that it must somehow arise from cohesive and adhesive forces between
the constituents of the solid and the liquid, but a quantitative relation
between these supposed forces and the surface tension was lacking. It was,
however, hoped that the study of these capillary phenomena should learn us
something about these hypothetical intermolecular forces. Since the only force
that was well known at that time was gravity, the nature of the intermolecular
forces was quite obscure. Many properties of matter pointed into the direction
of attractive forces, these phenomena are the condensation of vapours to
liquids, cohesion of liquids, and the wetting of solids by liquids
The
stability of fluids and solids, on the other hand pointed towards the presence
of repulsive forces. Laplace realized that the forces of attraction must be many
times stronger than gravity, but act only at very short separations of the
molecules [2]. He thus said that the only condition imposed on these forces b>
the phenomena, were that they were "insensible at sensible distances" (see also
Rowlinson and Widom [3] chapter 1). On top of the lack of knowledge of the
actual forces that act between the particles, theoretical physics at the
beginning of the nineteenth century was concerned with mechanics, implying a
static view of matter. Thermodynamics and its connection to the statistical
mechanics of many body problems lay still in the future.
As these branches of physics were developed over the past century, it became
clear that the theory of liquids, which is the cornerstone to describe the above
mentioned phenomena, is especially difficult. While in the description of a
crystalline solid and a dilute gas, the ideal harmonic crystal and the ideal gas
may be used as a starting point of perturbation expansions, a dense fluid lacks
such an idealized state of reference. This rules out the use of straight-forward
techniques used in the former systems, and only in the second half of the
present century considerable progress could be made in our understanding of
dense fluids, much to the support of computer simulations [4].
The first fluid model studied succesfully, is the hard sphere fluid, that
consists of a set of little billiard balls, all having the same diameter R The
particles of this fluid model interact with each other in a very singular
manner A pair of particles does not interact if the centers of the particles
are further apart than the distance R, but mutual separations smaller than R are
forbidden by an infinite repulsion. At first sight, this model may not seem to
be a very realistic one, yet it has become of crucial importance to our
understanding of the physics of liquids [5]. Due to the simplicity of the
potential, some analytic approximations to its equation of state could be
obtained, that result from different ad hoc assumptions. The possibility of
performing numerical simulations over the past decades, and thus to confront
these approximate theories to the results of "computer experiments", has led to
a selection of the better assumptions from the worse. Once this simplified fluid
was understood, fluids interacting with more realistic potentials could be
described succesfully, using the hard spere system as a reference. This turns
out to be possible, since a realistic fluid potential contains an attractive and
a repulsive part. These two parts are commonly split, and treated differently.
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The effect of the short range repulsive part is to create a background
structure: some random lattice much like the crystal graph in crytalline solids.
This structure very much resembles that of a fluid of hard spheres with a
suitable diameter, and thus the repulsive part of the potential is commonly
replaced by an effective hard sphere interaction. The effect of the attractive
interactions is to lower the pressure of the system, and thus allow for
phenomena like condensation and wetting. The attractive forces, however, do not
change the structure of the fluid by much, and therefore a perturbation theory
in practice leads to very good results.
Once the theory of homogeneous fluids is established, one can begin with the
development of a theory of inhomogeneous fluids, i.e. a theory from which the
local density of a fluid near an interface can be calculated. In general a
fluid appears to form a layered structure near a solid interface, due to the
presence of the solid and the repulsive interactions in the fluid. These density
oscillations increase the grand potential of the system with respect to an
homogeneous system of the same volume, chemical potential and temperature. This
increase in the grand potential per unit of area, precisely equals the surface
tension of the interface, thus
Q

=

F - μΝ

= σΑ - pV

(2)

where Q is the grand potential, F is the Helmholz free energy, μ is the chemical
potential, N is the number of particles in the system, σ is the surface tension,
A is the area of the surface, ρ is the pressure and V is the volume of the
system. As the surface tensions of the various possible interfaces determine the
capillary properties of the system, a theory from which the rise of water in a
glass tube can be calculated, necessarily must also be able to predict the
liquid structure at the interface on a molecular level.

2. Statistical nechanics of liquids

To introduce this theory, the statistical mechanics of homogeneous fluids
will be reviewed briefly. The basic concept in the theory of fluids is the
partition function, which is a function of some externally given parameters.
These parameters differ according to the problem considered.
The most
straight-forward situation is the one in which a fluid of N particles, immersed
in a volume V, at a fixed entropy S is considered. Now the information of which
particle sits where in this volume, is not at all interesting, as this is not
experimentally accessable. Observable quantities are the thermodynamic functions
like pressure, internal energy, surface tension and so forth. To calculate such
a quantity, a statistical method is used: one considers all possible
configurations (an ensemble) and averages the observable of interest over the
ensemble. Now if two of above systems were to be considered simultaneously, the
system parameters N, V and S double, they are therefore called extensive
parameters, and the ensemble is named the microcanonical ensemble [5]· It is
not allways convenient to have extensive parameters as system defining
variables. To eliminate the entropy as a free variable, one may average over all
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systems of different entropy, with a weight that depends on the entropy. As a
result one obtains the canonical ensemble having system parameters (N,V,T) where
Τ is the temperature of the system. On doubling of the system, the temperature
remains constant, thus it is called an intensive parameter. In the same way, the
number of particles in the system may be interchanged by its conjugate intensive
parameter, being the chemical potential μ. The resulting (μ,ν,Τ) ensemble is
called the grand canonical ensemble, or shortly the grand ensemble, and was
introduced by Gibbs [6]. It describes an open system, that can freely exchange
particles and energy with some environment.
The probability of finding in such an open system a state of N particles,
d4 N ) and
whose coordinates and momenta lie within the intervals (d31

(dí1 · ·

V

d$ ) around the fixed values (5-

and (¡51

given by
-1

dffN.qSN.pSN,

, μ Ν - Η Ν , daq 3N d pc3N
exp(
) —
—
kT
3N
h

(3)

where h is Planck s constant. The hamiltonian Н„ is the total energy of the
system if it contains N particles, and is given by
1

l i Ъ • v*3N>

H.
N
where U N

(Ό

is the internal energy of the system. To describe fluids near an

externally given wall, the wall-fluid potential must be added to Hj., but for
homogeneous fluids this term is absent. As the probability of finding the system
anywhere in phasespace is unity, the normalization constant Ξ in equation (3)
must be given by
ƒ е х
Σ
N=0 h 3N,
'Ν!

μΝ-Η,,
( ^ )

Р

d q 3N d p 3N

(5)

which by definition is the grand partition function. The momentum integration
can be done exactly, since these integrations are Gaussian, and thus one finds
U N-U N
3N
L
ƒ exp() dq
Σ
kT
N=0 A 3 % !

(6)

where A is the thermal wavelength, given by A = h/j2nmkT.
A very useful set of functions can now be defined, namely the n-particle
densities. These are generalizations of the common density, and are defined by
,(n)

(4,

•V

μΝ-U.

_-l

kT

N=n
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>d 4 + l

•¿Ч,

(7)

The 1-particle density precisely equals the average density ρ in the system, and
thus is independent of the position in a (homogeneous) bulk fluid. If the
particles would not interact (which is the case in an ideal gas) the n-particle
density would simply equal p n . To study the deviations of the fluid from the
ideal gas, the η-particle distribution (or correlation) functions are introduced
as
g n (r 1 ...r n )

=

ptn)(p1...pn) / p n

(8)

that approach unity if the distances between all points become infinite. In the
special case of n=2, one finds the pair correlation function which, for
isotropic potentials between the fluid particles, is in an homogeneous fluid
determined by г = |г..-г_| only. The influence that any particle has on its
environment in the fluid may now be expressed by the total correlation function,
h(r)

= g2(r) - 1

(9)

that tends to zero if г becomes large.
The Fourier transform of h(r) is directly accessible by experimental
techniques; it can be measured using X-ray and neutron diffraction. The
scattering intensity in such an experiment is directly proportional to the
structure function [7]
S(k)

=

1 + ρ ƒ e i k r h(r) d 3 r

(10)

from which has been deduced that h(r) is non-zero for real fluids. This
deviation from the ideal gas result can be understood, as any molecule in the
fluid has an influence on the average position of neighbouring molecules. These
neighbouring molecules in turn influence their neighbours in the same manner,
and thus the influence of a single molecule propagates a fair distance through
the fluid, as a result of indirect interactions. To isolate these indirect
effects from an effective direct interaction, Ornstein and Zernike in 1911)
introduced the so-called direct correlation function С [8], implicitly defined
by

h(r)

=

C(r) + ρ ƒ C í ^ ) (¡(г-г^ d 3 ^

+ Ρ 2 IJ СЧг^ Ctrj-rj) С(г-г2) d 3 r 1 d3r 2 +

=

С(г) + ρ Ι 0( Γ ι ) М г - г ^ d 3 ^

· ··

(11)

Without any extra information concerning the direct correlation function,
this equation does not bring us closer to a result for the correlation function
of a fluid. There is no new information involved in equation (11), it must
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purely be seen as a definition of the function C(r). Without knowing the
correlation functions explicitly, it appears to be possible to relate them to
bulk thermodynamic data. Differentiating In Ξ once and twice with respect to the
chemical potential, and using kT (Эр/Эр) „ = (3<Ν>/3μ)
/(3ΐηΞ/3μ)ν
one
finds after some manipulations that
kT (-^-)„ _
Эр V,T

=

1 + ρ ƒ h(r) d3r

(12)

which is known as the compressibility equation [8]. It can also be written in
terms of the direct correlation function, as

¿F 'itVT =1 - p / c(r) d3r

(13)

which will t u m out to be of major importance in the remainder of this thesis.
Two equations that are valid if the potential U N contains only pair-wise
additive potentials, are the energy equation
-£<N>

=

^ к Т + \p
2

I gp(r)u(r) d3r

2

(14)

¿

and the virial or pressure equation

ρ

= pkT - - Ь 2 ƒ г-Щ^&Лт)
6

ЭГ

d3r

(15)

¿

where u(r) is the pair potential between the particles. Important observable
quantities can thus be predicted directly if the pair correlation function is
known, hence the effort of theorists has been directed to the calculation of
this distribution function. At this point, however, all straight-forward methods
fail if the fluid has a density that is characteristic for a liquid. In fact, it
is in principle impossible to calculate the pair correlation function of a dense
homogeneous fluid exactly.

3. Integral equations for the pair correlation function

The impossibility of calculating the pair correlation function exactly, can
be illustrated by the relations of Yvon, Bogoliubov, Kirkwood, Born and Green
[9]. This set of relations can be obtained by differentiating the n-particle
distribution function with respect to the position of the first particle, and it
holds exactly if the potential is again pair-wise additive. For n=2 the relation
reads
-kT V r g2(r1,r2) = g2(r1.r2)Vr ud^.i^) + ρ ƒ g 3 (r 1 .r 2 ,r 3 )V r u f r ^ ) d 3 r 3 (16)
hence g, can be calculated if g, is known. In general g
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is determined by g

.,

and thus an hierarchy of equations emerges that does not close. Any theory of
liquids therefore must be approximate to some extent, and a direct comparison
with simulation results must be used to check the validity of the assumptions
that are made.
The first of these approximate theories weis introduced by B o m and Green who
closed the mentioned hierarchy of equations by introducing the superposition
approximation. In this approximation, the triplet correlation is related to the
pair correlation by
в

г

,Г

,г

3^ 1 2 з'

S

r

r

в

г

,Г

Γ

Γ

1

g2* l' 2' 2 ' 2 з ' β2( 3 . 1 )

ί ?)

thus substitution into equation (16) leads to a closed integral equation, from
which g- can be solved. For the hard sphere fluid, the resulting equation of
state agrees reasonably well with the simulation results for densities lower
than ρ « pR-> "0.5 but the agreement is lost for densities that are
characteristic for a liquid (p - 0.7-0.9, see figure 2). By the end of the
fifties and the beginning of the sixties, several integral equations have been
developed, that are based on an assumption for the direct correlation function.
On substituting this ansatz for the direct correlation function into the
Omstein-Zemike equation (11), again an integral equation for the pair
correlation function emerges.
M

12

10

Figure 2. Equation of state of
a hard sphere fluid, after
Barker and Henderson [5]. The
dots and circles show the
simulation results for the
liquid and the solid phase,
and the curves result from
various theories, using the
compressibility equation (c)
or the pressure equation (p)
to find the thermodynamics.
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To find such an ansatz for the direct correlation function, we shall write
the Omstein-Zemike equation schematically by
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h(r)

=

С(г) + (indirect)

(18)

where the indirect part is proportional to the density at low density. In this
limit, the pair correlation function can simply be approximated by a Boltzmann
factor, gp(r) - exp(-u(r)/kT), hence in general it can be written as
g 2 (r)

=

-"(r)/l<T i pü(r)

e

(1 + p g ( r ) )

(19)

where pü and pg are unknown functions, for which we have to find an
approximation. Two important types of approximations are given in the
literature, and are based on the fact that at high density these functions
"renormalize" the potential and the correlation function respectively, and are
to be identified with the indirect part in equation (18). Now if the potential
is long ranged and attractive, each particle is dressed by a cloud of other
particles. The renormalization, therefore, at first instance is linear in the
potential, hence we assume pü to be the indirect part of h(r), and neglect g. In
systems with a short ranged repulsive potential, the cloud of other particles is
purely caused by indirect interactions, therefore the renormalization is
expected the be linear in the correlation function, and thus we substitute pg
for the indirect part of h(r) in equation (18), and neglect Q.
The first of these assumptions leads to the following relation between the
pair correlation and the direct correlation
g2(r) e u < r >/ kT

=

h
e

< r > " C<r>

(20)

which is known as the hyper-netted-chain approximation [11], and the second of
these assumptions leads to
g2(r)

u
e

(r>/kT

=

1 + h(r) - C(r)

(21)

which is known as the Percus-Yevick equation [12]. Note that the function at the
left hand sides of these equations is continuous and finite, even if the
potential is singular as is the case for the hard sphere fluid.
As indicated, the HNC equation leads to reasonable results if the potentials
are soft and long ranged. If it is applied to the hard sphere system, however,
the results are rather poor. On the other hand the PY results for the hard
sphere system are very good, especially regarding the simplicity of the
assumption. The PY equation may be solved analytically for the hard sphere
system [13]. and the equation of state can be calulated using the
compressibility equation (13) or the vinal equation (15), but these lead to
different results as the assumptions from which (20) and (21) follow are not
exact. Carnahan and Starling observed that a simple linear combination of the
equations of state that result from the PY assumption, leads to an equation of
state that fits the simulation results extremely well. The result is [14]
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k T

(l-n)3

where и = ярН^/б is the packing fraction.
For fluids with an attractive and a repulsive part in the potential, the
best results are found if the PY and the HNC equations are combined, thus using
a HNC scheme to calculate the perturbation from a PY (or exact) hard sphere
correlation, due to the soft long range potential. One way to do this, is to
modify the HNC equation to
g 2 (r) e u < r > / k T

=

eh<r> - С ( г >

+

E

<r)

(23)

where E(r) is the bridge-function, which is defined such that this equation is
an exact relation. An approximation to the bridge-function can be found from the
PY solution to h(r) and C(r) for hard spheres, thus using the hard sphere
bridge-function as a reference for other fluid models. The fact that the theory
thus found leads to very good results, indicates that the bridge-function is a
universal function that is of short range, but that may not be neglected in the
theory of fluids.

4. Density-functional methods

An approach that can directly be generalized to inhomogeneous liquids, is
the density-functional method. In this method, an expression for the Gibbs free
energy as a functional of the local density near a fixed object in the fluid
(e.g. a fluid molecule or a given surface) is used. The basis of such a model
lies in the following properties of the functional derivatives of the excess
free energy with respect to the density [15]
a" ( F M - F ^ r p 1 )
όρίΓ^.,.βρ^)

_
nv 1

η'

where Р 1(і = kT J [ Р(Г)1П(Р(Г)АЗ) - р(г) ] d^r is the ideal-gas contribution to
the free energy. The first of this set of equations (n=l) yields the excess
chemical potential of the fluid. The second one (n=2) relates the free energy to
the structure of the fluid, since this second variation, C-Jr-.Tp), can be
identified with the direct correlation function defined by the Omstein-Zernike
equation. The higher order variations of the free energy can in principle be
expressed in cluster expansions, but these don t lead to reliable results at the
densities that are relevant to liquids. The expansion of the free energy (or the
local chemical potemtial) is therefore usually truncated after n=2. Thus the
free energy of a locally inhomogeneous fluid can perturbatively be expressed in
the free energy of some homogeneous reference state, and its variations up to
C 2 (r).
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In the next chapter of this thesis, this theory is reviewed, and explicit
expressions for the case of a fluid mixture consisting of hard spheres of
different sizes, are given. As an approximation to the direct correlation
functions, the PY solutions are taken. This way, however, an additional
approximation is introduced into the theory, namely the PY approximation to the
direct correlation functions, which is not exact. The error introduced
therewith, is in fact unknown. To test the validity of the truncation procedure
mentioned above, it is therefore necessary to have an exact expression for the
direct correlation function, which is given in chapter seven of this thesis. In
this chapter, the way how to extract the direct correlation function from Monte
Carlo simulations of homogeneous hard sphere fluids, is described in detail. It
is concluded that the major errors in the results of the density-functional
theory are due to the truncation of higher order direct correlation functions,
and not to the fact that the PY approximation to the direct correlation function
was used.
In chapter eight, a simple expression is given to improve the results of the
density-functional theory at high densities, thus the sum over the higher order
correlations (that build up the bridge-function) is approximately taken into
account. In the same chapter, an explicit formulation of the theory is given
that applies to any real symmetry dimension in which the density profile is to
be calculated. The predictions of this theory are compared to simulation
results, showing close agreement especially in cylinder symmetry. The last
chapter of this part of the thesis, presents a density-functional model that is
not based on a direct expansion in η-point functions, but that is based on a
two-point coupling which is chosen such that equation (2k) is satisfied up to
n=2. This coupling will be named "renormalized coupling", and it turns out to
contain the qualitative features of the simple expression introduced in chapter
eight to account for the bridge-function. The use of this expression is herewith
justified to some extent.
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1

IMROIH <TI«N

In order to describe the phenomena that are connected to the growth and
melting ol the solid state from a microscopic framework, it is necessarv to gain
insight in the ph\sics of inhomogeneoub fluids T h e established models seem to
fail at this point On the one hand in the world ot solid state chemistr\ one
traditionalU uses lattice gas modeU, which describe arbitran c n s t a l surfaces
using the Ising model or its generalizations T h e two state Ismg model has a
second order phase transition in two dimensions, the sulid-on-sohd model, with
an infiniti number oí allowed states per site, shows an inhnite order transition at
a hnite temperature 7 R It these models are used to describe the roughening ot
m s t a l taces, one o n h hnds qualitative agreement with the cypenments Λ re\iew
of the experimental data on this point has been given b\ (¡root et al in [ I ] It has
been shown In λ an der Ferden et al [2] that the traditional assumption ol a
humogemous Huid strutture near л cnstal face leads to an underestimate ot the
coupling constants that are the input tor the Ising model This underestimation is
expenmentalh a tactor ol between Ì and b T o m e r t o m i this dilfitulu, the
structure ol the fluid near the cr\stal must be taken into account, the simplest
possible model that describes this structure has been published in [1] Within this
model the atcrage densit\ of the fluid in the hrst monola\er adjacent to the
c n s t a l wall t a n be calculated, this turns out to be sigmhcanth lower than the
densit\ in the bulk ot the fluid This is essential to account tor the mentioned
discrepano
In liquid state p h \ s i t s there is a tradition of using integral equation models to
calculate correlation functions in homogeneous fluids Approximations like the
Perçus ^ \ i t k (l*\ ) and h\pernetted chain ( H N C ) equations, that gi\e reasonable results for homogeneous fluids, are essentialh models to calculate the local
densit\ near a fixed particle, as a perturbation from a uniform reference densit\
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[3] If these methods are applied to a fluid of hard sphere:» near a hard wall, then
these and similar models show considerable errors Surface sum rules are not
automatically fulfilled, and a new closure relation, like the generalized mean
spherical approximation (GMSA) must be imposed in an ad hoc manner [4] It
appears that these problems are caused by the fact that perturbations are calcu
lated with respect to an arbitrary uniform reference density Since GMSA is a
linear perturbation theory, and the perturbations become larger as the reference
density increases, there is a maximum bulk density for which a positive definite
density profile is predicted For larger reference densities GMSA gives
unphysical results In addition, perturbation theory around a fixed reference
density leads to models that never can describe subtle behaviour such as two
phase coexistence [5], which is essential for phenomena like wetting and drying
A promising model that circurments these problems has been developed by
Meister and Kroll (ΜК) and is based on a grand canonical density functional [ 6 ]
In contrast with current density functional models [7, 8, 9], the MK model is
capable to describe the microscopic structure of an inhomogeneous fluid (density
oscillations) Furthermore the local thermodynamics is described correctly, ι e
surface sum rules are fulfilled automatically in this model, which is not the case in
the model that is frequently used to describe solid-fluid coexistence and wetting
[10-13] In the third section of this paper some techanical details concerning the
MK model are discussed, followed by the presentation of a generalization of this
model to a functional theory that is capable to describe a mixture of an arbitrary
number of components, in section four After these introductory sections a com
parison between the Μ К model and the simple model of [ 1 ] is presented in §5
The description of the Μ К model is preceded by the presentation of the simple
model, written as a density functional theory in the next section
Considering the fact that the advanced Μ К model and the simple model turn
out to be strikingly similar for sufficiently high bulk densities, we conclude that
the simple model precisely contains the relevant physics This physics consists of
the formation of a separate layer with a thickness of one particle diameter, sand
wiched between the solid and the liquid phases From a thermodynamic point of
view, this layer is similar to a two dimensional fluid A rough estimate of the
range of densities in the bulk fluid, where this model is expected to be valid, gives
upper and lower limits that overlap with the hard sphere solid-fluid coesistence
region [10, 18, 22]

2

T H E TOY MODEL

The system studied m the following sections consists of a hard sphere fluid in
contact with a hard flat wall To be precise, a finite box in three dimensions is
considered, with periodic boundary conditions in the χ and y directions, and flat
hard walls parallel to the xy plane situated at ζ = 0 and ζ = Λ The box contains a
fluid of hard spheres with diameter d = 1 Where only one type of particle is
considered, the hard sphere diameter d is used as the unit of length For this
system one writes down the grand potential as
OLPÌ = A i"[ƒ,[>, p ] - μρ(ζ)-] dz,
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where/, is. the free energ\ density, and A is the area in the дг direction Note that
/ contains an explicit z-dependence As in the classical wetting model the local
densin (a\eraged parallel to the walls) is used to calculate the free energ\ dcnsitv
in a m point [7, 8, 9], with the difference however that the first fluid laver adjac
ent to the wall is treated separateK For this purpose Gibbs dividing surfaces are
chosen at г = g and ζ = Λ — g, where the precise value of g is to be defined later
(g -·' 1 ) All particles between ζ = 0 and ζ = g are supposed to be m a narrow peak
of w idth b (6 4. g)
Between the Gibhs surfaces, ι e in the b u l k , / is the hard sphere (HS) free
5
energ\ densit\ t / " ) in three dimensions Between the walls and the Gibhs sur
faces however, a distinction between the ideal part and the non-ideal part of the
free tnertf\ is made Since the mutual obstruction of the particles in this laver
onl\ take place in two dimensions, the non-ideal part of tht free energv mav he
ΗΙ>
approximated bv that of the hard disi (HD) free епегд (Δ/4 ) This is л Jumtion
ol the two dimensional densit\ at the interface, p,
**,= I p(z)<iz
Jo

[2)

T o calculate the ideal part, we note that we art dealing with a three dimen
sional к<>% that is Lonhned to a laver of width b T h e average densitv in this laver
equals μ, ht and therefore the total free entrgv densin in the laver is estimated as
Л[Іа ег, ρ] = pXkT In (p,/* b) + Δ / Î " V ) ]

<3)

1

where Δ/^¡J *^',) is the non-ideal part of the hard disc free energv per particle and
/ is tin thermal wavelength / = h {In mkT)1 2 1 or all points between the Gibb·*
surfaces the densitv is pr and
/".[bulk, ρ] = pt[k7

In ((tt/%) + A / U V ï ]

(4>

where Δ/η** is the non-ideal part ol the hard sphere free energv per particle One
sees that in this approach the grand potential is a function of onlv two variables,
Щ.Р] ~ ^(^i · Pf) T h i s makes the tov model rather convenient to demonstrare the
concept ot a densitv functional model
The width b of the interface laver, bv dehnition equal to pt ртлх,
ι e the
integral over the hrst peak of the densitv profile, divided bv the пичпіпіт і height
of this peak can be eliminated tor the hard sphere svstem Here the nia\imum
densitv is the contact value of the densitv at the wall which is related to the
pressure of the bulk svstem bv a surface sum rule (pmAt — ƒ> kI*) Heine one finds
(S)

b = kTΡ

When the equations are combined, and the condition for thermodvnamic equi
librium is imposed, ι e

J!íL = ()=>

JJÏ1
. у bulk

=4 ^
i a,
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at each point, then two coupled equations follow, from which the two system
variables (pl for the interface layer and p r , the density in the bulk Huid) can be
obtained for an\ given μ The free energies and the chemical potentials in the two
sub-systems can be found using standard thermodynamics, if the equations of
state are given The following approximation, by Carnahan and Starling gives the
pressure of the hard sphere system in the bulk [16]

where η = pjπ/6 is the three dimensional packing fraction Following Henderson
[16], the spreading pressure in a two dimensional H D fluid is given by

1 + v2/8
W ^ - A ^ T ^ Ï .

(7*)

where y = ρ, я/4 is the two dimensional packing fraction From these equations of
state, one can calculate the free energv per particle in each sybsvstcm, bv inte
grating —p/N with respect to the volume of the system Differentiating (>/п(р)
( = /¥(p)) with respect to the density yields the local chemical potential, which is a
known function μ,ίρ,) in the interface layer, and a function ßf(pr) in the bulk The
derivations and explicit expressions are given in appendix A In equilibrium,
both these functions must equal the externally given parameter μ, and therefore μ,
must also equal /% This leads to the following transcendental relation between
the two packing fractions
25 - 16y

1

,

>І(ГГ^-*

1П

8 - 9^ + ίη
,

)

< -* =''

(,-„3

Γι+η

-lnL

+

η*-ηη

о-,)»

J

(8)

It is now possible to calculate p, directly from
Λ = 4y/n

(9)

but a small improvement over this result is possible Since the particles in the
first layer can move in the ζ direction, two colliding particles will in general not
be at the same distance from the wall This causes the effective hard disc diameter
to be smaller than unity As the packing fraction in the layer is calculated through
(8), the corresponding density will be increased by this correction The effective
square hard disc diameter can be found by averaging (1 — {Ζχ — Zj)2) with
P(zi)p(^2) a s weight Since the precise form of p(z) is not known, one can onl>
make a rough estimate (such as a linearly decreasing function) leading to
2

Pl = PL/(1 - 1 * )

do)

In the region where the model presented seems reasonable, the difference
between p, and p', should be small This leads to a consistency check if the two
definitions of the interfacial density differ by much, then the assumption of a thin
la>er is unreasonable

3

T H E ONE-COMPONENT DENSITY FUNCTIONAL

The starting point of the MK model [ 6 ] is a density functional Ω[ρ, p 0 ] that
defines the grand potential as a functional of the density p(r), which is to be
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considered as a perturbation of a densit\ ρ0(τ) T h e latter is a slow К \ar\ing
function, to be used as reference densit\ for the local thermodynamiLS Demand
ing ÌÌ to he stationar\ under \ariations of both ρ and p0 leads to two coupled
integral equations T h e hrst ont expresses local equilibrium (compare equations
(6) and (8)), and the second equation ser\es to optimize the reference densitv In
tarlier models a coarse-grained densit\ (p0) for the local thermod\namiLS has
heen i n t r o d u t t d , b\ integrating the local densit\ with a weight function [17, 18]
Thiv weight fumtion howe\er was fitted in an ad hoc or semi-empmcal fashion,
in contrast with the method used here, which ensures p0 to be the optimal choice
T h e central quantitv
distribution p{r), which
that ol л référence Huid
gi\en in terms of w-point
ЫР

in the current model is the chemical potential ol the
can be expressed in a formalK exact expansion around
with densit\ ρ0(τ) [ Ì , 6, 9] T h e non-ideal part Δμ is
direct correlation functions b\

Poìir) = Αμ(μ0(τ))-

kT^

—

%

х j Г я М ( г . г,.

rn,Po(r))f](p(Tk)-p0(T))d Tk

(11)

The reader should notice* that the product o\er k in (11) contains the ditTerences
herween the deiisiT\ ρ ut points near r, and the reference densitv p,t which
however must be taken at the point г In practice the series in equjtion (11 ) must
bt truncated alter the hrst term since the three point direct correlation ( ^ is
unknown This policv howe\ei is justified b\ the recent results of C'erjan eta!
who 11 um that e\er\ (uns\ siematical) attempt to take parts of (\ into account
wursinv tlu hnal result [I Í] Il we now write/ 4 and ƒ„ for the tree cnergv per unit
nt \olume and per particle r e s p e e t n e h . then b\ definition one has μ = (Γ{χ (ρ)Ί %
and /n = /^ p, so that

Mil·. ftíKr) = I d: ΑμΙζρ, СроКг),

(12)

where* Afn is the non-ideal part of fn
M the s i n e s in equation ( I I ) is truncated, and substituted into equation (12)
one max write the gr.ind potential as
«[/'. PolW

=

^rp(T)Un[pt
3

polir) - /i]

а,

= Ь гП:" (Мг),р 0 (г))
- AT J Г Л

</ 3 r>(r)G(r - г', />(г))(/>(г') - /»„(г))

(13)

This is a functional of both ρ and p0, and a classical function of the parameter μ,
that can be identified with the chemical potential It contains two parts T h e hrst,
Ων*"1, is onl\ a function of the densities defined at the same point,
Ω1 0 " 1 = p(r)[A7Tln </>(г)Л - I ] - μ + Δ Λ ( Ρ 0 ( Γ ) ) ]
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where λ is the thermal wavelength The second contains the non-local coupling
function G, defined as
G(r

- r', p0(r)) = J С αζ02(τ

- г', СРо(г))

(15)

The mean-field solution of the density is found by minimizing Ω, with the appro·
priate boundary conditions The functions p* and p* that minimize Ω satisfy the
Euler-Lagrange equations

L

"Ρ

_|ιθο = ρο*

L

op0

Jpo = po*

We note that equation (16) is a straightforward generalization of equation (6),
in the simple model T o solve these equations in practice, it is adxantdgeous to
rewrite the second equation Direct variation of Ω with respect to p0 gives

«

. „(г) ЕШЕ^

U . G ( r _ ,, Po(r))

+ kTpir)

- kTM \ ^ [ '

Ο ( Τ

;ρ%

Ρ 0 ( Τ ) )

}^)

- Po(r))

(.7)

The first two terms in equation (17) will be shown to cancel, using the exact
compressibility equation [3, 16]

έ (Il ν=(•+" Ι^'Γ -ι - ' J"1**'·p)

(i8)

Integration with respect to the density for the reference system gives
о the density for the reference system gives
•¡^. = Ро-Ро^а'гС(т,р0)

(19)

Alternatively the pressure can be written as
: can be written as

>=-(іЬ а І;-"'° + ' а т?'
hence the compressibility equation imples the exact relation

^

+

[<i
АгГ.

3

rG(r,p o ) = 0

(21)

Summarizing, one can rewrite equation (16) as

kT

= In (рШ') + jf ΔΛ(Ρο(')) - U V G ( r - r', p 0 (r'))p(r')

-

Í d 3 r'G(r - r', p„(r))(p(r') - p 0 (r))

(22 a)
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d 3 rC(r-r,í> 0 (r))p(r)
(22 Ь)

РоШт) = ^-с

where G stands for (dC/dpQ) Fxplicit expressions for G and G which result from
the PY approximation are given in appendix A We note that this procedure
forces us to use the free energy that follows from the compressibihtv equation as a
reference, otherwise equation (21) would be violated, and the optimal reference
deiisit> could not be written as a simple integral over ρ
At this point the limitations of the model are reached there is a basic thermodvnamic inconsistency since one cannot satisfy both exact equations (12) and
(21) if equation (11) is truncated after the Cj term T o satisf\ equation (21), the
compressibility equation should come out correcth, therefore the reference thermod\namiLs must be consistent with equation (18) The model however is based
on equation (12) T o show that the combination of these two equations and the
[
truncation of equation (11) leads to a contradiction, one mav integrate (c p^c'p)/p
to calculate the reference chemical potential After some manipulations this gives

-W

ΔΜΡο) = -ÄTpo I d>r

(23)

I dCC2(r , ζρ0)

v-hich is consistent with the compressibility equation If this Δμ is used аь л
reference to calculate the non ideal part of Δμ at ρ = 0 (which should vanish),
then equation (11 ) vields

Ч'Чо'

ί/ζΓ2(Γ - г , Ср0)
= Σ —Т^ ί ^ ι

d3TnC„+l(r.Tlt

.г., ρ 0 )

(24)

which is still exact \ model is thermodvnamically consistent if (24) is satisfied If
equation (11) is truncated after the C 2 term, equation (24) becomes an integral
equation for j C 2 (r) d3r with only trivial solutions This lack of self consistencv
is a result of truncating the higher order direct correlation functions We note that
if equation (22 A) is imposed implicitlv (in the truncated scheme), all the higher
order direct correlation functions are generated from the resulting functional
which is then a functional of only the density ρ For example one finds a new
Cji'). which Ьаь an oscillating tail for | r | > 1, on input of the PY — Cj This is
caused b> the fact that the new C 2 essentially contains an integral over the three
point coupling

4

T H E MANY-COMPONENT DENSITY FLNCTIONAI

The approach described in the preceding section forms a field theoretical
framework, capable of describing the thermodynamic state of an inhomogeneous
hard sphere fluid in a systematic manner It can be readily generalized to mix
tures of an arbitrary number of particle types, since the thermodynamic functions
of the corresponding reference states are already known For binary mixtures
these have been calculated by Lebowitz [19], and are generalized to arbitrary
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mixtures by Baxter [20] and Hiroike [21]. T o start with the ideal part of the free
d
energy density (ƒ » ), a system of π types of particles is considered, of which the
densities are pa (8 = 1 , . . . , л). For this system the ideal entropy of mixing
determines ƒ ¡,d
ƒ ?(r) = kT £ p.(r)[ln (pa(rUa3) - 1].

(25)

To continue, relation (12) must be generalized. A set of dummy variables
С (0 ^ ζ,, á 1) is introduced. The non-ideal part of the free energy per particle
of type s, which depends on all densities, is given by
1

АЛ..(г) = |і </С.Д//.(С1р1

CA.).

(26)

Hence the total non-ideal
ideal part
part of
of the
the free
free energy
energy density
density is
is given
gr
by

A/.(r) = ¿ PM f ' ¿C A«.(C.A,

CA.)

(27)

α-i
JO
This expression essentially is an integral along a path in parameter space, starting
at ζ = (0, . , 0) and ending at ζ = (1, . . . . 1) Since the free energy is a thermo
dynamic function, the result is independent of the path chosen, and one is free to
choose the path along the body diagonal of the hypercube It is trivial to gener
alize equation (27) to an inhomogeneous system, the chemical potential then
becomes a functional of the density ρ and of a slowly varying reference density
PQ . In the notation used here, the ' vector ' density stands for the complete set of
densities. Truncating the expansion of Δ μ [ ρ > p 0 ] around Δμ(ρ 0 ), after the C^
term, leads to the desired density functional Using summation convention we
obtain
Ω[ρ; Po] = j Л Я І Г Ч Р Ю , Po(r))
- kT j J </3r d}T'p.(T)G.f(T - τ', p0(r))</7,(r') - p 0 > „(r)),

(28)

where
ntoc,1(p, Po) = f />.(')[* Γ l n (Р.Ш*) - 1 - μ. + A/..„(Po(r))]

(29)

a-l

and
G M (r - r'; p 0 (r)) = | С <ίζ€.β(τ - r'; ÇpoM).

(30)

The explicit analytical expressions for Gtp and àfnta based on the PY approximation, are given in appendix В The Euler-Lagrange equations applied to equa
tion (28) lead to the following equations for ρ and p 0 *
^

A. - In (p.(r)/.3) + -¿ψ Af„..(Po(r)) - j rf3r'Ca))(r - г', р„(г'))^(г')
- j </3r'G^(r - r' ; р„(г))(р/г') - p 0 , „(r))
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Po .[p](r) = (W-X

I d'r'W^T

- r', p0(T))pf(T')

S3

(31 b)

where the weight matrices W are given by
Wyß = Р д (г) т ^ - G^Cr - г', p 0 (r))

(32α)

с

Ро г

3

W3i = \d r

W, (г - г', р 0 (г))

(32b)

T h e reader should note that if ρ is a set of uniform functions, the matrix product
in equation (31 b) gi\es the unit matrix, and Po = Ρ For mhomogeneous fluids
the various reference densities depend on all densities in a complicated manner

5

T H E FIRST LIQUID L\\ ER

In this section the results of the models presented in the preceding sections
are compared T o solve the integral equations (22), the problem is reduced to a
one dimensional problem first, using ρ(τ) = p{z) T h e density p(z) is calculated
on a mesh vwth a hne grid (up to eighty points per particle diameter are used),
and equation (22) is replaced b\ an algebraic equation T o compare the Μ К
mode) with the simple model, the total number of particles in the first layer
adjacent to the wall is to be used as an order parameter Therefore the position g
of the Gibhs d u i d i n g surface must be denned, which can be done by considering
some test particle Within the mean-fìeld framework used here, the interaction of
the test particle with the surrounding particles can be replaced b \ the interaction
with borne effectue potential This potential is given bv

!',„(=)= -AT In p ^ l ,

(33)

where p(z) is determined through equation (22), and where pt is the bulk density
For some values of the bulk densitv thb potential has been plotted in figure 1
One can see that Г еГГ has a maximum in the Mcinity of ζ = 1 T h i s maximum
increases as />r increases, and behaves as a potential barrier a classical test particle
with initial position \ < z0 < g, and zero initial \elocitv moves into the laver and
!>ta\s there, if ζ = g is the point where l\fr has its first maximum Since this point
acts as a classical stationary point, the Gibbs dividing surface must be fixed there
B\ thermal fluctuations the kinetic energy of the test particle is not zero, but kT
on the average It therefore becomes confined to the layer if
М>ЬТ

(34)

Lsing equation (22) a lower bound for the density range for which equation
(34) is satisfied can be calculated as

An,. = 0 91

(35)

Computer simulations seem to indicate that equation (34) is already satisfied at a
lower densitv (pmin — 0 81) [24]) With this reasoning, we can also calculate a
density above the first maximum of the effective potential around a sphere of
diameter 1 becomes larger than kT One can speculate that at this density the
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Figure 1 T h e effective wall potential for a hard sphere fluid near a hard wall resulting
from the M K model The bulk densities are p, = 0 57 ( O ) p , = 0 81 ( · ) and
P, - 0 95 ( D )
critical growth unit has the size of a particle, therefore spontaneous nuclcation of
the solid phase occurs, and so the liquid state becomes unstable Using the PY
correlation function for the bulk fluid, one finds
Л » , = 1 03

(36)

For bulk densities between the given limits, the simple model seems justihable on
physical grounds
In order to be able to compare both models, the density in the first la\er is
integrated from ζ = 0 to ζ =g The result is divided by the fluid density of the
bulk in both cases For the Μ К model one thus has the order parameter
1 Г·
Ямк = —
dzp(z)
Pr Jo

(37)

which is illustrated by the shaded region in figure 2 This can be compared with
the order parameters that can be found from the simple model, q = pjpf and
q' = pjpi where the interface densities pt and p\ are given by equations (9) and
(10) Some characteristic values have been compiled in the table, and a plot of the
three q functions is given in figure 3
From the plot in figure 3 one can see that for densities far below the estimated
minimum density, the three definitions for the surface order parameter indeed
vary significantly In the estimated range of validity of the simple model however,
there is a verv good agreement between the three definitions of q T o check the
validity of the models discussed above, the order parameter for the surface layer
has also been determined by Monte Carlo simulations A system similar to the
one used by Snook and Henderson [24] has been taken, but with the size in the
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l)iiuc-UMOiiU->t U i x l i i i K i I I Ü I I I H i c Wall

Figure 2 The wall-particle correlation function pis)/pt, for bulk dcnsit\ pf ~ 0 91 The
surface la\er order parameter q is given b\ the area of the shaded region The
dashed cur\e shows the Monte Carlo result

z-direction enlarged to 16 hard sphere diameters The size of the system parallel
to the walls was varied from 3 x 3 to 9 χ 9 (diameters) 2 in steps of half the hard
sphere diameter It was found that the order parameter q, calculated using equa
tion (37), oscillates between 0 9 and 1 0 as the system size parallel to the wall
vanes This latter effect is again an indication that the surface layer behaves
differently from the bulk, and it makes a series of simulations necessary, to give
an estimate for the infinite system The MC result for one density (p f = 0 91) is
shown in figure 3 using a large dot For this densitv there is a reasonable match

The order parameter for the first laver, following from several definitions (see mam text)
Я

Pi
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

570
755
810
860
910
950
990

0
0
0
0

4

9555
9620
9569
9502

0 9826
0 9709
0 9631

0 9546
0 9447

0 9417

0 9339
0 9252

0 9361

0 9269
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Figure 3 The order parameter q plotted for the MK model (•) and for the two dehm
tions of the simple model (O and φ ) The error bar with the large dot is the Monte

between the simple model, the M K model, and the simulation results Details of
these simulations will be published elsewhere

6

DISCUSSION

Considering the facts that the simple model is based on the assumption of a
local two dimensional fluid structure, and that the predictions of this model are in
fairlv good agreement with those of the advanced M K model, one can conclude
that the latter model has a two dimensional structure as an asymptotic solution at
high densities We conclude that a fluid of hard spheres near a hard wall appears
to form a la>er between the wall and the bulk fluid, which behaves thermod>namically as a separate phase, exhibiting typical two dimensional behawour
T h i s phenomenon occurs for densities that are larger than some minimum density
which can be roughly estimated from kinetic arguments Comparing this estimate
with the density at which simulation data suggest solid-liquid coexistence [22],
one certainly expects a separate layer to occur in this density range
Though a crystal face is not a flat hard wall, it is plausible to extrapolate our
results to the interface of a solid in contact with its melt At the melting point, we
Слресі the repulsive forces to be more important than the attractive forces in
determining the structure of the fluid Hence one might expect the liquid laver
adjacent to a real crystal also to show this specifically two dimensional behaviour
if the face is sufficiently flat This in turn would result in a density reduction
relative to the density in the bulk fluid Such a reduction, which is given by the
order parameter q, increases the solid-liquid surface energy considerably, com-
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pared to the classical estimate based on homogeneous phases [1, 2] This increase
ma> in practice be around a factor of five [ 1 ] , and since the roughening temperature of an) cr>stal face is proportional to its surface energy, the roughening
temperature must rescale by the same amount The factor of five, however, can
onlj be seen as a rough estimate of the correction, one may calculate the surface
energ\ more reliabl) if explicit attractive interaction terms arc added to the grand
potential, and the resulting Euler-Lagrange equations are solved
In solving these equations for the hard sphere s>stem, we find that the amplitude of the densit) oscillations is somewhat underestimated, especiallv at higher
densities This tendenc) is also found when the model is used to calculate the
bulk correlation function In this case, the contact value of the correlation function is related to the pressure according to the vinal equation Lsmg this relation,
the pressure can be calculated from the predicted contact value The pressure
found in this wav is too low, as a consequence of the thermodynamic inconsistence One ma\ tr\ to improve the performance of the model bv substituting a
better direct correlation function, for instance the semi-empirical one of Verlet
and Weis [15] If the problems are connected to the neglect of the higher order
correlation functions, however, it seems to be unhkelv that these problems can be
solved to complete satisfaction
The recent model of Tarazona [18] seems to give results comparable to the
model studied here, but his definition of p 0 is somewhat ad hoc because of the
semi-empmcal nature of truncating the density expansion in their weight function
of μ0 at 0(p2) The definition of the reference density in the model of Baus and
Colot [14] is not free of ambiguities Furthermore, their functional integration
would result in an exact free energy if and onlv if C3 vanishes, which can be easilv
proven bv varving the chemical potential, and bearing in mind that p 0 is also a
functional of the densitv This approach leads to a truncated scheme, and the
general remarks about internal inconsistencv, given in section three, also applv to
this model It seems that the three point direct correlation behaves as an anomalv,
which cannot be eliminated by changing the approximation scheme The model
studied here contains a svstematic method for defining the reference densitv,
which makes the model transparent and leads to a given generalization for the
manv component svstem in a natural and straightforward manner Apart from the
fundamental limitations mentioned, the thermodvnamics is correct and sum rules
are automaticallv obeved This makes the model very suitable to form the basis of
new theories to describe electrolyte solutions, polyelectrolvtes and condensation
phenomena It mav also be expected that this model is particularly relevant to
solid-liquid coexistence

The author wishes to thank Dr D M Kroll and Dr J Ρ van der Eerden for
the stimulating discussions about the current models

APPFNDIX

A

The coupling function G defined m the main text can be calculated from the
direct correlation function Using the Wertheim solution of the PY equation [23]

C(r. p) = í + 0|r| + á|r|3,
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where
4

α = - ( 1 + 2ч) (1 - Ч) .
β = 6ч(1 + ^ ) 7 ( 1 - η)\

(Α 2)

δ = \η<χ,
with η = πρ/Ь The coupling G follows as
G(r, p)= \

(A3)

ίά&ίτ,ζρ)

so that
3

(A4)

G(r, p) = СДр) + G,0>)|r| + Сз(р)|г| ,
where the coefficients are given by
1

8 - 19г; + 17η

GM =

4

pìnil-η).

2

2η{1 - η)

2

3

24 - 60η + 4&η - ίη
G2(p)

=

G3(p)

= -

3

2,(1 - η)

2

12
+ — 1η (1 - η).
3

20 - 5 0 , + 37η - 4η
3

2η(ί - η)

(Α 5)

10
- — 1η (1 - η)

This function can be differentiated with respect to the density directly in equation
(A 3) Partiall> integrating gives
G'(r, p) = - ( C ( r , / ) ) - 2 G ( r , p ) )
Ρ

(A 6)

C'(r, p) = Gi(p) + C' 2 (p)|r| + Оз(р)|г| 3 ,

(A 7)

from which one obtains

with
„,

16-564 + 64f,2-42t(3

,

GW

„ ,

_.

7 ln (, - ^

48 - 168ι/ + 204ι;2 - 114ij3 + 3f(*

ч

^^
σ

8 , ,,
+

2^(1-V

να-.)«
4 0 - 1 4 0 ( , + 1 7 3 l ; 2 - 8 6 f í 3 + 4rí4

.

^ -

v ^ ^

20,

24 ,

^

? ' - " - · » )

(A 8)

„

+? 1 η ( 1 - , )

The bulk thermodynamic quantities that follow from the compressibility equa
tion, are the non-ideal part of the free energy per particle,

> - «-«•{¿MïêJ

(A 9)

and the chemical potential
1

- ^ Μ ρ , . - , η α - ^ ^ - ^ ^
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These expressions may be compared to the thermodynamic functions that
follow from the Carnahan-Starling equation of state [16]
1

^

p =

Λ Ί + η + η1 - η3

(i-,)'

v

·

( А П )

The free energy can be found, since

thus the integration of —p/N with respect to the volume (keeping N fixed) yields
ƒ„ as a function of the density, up to an integration constant. This constant is lixed
bv the demand that fn must approach the ideal gas expression when the packing
fraction vanishes
/η-»ΑΓ(1η(ρ/.3)-1)

as

η^Ο.

(A 13)

One thus finds the non-ideal part of ƒ„ to equal
4n - 3n 2

1

from which the corresponding chemical potential can be found from

μ'=ψρ=γρ(ρ}«)=ί.+Ρΐρ

(A is)

which yields for the CS equation of state
1
,
8 - 9n + Зя2
- „ • , „ ( „ ' ) +,
^ з " .

(A 16)

For a two dimensional system, the free energy and the chemical potential can
be calculated in an analogous manner The spreading pressure here is related to
the free energy \ u

A

"--(ëL

(A,7)

and thus the Henderson equation of state [16]
1

р

Л/ 1 + y2ß

тт ™=ітг^

(A,8)

leads to the non-ideal part of the free energy

¿^ïïV*1-0-"»

(A,9)

and to the chemical potential
т ^ μ = In (ρλ2) - i In (1 - у) + " ƒ ~ ' ^ '
kT
8(1 - у)'
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APPENDIX В

T o write down the direct correlation function in a many component s\stem,
some preliminary definitions are necessary Given a system with η tvpes of hard
spheres having diameters Ra(oL = 1,
, n) and number densities ря, the following
auxiliary quantities are needed [20, 21]
S^ = i\R.-Rß\,

(BD

R,f = і ( я . + я>).

(Η 2)

(В«

£•. = ;: ¿л*:6

.«ι
2

« = 3{ 2 (1 - ί , Γ ,

(В4)

6 = 3í1(l-íj)-2 + 9íf(l-í,)-3,

(В 5)

2

с = 3Í 0 (1 - ξ,)'

U. = - [ ( 1 - í j ) "
V., = ÜU.+

+ Ιβί,ξ^Ι - ij)"
1

3

+ 27íi(l - í 3 ) \

(lib)

+ aR, + bRl + icRil,

(B7)

U,),

(B8)

V, = ^ a + IbR. + cRl),

(B9)

^./і = І ( ^ . + І ^ ) .
W=

-i(l

^ . í = \Slt(a

(BIO)

- Í , ) - * K O + 6 Í I Í 2 - 2 { O { 3 + { O Í 3 - 6 Í I Í 2 Í 3 + 9Í2].

+ IbR,,

+ cRlß)

Following Hiroike [21] the direct correlation
imation can be written as
r„,(r)=i7a

if

function

in the PY

r<S^,

where α is the index of the smallest particle, Ra<
С „ ( г ) = Г-.Х.,+

(BU)

(D 12)
approx(B13o)

Rfi, and otherwise

V* + ν.β\τ\

+ WM3

(В 13*)

|r|

It is now straightforward to calculate the coupling function G ^ via
0.t(r,

p) = j 'ζ dCC.,(r, fp),

(B14)

finding
G.,(r,p)

= U,

if

r<S,/l>

«,<«,

(BISfl)

and otherwise
<=,/.(«•, P) = i T j ^ + £/.э + F.»l*l + « i · · ! 3

(B156)

T o define the coefficients in equation (B15), a set of auxiliar) functions is
introduced Let Inm(x) be the integral, defined as
Іш(х) =

Jo

Я „
( I - i
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of which the following explicit expressions are needed

Λι

=

^ 2

=

1

Л

- ^ !l n· ( 1- - х )' ,

(BIT)

2-,)

+

»

6 - - 9л + 2х
^33 =

2-^ ( 1 - л )

, П ( 1

2

-*),

3

2

З М-л)

2

(B18)

Іп(1 -

х*

1 2 - 10\ + 22
^44 =

-

- 3 іC

4

1п(1 -

3

2

І-.ь =

60 - 210л + 260ч - 1 2 5
5

12г (1

(B19)

• * ) .

J

-*)

3

+ 12 г

t

4

(B20)
4

-4ln(l-i).

(B22)

^-тЫ*
6

^° ^'(ΐ-»"'
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35
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7'

η(1

)

-' -

'
τ,
4(1 - v)"

(D23

'

(B24)
2

ƒ4.5, =

(B21)

1 2 - 4 2 x + 52x -25x
τ
τ4
12И(1-л:)

3

1, „
ч
rind - ι )
χ*

,„,.,
(B25)

L ыпк these functions, it is easx to find the barred quantities that are needed
in equation (Π 15) \s a first step the functions a, b and с taken as functions of ¿p
are inteßrated with respect to ^ Rixing
a = 3s" 2 / 2 J (íj).

(В 26)

^ S Í . / ^ í j J + 'í^jjtíj),

(В 27)

'с = 3 ς „ / 2 2 ( ί 3 ) + 1 8 ¿ 1 í 2 / 3 J ( í , ) + 2 7 í i / 4 4 ( Í 3 ) ,

(В 28)

from which С а , Г ^ , ί',, Ι яр and - л ? can be found b\ replacing a, h and t in
equations (П 8 В 13) b\ at h and с The remaining function И' is gi\en h\

- i(fo ÍJ * 6Í1Í2 Í3 + 9 í í ) / 4 4 ( í , )

(B 29)

T o find the deri\dti\e of G aí with respect to ργ there is no simple relation like
equation (Λ6) in the mam component s\stem One mav howe\er use the fact that
G3ß is a function of only four \ariables, nameh the í s thus
ТГС'>

= 7 1ИЦГС«ш.

where the following notation

oí»
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has been used The functions G,f „ finally are found from equation (В 15) as X,f
id are replaced by Χ,β „ id , the latter are found from equation (B8 В 13) as a, b
and f are replaced bv a m , b m and с m The explicit expressions for thebe functions
can be found bv differentiating ä, 6, с with respect to ζη For m = 3 the followinK
relation is useful
J^',r,M

(В 32)

= "4„ + í„t¡M,

leading to
ι

¿0 = 0,
¿1=0,

(H33)

ft о = 0,
Í -

M

»

( W

|
·

*з = 6С./зэ(Із) + 27^/ 4 4 (іэ),

I

ϊο = 3/„(ί 3 ),

ι

ΐ, =

(В 34)

.

ί8ξ1],3(ξ1),

(Β 35)

?2 = 18í.^3(Í3) + 8UÍ/4 4 (C3).
ϊ 3 = 6«о/зз«з) + 54{ΐς 2 / 4 4 (ί3) + 108ξί/„(ί,),Ι
» Ό = - ІЛ4(Сз) + Іь 1,ЛІз) - ίξ, /««(íj).
^ . = -3í2/34(Í3)+3í2C3/44(Í3),
» ' 2 = -3ί 1 /34(ί 5 ) + (3ί,ς, - ¥ { | ) Λ * ( ί 3 ) .
Wj = ío'34(Í3) + O S l í j - Í0Í3)/44(Í3)
- 2{ 0 / 3 5 (í,) + 4(Í 0 Í 3 - Sí.f,)ƒ„<£,)
-2{ξ0ξΐ-6ξίξ1ξ1

+ 9ξΙ)Ι„(ξ])

(В 36)

V
I
I

From the compressibilitv equation (20), the thermodvnamica) functions of the
reference state arc calculated The necessar\ functions are the non-ideal part of
the free energy per particle

£И[Щ

^Д/м=-1п(1-£з) + Э

<BJ

and the chemical potential of type a which in this approximation is gi\ en by
1

w

,3v

"

1 л/ , ξοΚί + Ιξ^ί

+

U

3
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The direct correlation function in hard sphere fluids
H D Groot, J Ρ van der Eerden, and Ν M Faber
RIM
Laboratory of Solid State Chemistry, University of Nijmegen, Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen,
The Netherlands
(Received 2 March 1987, accepted 14 April 1987)
The pair correlation function in a homogeneous hard sphere fluid at various densities has been
measured in a large system, using the Monte Carlo method The corresponding direct
correlation function СгСг) has been determined directly from these measurements, and will be
given here in closed form We conclude that density functional models that neglect the effect of
С, and higher order direct correlation functions, that are defined in bulk fluids, are not able to
describe an mhomogeneous hard sphere fluid accurately

I. INTRODUCTION

accuracy of 3 % They refer to unpublished data and to the
n
data of Alder and Hecht The latter use a system contain
ing 108 particles The pair correlation function for a system
of this size has been published in detail by Barker and Hen
M
derson Their results show that especially at the lower den
sities, a system of this size gives nse to errors of at least 1%,
whereas at the higher densities the correlation function still
oscillates significantly at distances of half the system size
This causes the estimation of the size of the systematic errors
to become very uncertain Considering the fact that a reason
able change in the tail of the direct correlation function only
leads to small changes in the resulting total correlation func
tion, one may expect the small errors of a few percent in the
Verlet-Weis fit to correspond to large variations in the direct
correlation function The Verlet-Weis fit may, therefore, not
be considered to be accurate enough to calculate a trustwor
thy direct correlation function, from which the assumptions
used in the current density functional models can be tested
Since the work of Grundke and Henderson, some analy
tical approximations have been given The approximation of
Waisman" has been inspired by the work of Grundke and
Hendereon,11 and contains, as well as the more recent ap
proximations by Deo e/a/' 6 andGiuntae(o/,' 7 somej</ hoc
assumptions concerning the tail of C 2 (r) Since the work of
Barker and Henderson,14 only a few simulation results of
homogeneous hard sphere fluids have been published,1" "
buttheseauthorsdonot make any statement about the dl rect
correlation function Therefore, we have repeated these cal
culations in a large system, and used our data to determine
the best possible approximation to the direct correlation
function In doing so, one encounters many at forehand un
expected difficulties, to which Grundke and Henderson also
refer In order to give the reader insight in the accuracy of
the final result, we give a detailed description of these diffi
culties, and of the methods we used to eliminate them In the
next two sections an optimizing of the Monte Carlo method,
and an analysis of finite size effects are discussed Sections IV
and V deal with the more specific problems connected to the
calculation of the direct correlation function, and the final
results are presented in Sec VI

The most promising models used to descibe mhomogen
eous fluids, like solid-fluid interfaces, are the recently devel
2
oped density functional models ' To be able to make quan
titative statements about mhomogeneous systems with a
realistic potential, such as the Lennard-Jones potential, it is
necessary to understand a simplified model first As at the
solid-fluid interface the repulsive potential is most impor
tant for the fluid structure at a molecular scale, the best sim
plified model to be studied is the hard sphere fluid The
structure of this fluid may in practice be used as a reference
for a perturbation theory
All current models, therefore, have in common that the
free energy of an mhomogeneous fluid is calculated as a per
turbation from the homogeneous hard sphere fluid 3~7 In
practice this results in truncating as expansion m и-point
correlation functions after the C 2 term ' * Hence, the theory
predicts features of mhomogeneous fluids (and solids) from
the structure of an homogeneous hard sphere fluid, under
the assumption that C3 and higher order direct correlation
functions can be neglected ' v To test these assumptions a
very accurate Cj must be used as input for the model If the
Percus-Yevick approximation10 for the direct correlation
function is used, the bulk fluid structure is calculated reason
ably well The density profile of a hard sphere fluid near a
hard wall however, oscillates with an amplitude that is too
small, compared to the simulation data 6 At this point it
appears that the density profile near a wall is much more
sensitive to subtle details in the direct correlation function,
than the bulk density profile Baus and Colot 7 " introduced
in attractive tail in Сз for |r/d | > 1 To study the influence of
sucii a tail, we added an oscillating tail of the form
u(p) exp ( — 2ят) cos (2ят)/г to the PY-C2, and chose
u (p) such that the resulting thermodynamics were consis
tent with the Camahan-Starhng equation of state This re
sulted in improved density profiles This tail, however, hard
ly changed the predicted pair correlation function These
observations lead to the hypothesis that the real direct corre
lation function contains a damped oscillating tail, depending
on very subtle details in the bulk pair correlation function
A belter approximation than the PY-C, has been calcu
lated by Grundke and Henderson ' ' using the semi-em pineal
pair correlation function of Verlet and Weis l 2 This function
is a fit to Monte Carlo data, of which the authors claim an
J Chem Phys 9 7 ( 4 ) 15 August 19Θ7

II. MONTE CARLO OPTIMIZING
The Monte Carlo method used is the one that is to be
described in detail by Van der Eerden and Van der Veer,20 in
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which the velocity of a partide is chosen at random from a
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution This velouty is multi
plied by a fixed time step Δ/. to obtain a step in an arbitrary
direction, which may or may not be accepted We now as
sume the number of Monte Carlo steps per particle between
two statistically independent states to be determined by selfdiffusion completely, ι с , there is some R ,', such that two
states can be considered independent if the mean square dis
placement of a particle is larger than К ;, The number of
steps necessary to satisfy this criterion is minimized if the
square diffusion length per step is maximized We shall call
this the optimized mixing cntenon
Using this cntenon, the Monte Carlo performance can
be optimized, by fixing the lime step Δ/ correctly if Δί is
chosen too large, hardly any step is accepted and the parti
cles effectively do not move if the time step is chosen too
small, all steps are accepted, but since the length of the steps
is proportional to Δί, the particles hardly move all the same
There must, therefore, be some intermediate time step which
optimizes the diffusion length per Monte Carlo trial To find
this optimum, we introduce the acceptation probability
P(r) For hard spheres this is the probability that no colli
sion takes place if a particle is moved over a distance r in an
arbitrary direction This probability can be approximated by
P{r)a:e%p{-Apr)

Oil

Γ i/e
V

) -0

1 (1

The correlation function gAr) has been measured for
(hedensities/} = 0 2,0 4, and from Ü 6 up to0 9»iilislepsol
0 0S (the hard sphere diameter is used as a length unii
throughout this paper) The system consists ol a cubic box
with length ρ = 14, and having periodic boundary condì
tions over the distance/) in each direction The box contains
N hard spheres, where N is the integer nearest to pp'
Though these systems seem large enough to study the behav ror of an infinite system, it is essential to have an estimate of
the order of magnitude of the finite size effects On the one
hand, this is necessary from methodologie grounds but on
the other hand, the correction can directly be used to optimally extrapolate A(r) to r— oo

(2)

where u is the dimensionless velocity u : = mv2/2kT and
λ = ЫАр(2кТ/т)и2
The mean square distance per step
can also be expressed in this parameter λ, it equals

^-<Я

(HI

III. MIRROR IMAGE AND 1/N CORRECTIONS

17 J "

( Я : ) = — î - r - ^ r f u(XuYe
" Á"du
{Ар) ^π Ja
The optimized mixing criterion is fulfilled if

111
h 1 I . 1

F I G 1 The mean square displacement of a particle per Molilo C i r i o trui
as a funetion of the aeeeptation fraction The dots and error bars an. the
simulation η suits at denstty/i — 0 70 the full turve m u l l s troni thetheor)

(I)

du

[11
\( ι ι ^ І . і ' о

where A is the effective collision cross section, and ρ is the
density The acceptation fraction can nov> be calculated as

QU)=—

11

There are two major causes of systematic errors The
first comes from the shear fact that the system contains a
finite number of particles This introduces errors of the order
( Ι/Λ ) Furthermore, there are errors caused by the boundarv conditions, leading to anisotropy If /;(r) is the txait
total correlation function, the simulation lesult in a sufliciently large system will in the limit of inlinite simulation
time converge to

(3)

(4)

If the value ol > lh.it optimizes the mixing, found from Fqs
(Я) and'4) bsub'-titutcdintoEq (2) one finds the optimal
choice of Δ/ to correspond to an acceptation frac tion of 1 W
This result is independent of the density and the collision
cross section, it follows crucially from the approximation
( 1 ), assuming 4 to be a constant
Tolestllns approximation we plotted (R ") agamst^m
Fig 1 The s-ale of the theoretical plot is set by the value of
pA, which \vc used as a scaling parameter The parameter is
chosen such that the theoretical value coincides with the
simulation result at 19% acceptation This scaling is only a
guide to the eye since the position of the maximum does not
change, vet we find a striking agreement with the simulation
data In those cases where the collision probability is in good
approximation desenbed by Eq (1) we therefore, adwse to
use a low {\5%-20r^ ) acceptation fraction The relation
may be expected to hold also for longer ranged potentials,
such as the Lennard-Jones potential

/ j w ( r ) - A ( r ) 4 У / ц г + р) + 0 [ А ( г ' ρ) Γ

15)

where the sum over ρ contains all periodic mirror images
generated bv the boundary conditions The quantitv that in
fact is measured is the pair correlation function averaged
over all orientations To correct for the influence of the six
nearest neighbor images, one mav write
A , ' c ( r ) = — fdcos0ií<íÍA(r) - t - p H r + P)]

- A ( r ) o l

rfcosÖA

4 f
= Л(г) + —
/>rj,
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,

[(r

'
uh(u)du

J-p" -J-lrpcosO)'

1
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larity of the total correlation function is a discontinuity at
r = 1, it follows with straightforward mathematics that the
function at the nght-hand side of Eq ( 9 ) is continuous, and
twice differentiable at /•= 1 The solution C 2 (r) of Eq (9),
therefore, must be singular at r = I, and such that the differ
ence between A and C 2 is continuous, and twice differentiable
a t r = 1 The fact that Eq (9) has a solution follows from the
observation that the determinant of this equation,
exp [ i r l n ( l +ph)], must be finite, since thermodynamic
stability implies a positive definite structure function Since
Eq (9) is linear, this solution is unique From the singularity
at r — 1, the Founer transform of Сг for A:— «j must equal

Since A(r) for large r can be described reasonably well by
ir

A(r)

e (a cosú>r + b sin <ur)
(7)
r
the measured total correlation function will from some minimum distance r0 to p/2 converge to
л

e ' '(а cos ¡ar + b sin cor)

hMC(r)~—
r

3 e il' "
-;
-pi (λα + <u6)cos ω(ρ — r)
pr λ' + 01
+ (Яі — <í)o)sm ω(ρ — r) ]
+

+ constant

(8)

Equation (8) already gives a good approximation for
r0 > 2 5 The largest systematical errors are made near r = 7,
at the highest density the amplitude of the correction is
about 3% of the amplitude of the total correlation function
To use the Monle Carlo data optimally, we have to extrapo
late A(r) to r— cc This extrapolation is done, by represent
ing h(r) by Eq (7), using the fit parameters found from
fitting the data to Eq ( 8 ) This way, the effect of the mirror
images is automatically corrected for
The offset constant in Eq (8) is also used as a free fit
parameter, its purpose is to investigate whether A(r) indeed
extrapolates to zero For small systems (У ~ 1 0 0 ) h(r)
seems to extrapolate to — l/N,'" for some authors this was a
reason to "correct" g-,(r) by multiplying with an overall fac
tor J\/(N—
1) The theoretical foundation for this action is
rather weak, since from the work of Lebowitz and Perçus21 it
follows that the correction should not be a constant for all r
Furthermore, the correction is proportional to the compressibility, which is a small number for the system studied
From the fact that h(r) converges to e one should conclude
that the correlation function contains a systematic error in
the order of magnitude off In our simulations with a large
number of particles (JV—2500), we found e to be much
smaller than 1/N Typical values were in the order of 10~ 4

The direct correlation function can be determined from
the total correlation function using the defining OmsteinZemike equation
- T')d V

where ΔΑ and ΔΑ ' are the discontinuities in A and dh /dr at
r= 1 This slowly damping behavior would cause large diffi
culties in the calculation of the inverse transform of the mea
sured C2(k), if it were done numerically by brute force
To solve this problem, and the problem described in the
next section, we follow a method analogous to the one that
was used by Grundke and Henderson ' ' It consists of the
introduction of an optimized reference direct correlation
function, С * ir), which has the correct singularity at r = 1,
and which can be transformed to C:(k) analytically The
transform of C2{k) — C*(k) converges fast since the result
ing integrand is of the order sin (k )/k Λ and can be obtained
from the Monte Carlo data Therefore, it can readily be
transformed back to real space and adding the reference
function C2(r) again, we get our estimate of C2(r)
The reference function we used is
if 0 < г < 1

floCrV)
СЦг) =

if ]<r<2,

(13)

y-i

i f r>2

ДС? = ЛЛ,

(14a)

Д С ? ' = ДА',

(14b)

= ДЛ*.

(14c)
jdp.

(14d)

dp

In principle all nght-hand sides of these equations can be
obtained directly from the Monte Carlo data on the total
correlation function A(r) Indeed in order to get dp/dp one
might use the exact relation

к Jo

Q- = hm f 1 + \πρ Γ Atr)/-2dr\

(10)

dp

я-ші

Jo

J

(15)

However, the finite system size virtually prevents an accu
rate determination of dp/dp for the higher densities, as can
be seen in Fig 2, where the integral is plotted as a function of
R, for the density ρ = 0 90
An alternative method is to explicitly differentiate a

from which follows that Eq (9) can be rewntten in the fol
lowing diagonal form
=CAk)+pC2(.k)h(,k)

к

> Гс?(г)а 3 г =

Дк) = ^L Ггіт(кг)Дг)<іг,

h(k)

• 47г(ДА + Д А ' ) — *
(12)

ДСГ

(9)

Using the rotational symmetry, this equation can easily be
Founer transformed For rotationally symmetric functions
/ ( r ) in three dimensions one has

Дг) =-^r
Г k%in(kr)~f(k)dk.
lirr Jo

cos A:

where the function C P ' C ) is the Percus-Yevick approxi
mation, 10 which is given in Eq (20), and where the param
eters dij-a-t satisfy the following conditions

IV. THE REFERENCE DIRECT CORRELATION
FUNCTION

A(r) - Cj(r) =p(c2(T')h(r

С 2 (*)=4я-ДА

(II)

From Eq ( I I ) and from the fact that the worst singu
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ρ**

β

_ \ +

ν

+

- -

η

(\-νΫ
ί
ДА

(

ν

τ

(17)

'

'7*

α-ν)

λ

(18)

'
2

-Я
+2
(19)
4
dp
(l-T?)
Upon replacing the nght-hand sides of Eqs (14,0 and
( 14d) by Eqs ( 18) and ( 19), using the Montecarlo data for
the right-hand sides of Eqs (14b) and (14c), and substituí
ing the analytic solution of the Perçus-Yevick equ.ilion,"'
\-β

dp'5 «

0(1-г)

ere·) = - ( l - i / ) ^ - [ ( 1 ^ 2 7 ) - ' -67,(1 f (J;) 7

Kul

4

MO 2 Thi tiiljkorn.1 mon Γυηίΐκιη mlcgraled m three dimensions over a
sphi.i4 wnli radius R as л function of this cutolf radius The dash-dot line
gi\cs tht Larnahan-Starling nmit

+ ¿77(1 + 2 7 , ) V ]

good analytical expression for the pressure, with respect to
the density We now argue that the Carnahan-Starhng equa
tion is suitable for this purpose The pressure can be mea
sured from the Monte Carlo data, using the vinal equation of
state
β'

1 + 4?7áA,

V. THE LONG-WAVELENGTH PROBLEM
The determination of an accurate Fourier transform c>.r
the total correlation function, is of essential significance foi
the calculation of С It appears however not to be possible to
determine h (к) sufficiently accurate if к is less than about 5
As a consequence of this uncertainty, the tail of the resulting
direct correlation function, that is C 2 (r) for r> 1, contains
oscillations with a large wavelength, apparently shifting this
tail up or down In this section we trace the cause of this
error, show that this effect is not physical, and subsequent^
desenbe how we corrected for this error

(16)

where η = πρ/Ь, is the packing fraction Using this equation
we determined the pressure, by measuring g,(л) m equidis
tant intervals Д г = 1/120 The correlation function was
averaged over 5 X 107 states at the optimized mixing accepta
tion fraction using 400 measurements The contact value
was found by fitting a third order polynomial through the
logarithm of the first 40 data points The results are com
piled in Table I, we find our values to be in good agreement
with those ofErpenbeck and Wood," who used more parti
cles, and only determined the pressure Over the full density
range their more accurate measurements of the pressure
show the Carnahan-Starlmg pressure to be too low by an
amount less than 0 3 % This difference is about equal to our
statistical error hence we consider it justified to use the ana
lytical expressions that follow from the Carnahan-Starlmg
equation in the right-hand side of Eq (14) The relevant
expressions are

For small к one may expand Â(/c) in powers of к -,
hence,

¿(¿^¿„-l-A^-l-CW),
where A2„ may be considered as the limit R - « o f A 2 „ (Л),
with

0 200 073
0 4 0 0 146
0 599 854
0 650 146
0 700073
0 750 000
0 799 927
0 849 854
0 900 146

«(I)
1312
1 812
2 635
2911
3 239
3 587
4 031
4 566
5 185

S (1)
- 08

-26
-80
- 10 2
- 135
- 174
-23 1
-29 8
-39 4

ftCD
1 2

17
29 1
38 2

648
900
142 8
197 1
293 4

-f

47Г
, r 2 " + 2A(r)rfr
(21)
( 2 π + I)'
I) 1 Jo
Though A (r) descends exponentially as a function of r, one
can for any Л find an π for which the convergence cntenon
|A2„(/·) — Aj,! < i for all/->A, is not satisfied if e is chosen
arbitrary small but fixed Since A in practice is known on a
limited interval, it follows that only a limited number of mo
ments of A can be determined To illustrate this, we have
plotted A 0 (A) in Fig 2, showing that already this function
(n = 0) is oscillating significantly at R = 7 Consequently,
the Founer transform one finds for small к will be a strongly
oscillating function with penod Λλ = 2π/Ί if the integration
is truncated crudely at r = 7 These oscillations are an arti
fact, caused by the fact that the integration interval is finite
It is obvious to extrapolate A(r) to r = ш, by fitting
A(r) between r = r0 and r = 7, to the function specified in
Eq (8), for some fixed r0 Before we fitted the rough data,
we smoothed it by replacing every point by the best cube fit
to that point and the 30 nearest neighbors Varying the begin
А г „(Л) = ( - 1 Г

TABLE! The cornaci value and thefirslIwodcnvativesofthcpaircorrela
lion function at r — I The last column contains the contact value obtained
from (he Camahan Starling equation
Ρ

(20)

a linear set of equations follows from which the parameter»
α,,-α, of Eq (13) can be solved, for any fixed chosen set
{m ¡,m2,m J Using the entena given in the next section, we
determined {3,4,5} to be the best set

S?W
1321
1 812
2 613
2 891
3213
3 588
4 028
4 549
5 171
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TABLE II The direct correlation function for some values of г following from ihe simulation data at Ihe various аепыіics we u&ed
Direct correlation function at density
Radius

0 20

040

060

0 65

0 70

0 75

0 80

0 85

090

ODO
0 05
0 10
OIS
0 20
0 25
030
0 35
040
0 45
050
0 55
060
0 65
0 70
0 75
080
0 85
090
095
lOO
100
105
1 Ш
1 15
120
125
I 30
I 35
140
145
1 50
155
160
165
170
175

- 2 28
- 2 22
- 2 17
- 2 11
-206
-201
-195
- 190
- 1 85
- 180
- 175
-170
- 165
-160
-156
- 1 51
- 147
- 143
-139
- 1 35
- 1 31
001
001
001
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
0 00

-509
- 4 89
-468
- 4 48
- 4 29
-409
-390
- 3 72
-354
- 3 36
- 3 18
-301
- 2 85
- 2 69
- 2 53
- 2 38
- 2 24
- 2 11
-198
-185
- I 73
008
006
004
002
001
000
000
- 0 01
-001
-OOI
-001
-OOI
-001
-001
-001
-001
-001
-001
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000

-1162
- 1105
- 10 45
- 9 86
-930
- 8 75
- 8 22
- 7 70
- 7 19
- 6 69
-621
- 5 74
- 5 29
-485
-443
-403
- 3 65
- 3 29
-296
- 2 65
- 2 36
0 25
0 14
007
0 03
000
000
-001
-001
-001
- 0 01
-001
-001
-OOI
-001
-OOI
-001
-001
-OOI
-001
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000

- 1 4 32
- 13 58
-1180
-1204
- 1132
- 1062
-994
- 9 27
- 8 62
-799
-738
-678
-621
-565
- 5 12
- 4 62
-415
- 3 70
-329
-291
- 2 56
034
019
008
0 02
-001
-002
-002
-002
-002
-002
- 0 02
- 0 02
- 0 02
-002
-002
-002
- 0 02
-001
-001
000
000
000
000
000
000

17 85
- 1 6 89
- 1 5 87
- 14 89
- 1 3 97
- П07
-12 20
-1135
- 1 0 52
- 9 71
- 8 92
- 8 16
- 7 42
-671
-604
-540
-480
- 4 23
- 3 71
- 3 23
-279
042
021
0 08
001
-002
-002
-002
-002
-001
-001
-001
-001
-001
-002
-002
-002
- 0 01
-001
000
000
000
000
000
000

- 2 2 17
- 2 0 93
19 61
- 18 J4
- 17 15
- 16Ü1
-1490
- 13 82
- 1 2 77
- 1174
- 10 74
- 9 77
- 8 83
- 7 94
- 7 08
- 6 28
- 5 52
- 4 82
- 4 17
- 3 58
- 3 05
054
0 25
0 08
000
-004
-004
- 0 03
- 0 02
- 0 02
-001
-002
-002
-003
-003
- 0 03
-003
- 0 02
-001
OOO
000
000
-001
000
000
000
001
0 01
0 01
001
001
000

- 2 7 94
- 26 33
- 2 4 61
- 2 2 98
- 21 46
- 19 99
- 18 56
17 17
- 1 5 82
- 14 49
- 13 19
- 1194
- 10 74
- 9 58
- 8 49
- 7 46
- 6 50
-560
4 78
- 4 03
- 3 36
066
0 26
006
- 0 02
-004
-004
- 0 02
-001
000
001
000
000
-001
-002
- 0 02
-001
000
0 01
001
001
000
-001
000
000
000
000
001
001
000
000
000

35 09
- 3 2 99
- 30 73
28 61
- 2 6 67
- 2 4 79
- 2 2 97
-2120
- 19 46
- 1 7 77
- 16 11
- 1 4 51
- 12 97
11 50
- 10 11
-881
-760
6 48
- 5 45
- 4 52
- 3 69
0 85
031
0 01
0 07
-008
-006
-003
-001
001
0 01
000
-001
- 0 03
-003
-003
-002
000
0 02
0 02
0 02
OOO
001

- 4 4 90
- 4 2 12
- 3 9 15
- 3 6 40
- 3 3 88
-3146
- 2 9 11
- 26 80
24 54
- 2 2 32
- 2 0 16
- 18 07
- 1606
- 14 15
- 12 35
10 67
- 9 11
- 7 67
- 6 16
5 17
- 4 12
105
031
- 002
- Oil
- 009
004
Ot»
0 03
0 05
0 05
0 03
0 01
OOO
-001
-001
0 02
004
0 05
0 05
0 03
-001
-002
OOO
0 01
0 01
001
001
001
000
000
-001

1 ВО
1 85

190
195
200

2 05

2 10
2 15
2 20
2 25
230
2 35
240
2 45
250

ooo

000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000

ooo
000

ooo

000
000
000
000
000
000

ooo
ooo
000

ooo
000
000

point r0 results in changes in the fit parameters of roughly
1 % To get consistence with the Camahan-Starling equation of state, the fit was performed such that the value of h0
came out correctly If now the Fourier transform is calculated numerically for 1 < r < r0, and added to the analytical results of the integrals over 0 < r < 1 and r > /•„, then the amplitude of the nonphysical oscillation is reduced by a factor 100
This improvement however is, at high densities, not good
enough to delermine the direct correlation function sufficiently accurate, because the small compressibility of the

000
001
001
001
001
0 01
000
000

system introduces fine-tuning problems in the structure
function In an expansion in powers of к - one has
-k' + Oik4)
(22)
1+/A>
(l+ph0)2
,
and since (1 +ph0)~ ~45
forp~090,
the error in Л, is
magnified by a factor 2000
To study these remaining errors, we have made plots of
the difference between the reference function С f (λ ) and ihe
measured function С ϊ"-( к) = Â ( / t ) / [ l +ph(k)]
ThedifC 2 i/t) :
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mized, the reference function then must be an optimized fit
Secondly, one may demand the total square error introduced
m the total correlation function by the adjusting procedure
to be minimized Fortunately, both entena lead to the same
best choice, being {3,4,5} Using this set the direct correla
tion function for r> 1 oscillates symmetncally around the
raxis The tail functions for the densities/} = 0 6-0 9 found
m this way, are plotted in Fig 4 The numerical value of
C2(r) is given in Table II for several densities.

ference should firstly be small, and secondly be independent
of the split point /•„ In Fig 3 these differences are plotted for
/·„ = 3 0,3 5, and 4 0 This plot shows that the differences are
not small and furthermore are very depending on the value
of г,,, if the wave number is less than S The results m this
range, therefore, cannot be correct, hence we are forced to
interpolate in some way between к = 0 and к = 5 Since the
difference between the reference function and the Monte
Carlo result is rather small for k>5, and near zero ink = 0
since we used the Camahan-Starling compressibility, we
may assume that the reference function is a good approxima
tion, hence, we replace the Monte Carlo C 2 for small к by
С ζ This procedure also introduces errors in the corresonding total correlation function one adds to h(r) a function
which is nonzero for 0 < r < 1 To reduce the error, this func
tion is subtracted from h(r) again in this interval Subse
quently, onefindsa new ansatz for C2 ( к ), which differs from
the original direct correlation function by a small function
for all к This second approximation is adjusted again at
small k, and above procedure is iterated This procedure
converges to a function which in real space for 0 < r < 1 has
an error smaller than 1 0 - 1 This means that the difference
between the measured h(r) and the Omstem-Zernike trans
form of our estimate of C^r) via Eq (9) is less than 1 0 - 3
Without this adjusting procedure, one finds for r> 1 direct
correlation functions as given in the subplot of Fig 3

VI. RESULTS
The exact hard sphere direct correlation function cer
tainly is nonanalytic at an infinite set of points The nonanalyticity at r = 1 can be demonstrated using the lowest order
cluster expansion
C 2 (r)=0—O+pO—Ъ + 0р2

(23)

= - ö O - r J l l + S v - ó i / r + Jj/r'l-Ky, 2
From this expansion one can already learn several facts
C 2 (r) is nonanalytic at r = 1, higher order contributions in
the density may show a new г dependence, and the contribu
tion to C 2 for /•> 1 is of 0 (/>2 ) These observations show that
the Perçus-Yevick solution, Eq (20), is only exact to first
order in the density One can, therefore, not expect that fur
all densities the direct correlation function for r < 1 can be
wntten as a third order polynomial in r, with the r term
missing To represent our data in a smooth fit, takmg the
singularities into account, we have chosen to split the r axis
m intervals on which peacewise analytical functions are to be
defined
Empirically we find the direct correlation function for
r > 2 to be much smaller than in the interval 1 < r < 2, hence,
it is a reasonable approximation to put the direct correlation
function equal to zero for r> 2 In the inner region r< 1 we
find C2 to be approximated quite well by a polynomial In the
interval in between, the direct correlation function needs
some further study tofinda good fit In this interval we fitted
C2 to a polynomial of three powers (3,6,9) of (2 — r),anda

The final direct correlation function found this way, de
pends on the reference function chosen This dependence is
inevitable because of the discussed uncertainties in the small
к region To study this dependence, one may consider the
final C 2 (r) for 1 < r < 2 1 for several parameters {/η,,/η,,/π,}
as given in Eq (13) This function is in the given region an
oscillating function for all sets of ms The influence of the
various sets is that the resulting C2 in a region around r= 1 5
can be shifted up and down by about an oscillation ampli
tude Near r = 1 and near r = 2 the results are much less
dependent on the chosen set of ms
To choose the best set of parameters, two objective ente
na are obvious At first one may demand the total square
deviation of the reference C 2 from the final C2 to be miniС
С
Ç ,.

\λ

1= V

Λ
DU

Ί 41

Ι (Ι
1)1111« 1 1 »

111

0

<ι

>пІ'ч ' Ι nhu*.

ν_χ~
Η)

Μ)

'Ι Ij

1_(Ι

Wave NuittU ι
FIG 3 The difference C ^ t * ) -C¡*(A:) w the wave number* for differ
ent values of the split point ra (see main text) Subplot the tail function
calculated before correcting С2{к)
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FIG 4 The tail function, obtained after correcting Сг( к), as a function οι ρ
and г
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damped sine The polynomial describes the global behavior,
and the sharp peak near r = I quite well Using also the
oscillation frequency of the sine as a free fit parameter, we
found this frequency to be independent of the density, being
equal to 4jr within the accuracy of the fit The coefficients of
the sine term show a smooth behavior as a function of the
density, hence, we adopted this function in the final fit The
coefficients of the polynomial do not show a smooth behav
ior as a function of the density, this scatter is caused by the
earlier mentioned uncertainty near r = 1 5 To continue, we
made a fit using two parameters, imposing the sine term we
found earlier, and found the following smoothed fil

Using Eq (26) as afit,one cannot describe the behavior
of C. at low density exactly, since the r' term is missing, the
limit ρ = 0 can be described properly, however 1 he final
result must, therefore, not be considered to be an exact de
scription of the direct correlation function, but merely as
being a good fit to the data Since we used the CarnahanStarhng equation as a reference, we shall consequently con
tinue this policy, and demand the result to be consistent with
both the vinal equation and the compressibility equation
that follow from this equation of state This forces us to use
the following expansion
c„(V)=

г

С : (л) = т' \а, (2 - τΫ + </2(2 - г ) '
H-d, sin(4irr)]

Σ W^Vd-T?)

4

(27)

η - 0

if 1 < г < 2 ,

The η = 0 limit implies, following Eq (23)

(24)

r

» ^=-Sm0

where the coefficients are given by
</, = - ( O l i j ' +

2269

(28)

Using the vinal and compressibility Eqs (18) and ( 19 ), the
following constraints for the W matrix follow

ftVd-^V,

¿ 2 = 1 li7V(l-77)4,

(25)

Σ^-='·•••
In region r < 1, C, can be approximated quite well by a
polynomial of л The powers of r that give the best fit have
been determined empirically, where we have compromised
between a small number of terms, and a high accuracy If the
number of terms is chosen too large, the coefficients will not
be smooth functions of the density, hence, we have limited
the fit to four terms The most accurate fit is found using
С 2 ( г ) = с 0 + с,г + с 2 г , + сзл*,

(29)
(30)

where a = ( - Ш , - \ ) , Ь = ( - 8,2, - -f^.V). and
p = ( 8 , 6 , ^ , ^ ) The demands in Eq (28) determine the first
column of the Wmatrix completely, hence, there arc six free
parameters left to fit the four functions in Eq ( 27 ) These
functions have been determined at the densities ρ = 0 2,0 4,
and from 0 6 to 0 9 with steps of 0 05, resulting in the follow
ing fit matrix

(26)

where the cms are functions of the density
I

w„. =

1
0
0
0

- 4 084 239

- 4 207 343

3 616 491

5.694 732

11910 265

- 8 567 493

0 375 078

- 9 793 214

8 155 003

- 0 485 572

2 590 295

- 4 537 336

(31)

I
We do not wish to suggest that this result is accurate up
to six decimals, the difference between the fit and the Monte
Carlo direct correlation function is about 1% The fit is giv
en in six digits however to maintain thermodynamic consis
tency with the Caraahan-Starling equation of state Figure 5
contains a plot of our fit on arcsinh scale, as a function of
radius and density

density oscillations and the spontaneous breaking of translational and rotational symmetry in crystals From a practical
point of view, all models neglect three point and higher or
der correlations Numerical calculations using the PercusYevick approximation for the direct correlation function,
show a discrepancy with simulation results "
To find out whether this discrepane is caused by the
PY approximation or by the truncation of the higher order
direct correlation functions, we have determined the direct
correlation function in a hard sphere fluid using the Monte
Carlo method, for the most relevant densities of physical
interest The data has been fitted by a peacewise analytical
function, that is given explicitly In the region 0 < л < 1, the
relative error of the fit to the Monte Carlo data is smaller
than 1 % for all r and ρ The Monte Carlo result for С, does
depend on the choice of a reference С but the error intro
duced has been minimized, by optimizing this reference
function As a consistency check, we studied the error intro
duced in the total correlation function the modulus of (he
function that had to be added to h{r) is smaller than
0 001 X A ( r) for all r andp From these checks, we conclude

VII. CONCLUSIONS
Modern theones that are able to describe inhomogeneous fluids, make use of the hard sphere system as a reference
state In making a functional Tailor expansion of the free
energy around that of the reference system, one needs to
know the variation of the reference free energy with respect
to the local fluid density The first variation is the chemical
potential, «Inch can be calculated if the bulk thermodynam
ics is known The second order vanation of the free energy
with respect tp the density is a nonlocal funuion the direct
correlation function C2(r) This second order variation is
the lowest ordt r tomnbution that musi h. retained if one
wants to describe lo^al density inhomogenen íes, like fluid
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Groot van der Eerden, and Faber Hard sphere direct correlation function
and Snook and Henderson find the pair correlation function
to become anisotropic and position dependent "
The first possibility of a better theory would be to de
scribe the density profile near the wall using some effective
coupling function, that is renormalized such that the bulk
pair correlation function follows if the resulting density
functional formalism is applied in spherical symmetry It is
however hard to imagine that this procedure would lead to a
coupling function that also describes the inhomogeneous flu
id correctly, since the nonhneanty m (ρ - p0) near a hard
wall, where the oscillations are large, is much more impor
tant than m the bulk pair correlation function, where the
oscillations are smaller As stated m the Introduction, one
can get results close to the simulation data if an oscillating
tail is introduced in the coupling function, but the necessary
tail is much larger than the tail that is present in reality.
Furthermore, in this model the first minimum in the density
'profile still is much too high, hence, we expect that such a
model would predict a wrong diffusion coefficient perpen
dicular to the wall

FIG 3 The direct correlation function, defined m Eqs (24)-(31) of the
main text, plotted on a arcsinh scale

that for r < 1 the given fit indeed must be accurate up to 1 %
For r > 1 we estimate the absolute error of the fit to be
smaller than 0 01-0 02 depending on τ and ρ
A crucial test of the validity of the density functional
formalisms that use a truncated expansion in n-point func
tions, consists ofthe calculation ofthe local density profile of
a hard sphere fluid near a hard wall This provides a very
sensitive test to the assumptions of the density functional
model used We use the model developed by Meister and
Kroll3 in which the local reference density is optimized,
leading to an expression for the reference density, being a
functional of the local density, in a natural way " In this
model the nonlocal coupling is found by integrating the di
rect correlation function with respect to the (local) refer
ence density The resulting density, calculated using the PY
direct correlation function, has been plotted in Fig 2 of Ref
6 If we now use the present approximation for Cj(r), we
find virtually no improvement over the results of Ref 6
Hence, we are forced to conclude that the tail that is present
in the direct correlation function is too small to explain the
observed oscillations in the density profile near a hard wall
The influence of the wall is underestimated by the current
type of models

Hence, we suggest that the amsotropy of the correlation
function near the wall should be taken into account One
way to express this, is to state that near an interface the three
particle correlation becomes important Since however the
expansion in л-point functions is an asymptotic one, and
virtually no information about C, is available, it seems to be
unlikely that a better theory can be found this way Alterna
tively, one may try lo introduce a direct correlation function
with a position dependent amsotropy, reflecting the local
amsotropy in the compressibility This latter approach
would be m line with the observations 2 " 3
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Finally, let us mention some possible directions of re
search to obtain an improved theory Such a theory should
take the following facts into account From the observation
that the first liquid layer adjacent to the wall can be approxi
mated as a (separate) two dimensional fluid phase,6 one may
conclude that the fluid near a wall behaves as a two dimen
sional liquid which can not in full detail be desenbed using a
three dimensional fluid as a reference Using the Monte
Carlo method, we find the normal component of the diffu
32
sion tensor near the wall to be much lower than in the bulk,
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Hard sphere fluids near a hard wall and
a hard cylinder
by R D GROOT, N M FABER and J Ρ VAN DER EERDEN
R I M Laboratory of Solid State Chemistry, University of Nijmegen,
Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands
(Rectwed 13 May 1987 accepted 14 July 1987)
The local structure of a hard sphere fluid near a hard wall and near a hard
cylinder is investigated using the Monte Carlo method Near the wall we find a
reduction in the average fluid density, and in the normal diflusivity The simu·
lation results are compared with the predictions of a density functional model
In this model the local density profile of a hard spherefluidcan be calculated in
rf-dimensional symmetry for any real symmetry dimension
1.

Introduction

Hard sphere fluids are useful for vanous reasons Though the potential is very
simple, itsstructure closely resembles that of real fluids and is a good starting point
to describe more realistic fluids [ 1 ] Furthermore, inhomogeneous hard 'phere fluids
may be used to test the assumptions made in approximate theories for fluids near
crystal faces and polymers A simple model to describe a fluid near a hard flat wall,
assumes the first liquid layer adjacent to the wall to be a quasi two-dimensional
fluid [2, 3] In this model one calculates a surface order parameter, defined as the
two-dimensional density in the first layer, divided by the bulk density This order
parameter can also be calculated in a truncated density functional theory [3], and
the results comode at high density
To test the validity of these models, one should compare their predictions to
simulation results, but the few authors who have studied this problem [6-9] only
give data from which a single estimate of the order parameter can be made To gain
insight into the systematic errors introduced by the unite system size, and to obtain
additional data, we performed new simulations We have studied the density profile
as a function of the number of symmetry dimensions d, where d » 1 corresponds to
the wall-fluid system, d = 2 to the cylinder fluid system, and d = 3 to the spherefluid system The latter problem corresponds to a bulk fluid, from the d = 3 results
we determined the direct corrélation function, which is to be published
elsewhere [17]
To investigate the two-dimensional nature of the first liquid layer adjacent to a
hard wall, we have made trajectory plots for particles in this layer, for the case of
high density We also measured the normal component of the diffusion tensor at the
interface The self diffusion coefficient turns out to be much lower at the interface
than in the bulk, suggesting ' confinement ' of the particles to the first layer The
trajectory plot suggests lateral ordering of the fluid in this layer in a sohd-hke
structure, at a density where the fluid in the bulk is still in the liquid phase [13, 14]
The remaining part of this article is organized as follows In §3 we define the
Monte Carlo system we used, and discuss the influence of the boundary conditions
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In § 4 we discuss some methods to measure the local diflusivity, and the mam results
of our investigation are summarized in the last section We shall start however with
a brief discussion of the density functional method in the next section

2.

The density functional method

The density functional formalism we use has been developed by Meister and
Kroll [ 4 ] and has been reviewed by one of us in [ 3 ] The basic idea is to write the
local chemical potential as a functional Taylor expansion, thus the non-ideal part
Δμ is given in terms of n-point direct correlation functions by the expression

- kT f - Г С., .(r, г,,

, г.. PoW) Π W O -

P¿W\, (1)

.-1 " J
*-1
where Δμ(ρ 0 ) is the excess chemical potential of an homogeneous fluid at density p„
To find the free energy per particle, the senes in (1) is truncated after the C 2 term,
and integrated with respect to the density This leads to the following grand
potential
3

«[P. Po] = J d rp<r)[fltln (р<г)Л - 1) + Δ/".(Ρο) - ί 0
- kT j f <¿3i<íVp<r)G<r - г-. ptoKrtf) - роЮ),

(2)

where

-í'

C(r - r-, pM) =

«ССЛг - r\ ip0(r))

(3)

and where Δ/, is the excess free energy per particle of a reference fluid with
density p 0
Since the expression for the chemical potential (1) is truncated after the Cj term,
the resulting grand potential depends on the choice of the coarse grained density pa
To find the optimized choice, we take p0 as an a prion free function of r, and
minimize Ω with respect to both ρ and p 0 , to find the density profile In doing so,
we find a natural definition for the coarse-grained density After some manipulations
[3] it can be expressed as a functional of the local density

[а'гЧИг-гЧрЛгМг')

PoMW - =4

.

W

(¿VG'fr-r'.PoC))
where С stands for ÔG/Sp0 Explicit expressions for С and G which result from the
PY approximation are given in [ 3 ]
Here we shall use a slightly different coupling function, however To compensate
partially for the omitted terms in equation (1) (which in three dimensional symmetry
would sum up to the bridge function if p 0 were taken constant) we add an oscil
lating tail to G in an ad hoc manner The integral of G(r, ΐ) over r" is related to the
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pressure via the compressibility equation
2

{f = P-P

[сіМ-М

(5)

hence we can choose the tail such that the Carnahan-Starling equation of state [1]
is satisfied We use the coupling function
G(r) = С ' » + β(Γ - 1) - exp (-2πτ) cos (2лг)
2

(6)

3

where u = (я/б)гі /(1 - η) and where η = (π/6)ρ (the hard sphere diameter is the
unit of length) For practical reasons we truncate the coupling function at r = 2 The
real hard sphere direct correlation function also contains an oscillating tail [17], bul
this leads to a much smaller tail in the coupling The introduction of this large tail,
however, may be justified from renormalization calculations [18]
If one considers the density profile of a fluid in some special symmetry, one can
reduce the integrations m (2) and (4), that contain the density p<r), to onedimensional integrations This can be done by integrating G(r, r') and G'(r, r') along
surfaces of constant density If this is done for some function ƒ (| r — r" |, r) which is
1
non-zero only in a sphere with 11 — r | < S, one finds m the one-dimensional sym
metry case the new function

Jlr -r|<S

.2πΓ

udufiu,!)

(7)

Jn -«I

Now in the three dimensional case let the origin be the centre of symmetry, and
in the two-dimensional case let the z-axis be the Une of symmetry One may then
define
ƒ,

(r' - r, r) = Í

r'1 sin (θ') dff афП r· - r I, r)

Jlr -r|<S

-(l+^y.fr'-r.rb

(8)

where the last equation is exact, provided r > 5 - 1 if the particles have unity
diameter In the d = 2 case, the integration cannot be done exactly Straightforward
calculations lead to
ЛС-г.О-Г

f'dffätni'-Ti.r)

Jlr -r|<S

= (l + \ r-^№ - r' ') + O''*)-

<9>

Even for r = 1, the error made in the latter approximation is in practice smaller
than 1 per cent for the functions we shall need Summarizing these results m
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(/-dimensional symmetry we use the following expression
Дг' - г, г) - ( l + № - 1) '-—i/Ar' - Г r)

(10)

which is exact in d = 1 and d = 3 The fact that statistical mechanics in cylindrical
symmetry leads to approximate expressions, as distinct from the situation in flat and
spherical symmetry is quite general One may compare this to the work of Hender
son and Rowlmson [11, 12] who fìnd a breakdown of the thermodynamic approach
beyond the planar limit, ι e the surface tension depends on the choice of the Gibbs
dividing radius In the last section wc present the resulting fluid density profiles. The
calculated density near a cylinder may be used as a model for the fluid structure
near a dissolved polymer In this system the theory seems to agree quite well with
the Monte Carlo results
3. The Monte Carlo method
To illustrate some technical problems in the Monte Carlo method, we shall
concentrate on the hard flat wall system This model studies the behaviour of a fluid
of hard spheres, confined in a box having penodic boundary conditions in the χ and
ν directions, and having hard flat walls at ζ = 0 and at ζ «= Λ The penodic lengths
in the χ and the > directions are equal to 1, hence we study a fluid ш a box with
dimensions Ι χ Ι χ Л (the hard sphere diameter is our unit of length)
As a start configuration, this box is filled up with particles, placed at the posi
tions of an f с с lattice This lattice is rescaled so that it fits the boundary conditions
Subsequently, we randomly remove a number of particles, until the desired density
(ρ = Ν/Λ/-) is reached This leaves us with a solid-like configuration, containing
vacancies that are uniformly spread over the solid The particles are now rancomly
moved using a velocity taken from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, multiplied
by a fixed time step [19] We find that solid melts immediately, even at the density
ρ = 0 9, if we choose the time step such that 18 per cent of the moves are accepted
At this acceptance rate the fluid mixing is optimal [17]
From these simulations we find that the average density in the first fluid layer
adjacent to the wall is somewhat lower than in the bulk This implies that, if one
starts with a uniform overall density, the average bulk equilibrium density (ι e the
fluid density far from the walls) is not initially a known quantity One therefore
needs to have an accurate way of measuring the density in the bulk, which we shall
denote by p, Since both walls induce oscillations in the local fluid density, the
distance Λ between the walls must be chosen large enough to permit a measurement
of p, We have fixed Λ = 16 for all systems as being sufficiently large even for the
highest density p, = 0 914 An accurate method of measuring p, is provided by
equation (4) One may use this equation to determine a coarse-grained density
throughout the system, we find that this method leads to quite satisfactory results
The influence of the penodic boundanes parallel to the wall (I), is studied for
fixed Λ, at the approximately constant density p, s 0 91 We choose a high value of
the density, since here the correlation length is larger than for systems with low
density and the finite size effects are more pronounced If the first liquid layer is
considered to be a quasi-two-dimensional system in equilibrium with the bulk
(which is also suggested by the results of Henderson and Van Swol [7], and of
Plischke and Henderson [10]), it can be described in terms of modes that are
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The surface order parameter S = pjfi, as a function of the periodicity length /
parallel to the wall

density waves parallel to the wall The periodicity forces the mode spectrum to be
discrete, with a step size 2π/1 in к-space Now if this step size is too large, the system
will in general be frustrated, causing a very pronounced (-dependence
This {-dependence can be studied in terms of various order parameters Firstly,
let us define the interface density, being the number of particles m the first layer,
divided by the area of the wall
p, = I

¿Kz) d:,

(Π)

where z„it is the z-coordmate at the first minimum of the density profile From this
interface density, we define the surface order parameter [2, 3 ] as

S = pJc,

(12)

which is the relative density in the first layer Note that S has the dimension of a
length, its numeral value is in units of the hard sphere diameter This order param
eter can in practice be measured with an absolute error less than 0 003
To study the influence of the periodicity I, we compare several different systems,
all having the same total density, ι e ρ = Ν/Λ/2 = 0 90, where N is the number of
particles in the system For these systems we have plotted S versus I in figure 1 This
plot shows the presence of strong oscillations m the relative interface density with
wavelength equal to one (the hard sphere diameter) Another useful function to
study is the fluid density profile To compare systems with the same pressure but
different I, we have compared the density profiles that extrapolate to the same
contact density The values of / corresponding to these density profiles, are 3 5, 4 5,
5 5, 7 0, and 10 0 At the chosen pressure, the latter two density profiles are nearly
indistinguishable From this comparison, we conclude that for a good approx
imation to an infinite system the value of / must be at least 7 To be on the safe side,
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we have pul I = 10 during all simulations at lower densities, and averaged over all
systems with / > 7, to find the best estimate of S at p, = 0-914

4. Local diffnsirity
If the first liquid layer adjacent to a flat wall can indeed be interpreted as a
separate quasi-two-dimensional system, one should expect that the average time a
particle spends in this layer is long compared to the time it spends in a layer of
comparable thickness, far away from the wall. If this is not the case, then the first
film of molecules can hardly be viewed as being separate. This means that there
must be some confining mechanism, hindering the free exchange of particles
between the first two layers. This hindering of the mobility of the particles can be
described by a local diffusion tensor D^z) for which we expect
D¿2) = DJi)>D,J.z)

(13)

for г between the first two layers.
Though it is in principle not possible to study dynamical processes using the
Monte Carlo method, the self diffusion coefGcient of systems ш equilibrium can be
measured quite well. For the Lennard-Jones system, a quantitative agreement
between Molecular Dynamics results and Monte Carlo results has been found [19].
We thus assume a Monte Carlo step to be proportional to a real time step through
out the sytem, and interpret our results using the Monte Carlo step as a unit
of time. The natural way to measure /),/z), is to follow a particle fir some
fixed number К of Monte Carlo steps, starting with initial z-coordmate
: - δ < z(0) < ζ + δ. If this procedure is followed for many particles, the diffusion
tensor is
D./Z) - C<(x1(K) - хДОЖж/Х) - x/0))>,

(14)

where i and j refer to the x, y, ζ coordinates, and where С is a proportionality
constant depending on the number of steps K, and on the step size chosen [17, 19].
This algorithm works quite well for the xx and the yy components, but not foi
the direction of interest. The system exhibits fluctuations on a large tune scale,
corresponding to swapping of the fluid from one wall to the other [9]. This swap
ping also causes alternating currents within layers, from the local minima to the
local maxima if the average density in a layer increases, and vice versa. These effects
cause the required number of steps К in equation (14) to become very large, so that
a local measurement of the diffusion constant on this scale is virtually impossible.
We therefore measured the normal component of the diffusion tensor in a more
coarse-grained manner The whole system is divided into layers of thickness one.
During the simulation, all particles are labelled with a number. We can therefore
make a list of the label numbers of those particles that sit in the various layers.
Comparing the sets of label numbers of the same layer in different Monte Carlo
states, determines an auto-correlation function for that layer. If S(/, c) is the set of
labels of layer / in stale t, and if the number of elements in a set is denoted by | S | ,
then we may define the ' time ' auto-correlation function by

/тшт\
-',' '

\

ι ад 0)1
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Table 1. Relative surface density 5 (second column), relative normal diftusivity near the
interface (third column), and the relative density at the first minimum of the density
pronte (fourth column)
Pi

PI/PI

0 5745(5)
0 715(1)
0 758(2)
0 813(1)
0 9135(5)

0 973(1)
0 947(2)
0940(3)
0 933(2)
0 921(1)

DJD,
0 674(3)
031(1)
014(4)

PvJp,
0651(1)
0-472(3)
0 405(4)
0 329(3)
0175(3)

We may approximately describe the evolution of the layer population by a
discrete diffusion equation, i.e.
^ p

= D,. 1 + ,<ƒ(/ + 1 , 1 ) - ƒ(/, r» + D , - ,.,(ƒ(/ - 1, r) - f (I, r)),

(16)

where D,„ is the diffusion constant (or 'hopping' constant) between layers I and m.
Now the relative change of the system m one Monte Carlo step is small, hence it is
in practice possible to study the limit r 10, characterized by
ƒ(/, ( ) - 1 - 2 D f r + OrJ

(17)

at distances far from the wait where the local diffusion constant equals the bulk
diffusion constant Df. In the first layer, however, which couples only to the second
layer, one finds
ƒ(!, t ) = l - D , t + Ot2

(18)

where D, is the diffusion constant that couples the first layer to the second. This
means that a typical time for a particle to stay in the first layer is twice the tune for
it to stay in a comparable layer far from the wall, even if the diffusion constant D,
equals D,.
Conversely, one can estimate the relative value of the normal component of the
diffusion tensor between the layers, if one measures the fìrst derivative of the autocorrelation function per layer, at t = 0. We fitted the measured autocorrelation
functions to a polynomial, and took the derivative df/dt of the fit function at t = 0,
for each layer. These denvatives (thus known for a finite number of layers) could be
extrapolated to infinite f. From the denning equations (17) and (18), D, and D, are
determined up to a constant, which drops out if the relative diffusion constant DjD,
is calculated. We find this relative diffusion constant to decrease with increasing
density. At high density this relative diffusion constant coincides with the relative
minimum between the first two layers. The results are shown in table 1, together
with the surface order parameter (see equation (12)).
This reduction in the diffusion can be interpreted in terms of the following
physical picture. To move from the first layer to the second, a particle has to pass a
very deep minimum. As the mean free path of a particle is small compared to its
diameter, the most important contribution to the exchange of particles between two
layers comes from a small region very near to the boundary between these layers.
Since the probability to find a particle at some position ζ is proportional to p(z\ the
first approximation for the relative diffusion constant between the first two layers is
equal to p„,Jp,. This approximation is found to be good at high densities, where
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the average step size is small, though somewhat poorer at lower densities, where the
mean free path is larger (see table 1).
5. Results ind discussioii
We have studied the density profiles of a hard sphere fluid near a hard flat wall,
and near a cylinder having the same diameter as the fluid molecules. Using the
method described in section three, we determined a local coarse-grained density Far
from the walls (or the cylinder) this coarse-grained density reaches a stable plateau,
that we identified with the bulk equilibrium density of the system. The density
profiles and the corresponding fluid densities are given in table 2 for the wall-fluid
systems, and in table 3 for the cylinder-fluid systems.
Firstly we make some remarks concerning the finite system size. If the first layer
were completely two-dimensional, it would be comparable with the hard disc system
of Hoover and Ree [14] They find a phase transition at p, s 0 86. Hoover and
Alder [IS], however, state that the pressure at the solid-liquid phase transition in
two dimensions shifts some 10 per cent if the system size is enlarged from 72 to 870
particles Hence if one needs some 103 particles in the interface for a correct description, the total system would have to contain a few times 10* particles. The plot in
figure 1 for systems with / < 10, however, suggests that most of the finite size effects
tend to disappear by / =* 10, and therefore we can expect that the order parameter
does not change dramatically beyond / = 10.
The most crucial test for a density functional theory is its ability to reproduce
density profiles at a high density We therefore plotted these at the highest available
density, in figures 2 and 3. The effect of the ad hoc tail in the coupling function of
the density functional model (see §2) is to raise the maximum of the second fluid
layer next to the wall. Compared to the pure PY coupling (see figure 2 in [3]) this
tail improves the resulting density profile The depth of the first minimum, however,
does not change by much, but the integral over the first peak improves considerably
at high densities. The predictions of these models, together with the Monte Carlo
results, are plotted in figure 4. If the exact hard sphere direct correlation function
[17] is substituted into equation (3), and the resulting density profiles are calculated,
we find a surface order parameter similar to the one that has been found using the
pure PY coupling.
Since the latter model is exact up to C, contributions, we are forced to conclude
that C] and higher order direct correlation functions give a significant contribution
to the free energy To correct for the neglected terms in (1), one may calculate a
renormalized coupling function G from the requirement that the second order vanation of the free energy at a uniform density equals kT(ô(x — y)/o — Cjfx — y)),
following Curtin and Ashcroft [5]. The Meister-Kroll expression for G, equation (3),
which does not satisfy this requirement, can be replaced by a similar renormalized
coupling in a quite natural way. This work is in progress now, and will be pubhshed
elsewhere [18] As a preliminary result we can mention that this renormalized
coupling contains a large oscillating tail for r > 1, quite similar to the ad hoc tail
introduced above. As a result of this tail, the second order variation of the free
energy is much closer to the correct result than it would be without the tail.
Though one must be careful in interpreting the results from finite systems, the
trajectory plot (figure 5) showing the movements in the χ and y directions of the
particles in the first liquid layer, shows a peculiar lateral ordering of thefluid.The
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Fluids near a wall and a cylinder
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The wall-fluid density profile at p, - OViJS. The curve results from the density
functional formalism, the dots are simulation results
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interesting thing here is the occurrence of a large cluster, in which relatively immobile particles form a hexagonal pattern, in combination with areas of mobile particles. Tins strongly reminds one of solid fluid coexistence. The system shown in this
plot had evolved over 105 states per particle; it certainly is in equilibrium. Some
more information about the structure in the layer is provided by the lateral correlation function at the wall. Figure 6 shows the presence of stronger oscillations in this
function than in the bulk correlation function at the corresponding reference
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Figure 5. Trajectones of the particles in the first liquid layer adjacent to a hard flat wall,
projected on the xy-plane (bulk density 0-9135).
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Figure 6 Solid line measured lateral pair correiauon function at the wall (0-5 < r < 0 55)
for a bulk density 0-9135 Dashed line measured bulk pair correiauon function at
density 0-881 The latter density is the reference density at the wall, obtained from
equation (4), for a bulk liquid density 0915
LO

density, indicating a more ordered structure This has also been reported by Hen
derson and Van Swol (see figure S in [7]) If this ordering is indeed caused by the
occurrence of large solid-like clusters at the interface, a density functional theory
should in some way take this effect into account Such a theory should use an
enlarged function space for both the local density and the reference density, allowing
for density vanations in lateral directions Eusting density functional theones of
freezing [5, 20-31] use a function space desenbing density oscillations in all three
space directions So far, however, results have been published only for stnetly
periodic systems (crystalline symmetry was imposed) We conclude that the avail
able density functional theones deserve generalization in order to describe our
observations correctly
As a complement to this trajectory plot, we have information about the normal
diffusion constant between the first two layers At increasing density fewer and fewer
particles are exchanged between the interface layer and the bulk, so that the layer
becomes isolated, and exhibit two-dimensional behaviour Thus the following
mechanism emerges At high pressure, the deep minimum between the first two
liquid layers near the wall separates the first layer from the bulk Kmetically, this
means that the transport of particles from bulk to interface layer is hindered,
thermodynamically it means that the layer is two-dimensional
We can distinguish two consequences of this two-dimensional character Firstly,
the system tends to balance the entropy decrease related to the restricted freedom
perpendicular to the wall, by a density reduction of the first layer Secondly, the
layer shows more ordering than a bulk fluid One might even expect freezing of the
first layer pnor to freezing of the bulk liquid, since the freezing density of the hard
disc liquid ( - 0 86) is somewhat lower than the freezing density of a hard sphere
liquid ( - 0 95) However, since the density in the first layer is lower than the bulk
density, this expectation is not justified Indeed upon extrapolation of our Monte
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Carlo data w e expect a first layer density of 0 8 6 at a bulk density 0-95. T h i s w o u l d
imply s i m u l t a n e o u s Freezing o f the first layer a n d the bulk liquid, in line with t h e
fact that w e never o b s e r v e d c o m p l e t e crystallization o f the first layer for bulk
densities u p t o 0-9135. O n t h e other hand, a preliminary simulation at t h e density
0-99 s h o w s the first layer t o freeze m o r e rapidly than the bulk.
The layer separation m e c h a n i s m h a s important c o n s e q u e n c e s for t h e crystal
growth process. T h e density reduction m a y explain the discrepancy b e t w e e n the
observed surface t e n s i o n s , a n d the expected o n e s [ 2 ] , whereas t h e reduced diffusion
constant m a y explain t h e fact that t h e g r o w t h velocity at high supersaturation
generally is m u c h l o w e r than e x p e c t e d [ 1 6 ] . S o m e care must b e taken with these
c o n c l u s i o n s however. Firstly, a hard flat wall is o n l y a rough m o d e l for a crystal
face, a real crystal i m p o s e s a periodicity o n t h e fluid T h i s m a y have serious c o n s e 
q u e n c e s for s o m e crystal faces (see figure 1). Secondly, t h e proportionality c o n s t a n t
b e t w e e n a M o n t e C a r l o step a n d a tune step might n o t be c o m p l e t e l y c o n s t a n t
t h r o u g h o u t t h e system. T h o u g h our difTusivity results are in line with e x p e c t a t i o n s ,
the m e t h o d s h o u l d be c o m p a r e d t o molecular d y n a m i c s sunulations, t o check o u r
results.
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A density-functional model for fluids, containing a one point and a two-point coupling function,
is studied The fìeld variables of the model are the local fluid density pit) and a coarse grained
density po(r) Using the method developed by Meister and Kroll [Phys Rev A 31, 4055 (1985)],
the coarse-grained density is eliminated as a free variable, which defines a hypersurface in the
function space ρβρο From the venations of the free energy functional along this hypersurface,
we derive a renormahzation equation for the two point coupling, using the direct correlation func
tion as a normalization condition We solve this equation numerically for the hard-sphere fluid,
but the given algorithm can be applied to any other fluid, of which the direct correlation function
is known

I. INTRODUCnON
The most promising models developed recently, which
desenbe inhomogeneous fluids, are based on the free en
ergy written as a functional of the local density ρ A
very sensitive test for these models is their ability to
reproduce the density profile of a hard-sphere fluid near
a hard flat wall The simplest possible model,' in which
the free energy is written as a second-order perturbation
from the free energy of a given uniform reference fluid,
fails in this test The contact value of the density at the
wall, which should equal/>/А:Γ (following from a surface
sum rule) comes out far too high in this model, reflecting
its lack in thermodynamic consistence An attempt to
correct this model, by adding an approximation for the
third-order perturbation, even worsens these results 2
A major improvement over this model is obtained if
the density of the reference fluid is taken to be a local
function too In the models of Nordholm et al , 1 of
Tarazona,3 and of Baus and Colot, 4 this reference densi
ty pad) is given by an integral over the actual density
p(r), weighed by an empirically determined weight func
tion The ad hoc nature of these weight functions causes
difficulties in the interpretation of the models We do
not learn much from the knowledge that such-and-such
weight function produces the correct density profile It
furthermore implies that these models can only desenbe
a single component fluid, they cannot (approximately)
predict the weight function of a mixture, as they lack an
underlying physical principle
The first model containing such a principle is
developed by Meister and Kroll,' who consider a func
tional Taylor expansion of the chemical potential around
a 'local) reference density, in terms of л-point direct
correlation functions Integrating the chemical potential
with respect to the density yields a series expansion for
the free energy, which must be truncated after the twopoint coupling for practical reasons To find the local
reference density, they minimize the free energy with
36
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respect to p 0 , which after some manipulations'' leads to
an expression for pa in terms of ρ A generalization to
mixtures has been made by Groot" who also showed that
the truncation procedure leads to inconsistencies in the
model at Cj level
A second model that contains a physical principle to
define the local reference density has been developed by
Curtin and Ashcroft ' They consider the same function
al Taylor expansion, but have already truncated the
senes after the first term They subsequently assume
that Po'r) can be defined as an integral over p(r') with
some weight function W(r,r'), and fix W such that the
second variation of the excess free energy at
p(r)=po('')=P equals —квТСгі.т,і',р)
This require
ment is also physically correct, this second-order varia
tion is a way to define the direct correlation function *
From a fundamental point of view, one cannot decide
which of the two requirements leads to the best theory,
only a direct companson of both models with simulation
data is decisive It is, however, possible to construct a
model that satisfies both requirements One may expect
such a model to lead to better predictions than either of
the two models, that satisfy only one The construction
of this model is the subject of this paper Just as the
Meister-Kroll model, it contains a one-point and a twopoint coupling The two-point coupling in the current
model, however, does not follow directly from Ci
through integration with respect to the density, but it
follows from a differential equation containing С2 as in
put We therefore refer to our coupling function as a renormalized coupling, as distinct from the bare coupling
in the Meister-Kroll model

II. THE RENORMALIZATION EQUATION
We study a field theory, having at any point г two in
dependent variables p(r) and po(r) The free-energy
functional we take is
4356
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3

(8)
F'lp]=F\P'PMl .
which should satisfy the following renormalization con
dition:

3

ßFip.Po]= ƒ </ г|р<г)1п[р<г>Х ]-р(г>
+fti>(r)A/„(po(r)))
- ƒ d'r ƒ <í3r>(r)G(r,r';p0(r))
Xtpír't-polr)] ,

(1)

where ß=\/kBT,
λ is the thermal wavelength, and
Δ/ η (ρ 0 ) is the excess free energy per particle at density
po. This expression follows directly from the integration
of an expansion for the chemical potential that is trun
5
cated after the C2 term, ·* with respect to the density.
This truncated expansion has led Meister and Kroll to
the following expression for the two-point coupling.
l0l

G (r,r';p()(r))= f 'df ÉC2(r,r';êpo(r)) ,
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1 ,
*s,f r! f*i /p l>
-6(х-у)-С 2 (ж,у;р) .
(9)
6p(x)6p(y) ^ = p ρ
In our example, where we have eliminated p 0 via Eq.
(5), the variation along the hypersurface can be written
as
6p(x)6p(y)

6p0U'>
δρ(χ)

δρ(χ)

fi

8p(y)

(2)

6po(x')

8po(y')
6p(y)

бро(У')

F[p,Pn\

^0

where we have added the subscript "nought" to express
the fact that this coupling is to be considered as a bare
coupling. It has been shown 6 that this expression for G
leads to inconsistencies, caused by the truncation of С 3
and higher-order direct correlation functions. As the
free energy is varied twice with respect to the density,
one finds a direct correlation function that differs from
the one that is substituted into Eq. (2). This effect re
sults from the mentioned inconsistency; the model gen
erates a C] contribution to С2 which is not corrected
for.
To correct this error, one must calculate a new cou
pling function, which precisely compensates for this
effect. This new coupling function is our renormalized
coupling. To find this coupling, we shall first eliminate
the coarse-grained density p 0 as a free variable. The
functional is minimized with respect to p0, i.e.,
6F[p.p 0 ]
δρο(Γ>

-=0

(4)

Eq. (3) defines a hypersuiface in the function space
ρβρο, given by
Po[p](r) = — - 1 — ƒ G'(r,r';po(r»p(r'WV .
Go(po<r))

(6)

Equation (5) may be varied with respect to the density
again to find the weight function
δρο<"·>
C'U.r'jpoIr))
-77 = m τ, г';р„( г ) ) = ^ G;(po(r))
гт-^1— .
6p(r')

+ — £ — ƒ G'(i,r;p)G'(r,y;pWV ,
Go(p)

(11)

which can be Fourier transformed to
C l (p)=2G| l (p)+

Gi(p)

[Gi(p)] 2 .

(12)

An analogous relation has been derived by Curtin and
Ashcroft for their weight function W(x.,y\p). Leaving
out the two-point coupling in (I), Eq. (9) leads to
-kBTCW^b.f^pW^+pWWlW^p)?
+P^f„(p)W'i(p)Wk(p) ,

(13)

which should be compared to (12). As these equations
are quite different, they lead to different weight functions, relating p a to p, i.e., they lead to different solutions
Po(r). Since our expression also minimizes F[p,p0) with
respect to p 0 , our solution satisfies two conditions: Eqs.
(3) and (9). It may therefore be expected to perform
better. A detailed comparison with simulation data,
however, will be decisive.

(5)

We use the notation G'(r,r';p 0 ) for ЭС(г,г';р 0 )/Эр 0 and
write the Founer transform of a function f(t\p) as
Л(р)= /<íVe'k7(r;p).

C(x,y;p)=2G(x,y;p)

(3)

for all r. For any coupling function G(pB) which is con
sistent with Δ / 0 ( ρ 0 ) , i.e., for which
p o / G(r;p 0 W 3 r = l - í ! p / p 0 ,

(10)
Taking these variations at p(r)=po(r)=p, one finds after
some manipulations

(7)

thus following in a natural way from the minimization
condition (3). Along the hypersurface defined by (S), the
free energy F[p,p0] is some new functional

III. SOLVING THE RENORMALIZATION
EQUATION
To solve Eq. (12), we shall study the k = 0 mode and
the k^tO modes separately. If k = 0 , the equation
reduces to
Co(p)=2Go(p)+pG¿(p) ,

(14)

which is solved by the k = 0 mode [Eq. (4)] of the bare
coupling [Eq. (2)]. Thus we arrive at a very important
result: the k = 0 mode does not renormahze. This ensures thermodynamic consistence of the renormalized
free energy.
As the plO limit of Gó(p) is finite [for the hard-sphere
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system C¡)(0)= — ІОіг Зб] and we may exclude solu
tions for which G'k{0) is singular, we arrive at
C k (O) = -!-Ck(0)

(15)

-a

On substitution of (IS) into Eq. (14), using De l'HôpilaPs
rule, we find at k = 0 that
G;(0)=JC¿(0).

(16)

To find CifO), we expand Ck and C k in (12) into powers
of the density. Using (IS), we find
GO{0)[C'k{0)-2G,k{0)]

+ CHp) = G'k(0)2+O(p)

,

(17)

from which we solve <7 к (0) as

Gi(0)=C¿(0) - 1 + 1 +

CjtO)
(18)

GiiO)

which is consistent with Eq (16)
Equations (IS) and (18) provide a sufficient start for a
numerical solution of the renormahzation equation (12)
This shall be done iteratively, as all к modes are decou
pled, one can simply integrate away from p=0 for each
separate mode Now suppose the solution G k (and G k )
is known to density p, then the coupling at p+dp is
given by
Ск{р+ар) = Ок{р)+±[С'к{р)+0'к(р+ар)]4р
+ 0((dpì,ì .

(19)

Substituting (19) into Eq (12) (Uken at p+dp) yields a
quadratic equation in G'k{p+dpi, which is solved by
GHp + dp) = \e{-l

+ ^l+46/e)

,

(20)

where
&=[Ck(p+dp)-2Gkip)]/dp-G'k{p) ,

(21)

and
dp
G'oip+dp) .
p+dp

FIG 1 The bare coupling (dashed curve) and the renormal
ized coupling (solid curve) plotted on an arcsinh scale

fitted to polynomials of r and ρ in the intervals 0 < r < 1
_1
and 1 <r < 2 having an overall factor ( 1 — ?;) where η
is the packing fraction The bare coupling and the renormalized coupling have both been plotted in Fig I,
for some densities The most important feature of the
renormalized coupling is the presence of an oscillating
tail for r > 1, which is much larger than the tail that is
present m the direct correlation function ' If the same
calculation is done using the PY-Ci as input (which is
zero for r > 1) the resulting coupling function also con
tains such a large oscillating tail Apparently, this tail is
necessary to compensate for the three-point coupling
effects that are generated by the density funclional
In Fig 2 we have plotted the calculated density
profiles that result from the bare model and from the re
normalized model, together with Monte Carlo results, at
the bulk density p = 0 914 (see Ref 10) Technical de
tails about the calculations of the density profiles are

(22)
2

As the leading contribution to [ G k ( p ) ] at large λ is
proportional to cos 2 (t)/A: 4 , the order cos{k)/k2 of
C k (p) in (12) must cancel that of G k (p) Thus Eq (IS)
also is an asymptotic solution of (12) for all densities, at
large к This implies that the discontinuity of jC(r) at
r = l equals that of G(r) at /· = !, which may advanta
geously be used when the coupling in real space is calcu
lated from G k (p) To find G k (p), we integrated Eqs (19)
and (20) with stepsize dp=0 02 for * < 5 and </p=0 1
for к > 5 The larger stepsize at large к was taken to
prevent numerical instability near multiples of к =2π

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have solved Eq (12) for the hard-sphere system,
using the method described in Sec III As input we
used the exact hard-sphere direct correlation function,
determined by Groot et al ' from simulation data The
renormalized coupling function in real space has been
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20
ζ coordinate
FIG 2 The density profile of a hard-sphere fluid near a
hard wall, at density p = 0 914 Dashed curve, bare tneory,
solid curve, renormalized theory, dotted curve, ad hoc model
of Ref 10, dots, simulation results
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RENORMALIZED DENSITY-FUNCTIONAL THEORY FOR . .
quality of these models objectively, we have performed a
2
X test. We define

ХІ,Ы= ƒ '[pM-pvUiYdz

20
ζ coordinate
FIG. 3 The integrated square deviation from the simulation
result. Dashed curve, bare theory, solid curve, renormalized
theory; dotted curve, ad hoc model of Ref. 10

given in Ref. 6. Comparing these models to the simula
tion results, one finds the bare model to show density os
cillations which have a too small amplitude, and which
are somewhat out of phase. In the renormalized model
this phase shift is reduced, but the amplitude of the os
cillations has not improved by much. To compare the

'T V Ramaknshnan and M. Yussouf, Phys Rev В 19, 2775
(1979); M. Yussouf, ibid 23, 5871 (1981), T. V. Ramaknsh
nan, Phys Rev Leti 48, 541 (1982); A. D J. Haymet and
D. W Oxioby, J. Chem. Phys. 74. 2559 (1981); G L Jones
and U. Mohanty, Mol. Phys. 54, 1241 (1985)
2
C. Cerjan, B. Bagchi, and S. A. Rice, J. Chem. Phys. 83, 2376
(1985).
3
S. Nordholm, M. Johnson, and В. С Freazier, Aust J Chem.
33, 2139 (1980); Ρ Tarazona, Mol. Phys. 48, 81 (1984); Phys.
Rev A 31, 2672(1985)
4
M Baus and J. L. Colol, Mol Phys. 55, 653 (1985); J. L.

,

(23)

where p{z) is the local density, determined by the Monte
Carlo method, and where р,и(г) is the density that fol
lows from model M.
2
In Fig. 3 we have plotted ¥ (z) for the bare and the
renormalized model. As 2 increases, the latter model
performs relatively better, as it is more in phase with the
Monte Carlo density oscillations We may also compare
this model with the ad hoc model introduced by us in
Ref. 10. That model contains the bare PY coupling [Eq.
(2)] with an oscillating tail added for r > I in an ad Iwi
manner. It performs very well at small ζ U < 2), but as
us density oscillations at large ζ are quite out of phase,
2
its Χ ίζ) at large ζ approximately equals that of the re
normalized model. It should be stressed, however, that
the performance of the model is rather sensitive to the
precise form of the ad hoc tail; an oscillating tail per
forms much better than a nonoscillating tail. The suc
cess of the ad hoc model may therefore be understood
from the present renormalization theory; the size and
wavelength of the introduced tail virtually happen to
coincide with the tail a renormalized coupling function
should have.

Colot, M. Baus, and X. Hong, ibid 57, 809 (1986)
T F Meister and D M Kroll, Phys Rev. A 31, 4055 (1985)
'R. D. Grool, Mol Phys 60, 45 (1987).
7
W A. Curtin and N. W. Ashcrofi, Phys Rev A 32. 2909
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Phys 87,2263(1987).
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Part III
Inhomogeneous Electrolytes

Introduction to the theory of electrolytes

1. Outlines of the theory

In a large number of physical systems, the molecules of the system interact
with the long-range Coulomb potential. To mention a few examples, this potential
is of major importance in electrolyte solutions, fused and solid salts,
biopolymers, membranes in biophysical systems, in solid and liquid metals, and
in the problem of the stability of colloidal dispersions. One model to describe
these systems is the charged hard sphere model, in which the core repulsion
between the ions is replaced by an effective hard sphere interaction, and the
long range interaction is defined as a pure l/г potential. The use of this model
has two large advantages. Firstly, it has only few adjustable parameters,
therefore it has frequently been used to interpret thermodynamic and structural
data of experimental systems. Secondly, due to the relative simplicity of the
potential, some analytical approximations to the thermodynamics of this model
have been found over the past few decades. This simplicity, however, also has
an obvious drawback. An interpretation of the thermodynamic data of fused salts
in terms of this model can only be given if the effective hard sphere diameter
is related to the temperature and the density by a large number of fit
parameters. Apparently, the core repulsion of real salts is rather soft, and the
charged hard sphere model is an over-simplification of reality [1].
On introducing more details in the model, such as an г
term in the
potential describing ion-induced-dipole interactions, the model gains in
accuracy to describe a real system. The cost of this accuracy is the
introduction of some more free parameters in the model, that must be viewed upon
as fit parameters. To understand which effects are caused by the introduction of
these new details in the potential and which are not, one should study the
simplest possible model first, and compare the results of this simple model with
those of a slightly more difficult model. As at present the theory of
inhomogeneous electrolytes [2] is far from established, especially in the molten
salt regime, the study of the relatively simple charged hard sphere model will
be the subject of the remaining part of this thesis.
In this model, the particles interact with the simplest possible pair
potential to describe electrolytes. The repulsive part of the potential is taken
to be a hard sphere interaction, where all particles have the same diameter R.
This potential is given by
V.^r)

= -

if r<R

1
V

r

^< >
ij

where

q

iqi
if

• ir4пе

(1)

r>R

г

ε is the dielectric constant of the medium, and q. is the charge of

particle type i in SI units. The thermodynamic state in this model is completely
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determined by two dimensionless parameters, namely the reduced density
P*

=

PR

3

(2)

and the reduced temperature
T*

= l»nc kTR / q

2

(3)

where q is the unit of charge, and к is Boltzmann s constant. Instead of the
reduced temperature, a dimensionless charge or coupling constant will often be
used here. It is defined by
Q.
1

•

—=z:
Velera

=

z.
1

\ Τ

where z, is the charge if species i, in elementary charge units.

2. Exact results

To introduce the theory of inhomogeneous electrolytes, the theory of uniform
electrolytes will be discussed briefly. There are only a few exact analytical
results known for fluids that interact with the potential given in equation (1).
Firstly, the existence of the thermodynamic limit for the free energy of a
Coulomb system follows directly from Onsager's lower bound for the internal
energy of the system [3]. His proof of the existence of the lower bound is based
on the observation that in the charged hard sphere system, the interaction can
be described by smearing out all charge of a particle on its surface, as far as
the internal energy of the system is concerned. The energy needed to charge such
a spherical particle, is its self energy w(R), and the total internal energy of
a system in a volume V, for which the electrostatic field strength is E(r), is
given by
UN
N

·

N
Σ
i x J = 1

qiq1
,1 Л — ρ
8пс|г -г |

=

N
-±- ƒ E¿(r)dJr - Σ
2c
i = 1

N w(R)

(self energy)

(5)

N kT / Τ
Here, the self energy is finite, and the integral is clearly non-negative, thus
the existence of a finite lower bound is proved. More recently, it has also been
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proved that thermodynamic stability exists in the absence of the hard core
interactions, tonder the condition that at least one type of the ions obeys Fermi
statistics (as indeed electrons do in real systems).
As for all fluids, the thermodynamics of a fluid that interacts with the
Coulomb potential can be found if the correlation functions are known. Due to
the long-ranged nature of the Coulomb potential, it is at forehand possible to
derive certain conditions that the total correlation function of an electrolyte
must satisfy. Physically, these conditions express overall charge neutrality and
perfect screening of the field of a single charge in the fluid at equilibrium
conditions, and these relations have been derived by Stillinger and Lovett [4].
For the symmetric salt case (charges q, -q) the relations can be expressed as
lim ρ f U k )
u
k-»0

Urn ρ

»\W

2 —

зк^

k+0
where

fL = (fi++-fi._)/2

correlation

function,

is
and

the
where

Fourier
к

is

=

-1

(6)

2
- -4г

(7)

к

transform

of

the inverse

the

difference

Debeye-HUckel

total

screening

parameter, κ

= Σ p.qr/скТ. These conditions can be used to test the accuracy of
i 1 1
approximate theories of electrolytes. The relations also hold if an arbitrary
potential is added to the Coulomb potential, provided that the former is of
shorter range.
A generalization of the second moment condition to inhomogeneous systems
(fluids near a wall) has been given by Garnie and Chan. This analogue is
expressed by the statement that for all r.
β ƒ d3r Σ q ρ (г )Ф (г .г ) =
V
i

1

(8)

where Ф.(г..,г_) is the fluctuation potential. This quantity by definition equals
the change in the electrostatic potential at r 1 , on fixing an ion of species i
at r,. This fluctuation potential thus expresses the electrostatic effects of
the mutual rearrangements of ions in the neighbourhood of a charged wall, and
may therefore be regarded as the inhomogeneous analogue of the difference total
correlation function in viniform fluids. It can indeed be expressed in terms of
an integral over the pair-correlation functions near the wall. In the charged
wall-electrolyte system another exact relation has been found by Henderson, Blum
and Lebowitz [6], and follows from the balance of forces at the wall. For the
simplest case of a charged hard sphere model (where the ions may have different
diameters R., under the condition that the dielectric constants at the both
ι
sides of the wall are equal, this contact relation takes the form
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kT Σρ1(Η./2)

=

Ρ

+

І^

(9)

where ρ is the pressure of the bulk electrolyte, σ is the surface charge at the
wall, and where the ζ coordinate is measured from the hard surface. If the
dielectric constants at the both sides of the interface were not equal, then as
a result each fluid particle would also interact electrostatically with vitual
particles, that are situated behind the wall, and that are the mirror images of
the real ions in front of the wall. The charges of these images depend on the
size of the discontinuity in the dielectric constant at the wall [2].

3. Simulations

In the remaining part of this chapter, some methods and results that are not
strictly exact will be discussed. To start with the next-to-exact results: these
are obtained from numerical simulations, using the Monte Carlo (MC) or Molecular
Dynamics (MD) method. These methods are approximate since only a finite number
of particles, confined to a box of size IP can be handeled. To reduce the finite
size effects, one usually copies the cell (infinitely many times) by introducing
periodic boundary conditions. This way, however, one never describes an infinite
fluid, but merely a strictly periodic "fluid". The particles in this box are now
moved at random according to the Metropolis algorithme [7] (in the MC method) or
the particles are moved by solving the equations of motion (in the MD method).
This way, the system converges to its equilibrium state after a large number of
moves per particle. Due to the finite system size, however, a typical order
parameter (such as the internal energy) is subject to systematic errors, even in
the limit of infinite computation time. On top of this fundamental finite size
limitation, the method to evaluate the internal energy may introduce serious
errors in the final results.
There are two of these methods, that are frequently used in the literature.
The first one is known as the Minimum Image (MI) method [8], and incorporates
for each of the N particles in the system the summation over N-1 1/r potentials.
This sum contains only the nearest images of the other N-1 particles. In other
words, the pair potential is cut off at the surface of a cube, having the size
of the simulation cell. The second method to evaluate the internal energy of the
system is the Ewald method [9], where the interactions with all periodic images
are taken into account. The trick used in this method, is to split the potential
in two parts, for which the sum over all particles and images converge fast,
thus
і;]

(г)

=

V

(г)-Ф(г) + V

(r)-(l-*(r))

.

(10)

Using a shrewd choice of Φ (namely an incomplete gamma function), it can be
derived that the internal energy is given by
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where the vector h generates the periodic images of the unit cell of size L, and
where the prime at the first summation means that for h=U, the i*j terms must be
skipped. The function F(k) is the Fourier transform of the charge distribution,
F(ic) =

Ν
-2τι1
Σ q,e
1
i=l

&·ί.
:L

(12)

where i< runs over all reciprocal lattice vectors.
The two summations in equation (11) both are absolutely convergent. The
number of terms that is needed for a correct evaluation of the potential energy
depends on the choice of the free parameter K. For small values of К the first
term in (11) is dominant, whereas the second is dominant for large K. In
practice, К is chosen such that the summation in real space can be truncated at
the distance L/2, i.e. at half the system size. It should be clear that the
Ewald method heavily rests on the fact that the simulation cell is exactly
repeated by the periodic boundary conditions; the method essentially is a fast
way to calculate the Madelung sum of a periodic crystal. A real fluid does not
have this periodicity, and it is at present unclear in what way this imposed
periodicity influences a system with a long-ranged potential as the Coulomb
potential is. As long as the system size is much larger than the correlation
length of the fluid, it can be hoped (and expected) that the influence of the
boundary conditions are small.
To gain some insight in the reliability of the potential summation methods,
one may compare the results of simulations that use these different methods in
their potential evaluation. When the results for the equilibrium internal
energies for the same system definining parameters are compared, the following
conclusions can be drawn [1]. For large values of Τ there is no significant
difference between the results of the two methods. As the temperature decreases,
however, the difference between the methods becomes larger, as can be seen in
figure 1. It appears that the equilibrium energy that results from the MI
method is systematically lower than the one that follows from the Ewald method.
In some situations the internal energy that is determined with the MI method, is
in conflict with Onsager's lower bound. Thus the MI method is proved to lead to
unphysically wrong results at low temperature. This in turn implies that longrange interactions and long-range correlations are of vital importance at these
temperatures. In the Ewald method, the long-range interactions are replaced by
lattice long-range interactions, which saves the thermodynamic stability of the
system, but in fact it is not clear whether this method is adequate for the
description of a fluid or not. Valleau and Whittington argue that the Ewald
method tends to stabilize a crystal structure of the model, and that the MI
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method favours small irregular clusters, which are more characteristic for a
liquid. A systematic solution to this problem is the use of much larger systems
than those used at present. The results of small systems near solid-liquid
equilibrium must therefore be interpreted sceptically, even if the Ewald
summation method is used,

Figure 1. Monte Carlo results
for the average energy of the
charged hard sphere system,
after Hafskjold and Stell [1].
The density is ρ = 0.669, the
circular
symbols
represent
results
obtained
with
the
Ewald method, and the squares
result from the MI method to
evaluate the eneigy.

't. Field formulation

A surveyable way to describe inhomogeneous electrolytes analytically, is to
take the grand potential as a starting point. This way, it becomes very clear at
what level approximations are made, and a systematic series of approximations
can be given. The terms that the grand potential at least should contain, are
those that describe the ideal gas entropy, and the bare electrostatic
interaction. These are
ßa [p i ]

3i-,, 1-1]
-ι d
ƒ Σ Ρ1(Γ)[1η(ρι(Γ)Α^)-μ

q q

Σ / Ρη(г)
ρ (г*) d 3 r d V
2 ij
ΊπεΙτ
-г I1
1
ι
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J

(13)

where A. is the thermal wavelength of particle type i. This expression can be
rewritten exactly to an expression that contains only local couplings, by the
introduction of an auxiliary field, that is to be identified with the
electrostatic potential later. This reformulation leads to
βΰ [р і ,Ф]

=

ƒ Ip 1 (r)[ln(p i (r)A3)-p i -i] - 1 ( ф ( г ) )

2

3

+ 0 1 р 1 (г)Ф(г) d r

(li)

thus a grand potential is found that is also a functional of the field Ф. This
field is dimensionless in the present formulation, and can be related to the
electrostatic potential by
Φ

(Volt)

kT
—— • Φ
cR

=

(dimensionless)

.

(15)

In equation (14) the density p.(r) is just an arbitrary trial function, it
need not be the actual expectation value of the density distribution of the
problem under consideration. To find this most probable distribution, the grand
potential should be minimized with respect to the potential and it should be
minimized with respect to density. Thus the density and potential follow from
the Euler-Lagrange equations
6Q
<5Ρ,

^
6Φ

=

0

(16a)

=

?•-**О Ф

v

(16b)
'

that select a point in function space p. ο Φ for which Q is stationary. The
question as to whether this point is a local minimum, can be resolved by
studying the second variation of Q at this point. Now the direct second
variation of Q with respect to Ф has the wrong sign, hence at first sight the
system described by equation (14) seems unstable. This negative sign, however,
is canceled by a similar term coming from the ρ-Φ coupling, and as a result the
stationary value of Q is indeed a (local) minimum.
When the Euler-Lagrange equations are applied to the functional given in
equation (14), they take the following form

from which ρ

1η(ρ..λ3)

=

ΔΦ

=

- оіФ

(17a)

- Σ Q1p1

(17b)

Ul

can be eliminated to find
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¿Φ

=

- Σ Q i p° exp( -0ІФ )

(18)

where ρ: is the density of component i, at vanishing electrostatic field (i.e.
far from fixed charges). This equation is known as the Poisson-Boltzmann
equation or (if the problem of an electrolyte near a charged flat wall is
considered) as the Gouy-Chapman equation [11]. In 1923 Debeye and HUckel
linearized this equation [12], to arrive at
ΔΦ

= κ2 Φ

(19)

where к is the inverse Debeye-HUckel screening length, defined by к

= Σ Q.p?.
i 1 *
They found that in a dilute electrolyte solution, the effective potential, i.e.
the Greens function solution to equation (19) equals the bare l/г potential,
multiplied by an exponential screening factor.
In some cases, even the full non-linear equation (18) can be solved
analytically. In the case of flat symmetry (describing an electrolyte near a
charged flat wall) and a symmetric salt (Q1=Q2=Q: P?=P2=P/2) the solution can be
found in a very elegant manner. As the density is eliminated, the grand
potential becomes a functional of Φ only. This resulting grand potential
precisely equals the Lagrangean that describes the motion of a classical
particle whose time and space coordinates are ζ and Φ, and that is moving in an
external potential υ(Φ). Using energy conservation in this problem, an equation
of motion can be obtained that is only of first order in the time derivative,
and this equation can be solved. The solution is
Φ(ζ)

=

^- arctanh[ e"* 2 tanh[ j arcsinh( ja*Q/JJ)

] ]

(20)

where σ « ой /q is the dimensionless surface charge at the wall. Moreover, the
potential Φ at the wall is directly found as
ρ4ψ(Η/2)

= 0Φ(Η/2)

= 2 arcsinh(-i-o*QA[p")

.

(21)

5. Hard core and fluctuation effects
Thus far all fluctuation corrections and effects that are caused by the
repulsive interactions of unlike ions at short distances have been neglected. A
description of these effects can be given if some more terms are added to the
grand potential. Just as for the hard sphere fluid, the variations of the grand
potential with respect to the density can be related to the η-point direct
correlation functions. In the case of a symmetric electrolyte, the 2-point
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direct correlation function, defined implicitly by a generalized OmsteinZernike equation,
h

ij

(r)
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• ij

(r)

^'Сік^Ч

1

-^*

3 1

"

(22)

can be represented by a "sum" and a "difference" function. Defining
h 4 , D = (h ±h )/2 and C-.j. = (C 1С )/2, equation (22) can be rewritten as
h

s

•

c

s

+

h

D

•

C

D

+

c

"

p

C

s,hs

D,hD

( 2 3 )

where ρ = P.+P_. and where * stands for a special convolution.
Apparently the sum and difference equations completely decouple, and can be
solved separately in combination with an ansatz for the direct correlation
function. Concentrating on the difference equation, one should firstly remember
the exact relations. From the Stillinger-Lovett conditions (6,7) it can be
derived that C n (r) necessarily is of long range, for r-»· it must behave as

Члг

D

in order to satisfy equation (6) and (7). The difference direct correlation can
thus be written as
C

D(r)

" W

+ 6 C

D(r)

<25>

where 6C n (r) is of short range. An approximation that is frequently used in the
literature, is the Mean Spherical Approximation, in which 6C- is put equal to
zero outside of the hard core. Under the exact condition h n = 0 for r<R, C(r)
for r<R can be solved analytically from equation (23), which has been done at
fist by Waisman and Lebowitz [13] for the symmetric salt case with equal hard
sphere diameters. The solution is
6C n (r)

02
?
= - •*— (l-Br) 2 8(l-r)

(26)

where В = {1+K-J1+2K)/K.
They determined the sum direct correlation function in
an analogous manner. A few years later. Palmer and Weeks [14] solved the MSA
equation for the one-component-plasma (one type of charged hard spheres in a
neutralizing background) and a general solution for many types of particles has
been given recently by Farinello and Tosi [15]·
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The difference direct correlation function essentially contains the
information about the mutual rearrangements of the fluid particles as a result
of hard core repulsions in combination with electrostatic effects. It may
therefore also be seen as a representation of the fluctuation potential (see
section 2 ) . The introduction of this fluctuation correction into the grand
potential that has been introduced in the former section, essentially leads to a
density-functional formalism, that contains a systematic improvement over the
functional given there. The study of this improved expression for the grand
potential is the subject of the remaining part of this thesis.
In chapter 10 this theory is formulated, and some applications are discussed
briefly. One application is the study of solvent effects in electrolyte
solutions, which are discussed in йоге detail in chapter 11. In this model, a
qualitatively new phenomenon has been found, namely the spontaneous inversion of
the charge distribution near a charged wall. This inversion is found to take
place under the condition that the electrolyte is solved in a fluid of neutral
particles. An electrolyte immersed in a vacuum of equal dielectric constant,
does not lead to this potential inversion. A second application of the theory is
the study of fused salts near a solid interface, which is discussed in more
detail in the last chapter of this thesis. In this problem, an indication of
"coating" of the wall by the solid phase has been found, on the analogy of
wetting phenomena at liquid-vapour coexistence. At a large coupling constant (or
physically at a low temperature) the growth of a large solid-like ordered layer
is observed and consequently a solid-liquid interface is found. The solid phase
is expected to be the stable one in this case: the solid-liquid interface
propagates with a constant velocity into the liquid, and no stable solution is
found. In other words, we describe the growth of a solid salt from its
undercooled melt. Although no stable solution is found, we do find the envelope
of the solid-liquid interface to be stationary. It involves many layers, as is
expected in the Cahn picture [16].
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Abstract

A density-functional theory is developed, in which the local density of a
ionic fluid near an interface can be calculated. To find this local fluid
structure, the Helmholz free energy is approximated using a perturbation
expansion around an optimized reference state. The density of this reference
state follows directly from the theory, once an approximation for the direct
correlation function in the homogeneous reference state is given, i.e. no
coarse-graining procedure has to be imposed at forehand. Using the MSA direct
correlation function, the
theory is applied to three different physical
situations. In the restricted primitive electrolyte model near a charged wall,
we find layering of the counterions, and on adding a neutral third component, we
find spontaneous charge inversion, i.e. a negatively charged wall developes a
positive potential. In the molten salt regime, the model shows very strong
oscillations in the potential as a function of the distance from the wall, due
to the fluctuation corrections.
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Introduction

Although the electrostatic interaction is of dominant importance in many
physical and chemical systems of interest, its influence in problems concerned
with inhomogeneous fluids is still far from understood.
The statistical
mechanics of bulk electrolytes has been well established over the past decades,
where most attention has been paid to the restricted primitive model (RPM) .
Some cornerstones in this development are the analytic solutions of the mean
sperical approximation (MSA) of the neutral electrolyte by Waisman , and of the
one-component-plasma by Palmer and Weeks-'. Another important result is the
derivation of the zeroth- and second-moment conditions by Stillinger and
ü
Lovett .
For inhomogeneous fluids, i.e. fluids near a crystal surface or near a
polymer, the latter moment conditions have recently been generalized by Garnie
and Chan^, and a surface sum rule valid in the absence of mirror-image effects
has been given by Henderson, Blum and Lebowitz . A first model for the
electrostatic double layer that can be solved analytically, has been developed
by Gouy and Chapman'· . The model describes the local densities of a fluid of
point charges near a charged wall. Its results for the density profiles and the
potential drop over the double layer is reasonable if the charge density at the
wall is low, and if the ionic strength is low. If, however, the ions are modeled
by an additional hard sphere repulsion, and moreover if the surface charge
increases, its predictions become qualitatively wrong, as has been shown in
several simulation studies in flat"" and cylindrical symmetry ^ - ) .
Under these conditions, the fluid builds up a second layer near the wall,
which also cannot be described by the pure hyper-netted-chain theory or the
modified Poisson-Bolzmann equation . A review of the theory up to this point
12
has been given by Carnie and Torrie . Very recently, some models have been
developed that can account for this layering ' 0 " 1 0 , but for various reasons
they cannot be used to describe a related problem, in which the system
parameters are different. This is the case as some authors optimize their model
to meet the simulation results, and because others use an expansion for the
bridge function, of which the validity at higher density is unknown.
As pointed out above, only little information concerning inhomogeneous
liquids is known exactly. In the absence of exact results, it is desirable to
have a model, based on the least possible number of ad-hoc assumptions or free
parameters, as such a model would have a predictive value. The development of
this model is the subject of the present article. The model is outlined in
sections two and three, and an analysis of the effect of the electrostatic
fluctuation corrections is given in section four. In section five, we apply the
theory to the PRM near a charged wall, to a three component electrolyte solution
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model, and to a simple model of a fused salt near an interface. In section six,
a brief summary of the model and the obtained qualitative results are given.

The density functional method

Throughout this article, we shall consider an ensemble of particles that
Interact with the simplest possible pair potential to describe electrolytes. The
repulsive part of the potential is taken to be a hard sphere interaction, where
all particles have the same diameter R. The different components are
distiguishable from each other, as the charges differ. Explicitly, we take

Vr)

=

Vr>

= 4nc

if r<R

«B

1

q q
ι J

(1)

if r>R

г

where с is the dielectric constant of the medium. Note that we use the SI
convention to describe the potential, and not the rationalized Gauss convention.
In the grand canonical ensemble, all equilibrium properties of the system
can be calculated if the grand partition function is known. It can formally be
written as
Ζ

=

f£>p exp -pQ[p]

(2)

where ƒ£) ρ stands for an integration over all possible configurations, and where
Q by definition is the grand potential (density) functional. From eq. (2) it
becomes clear that, since Q is an extensive function, the most important
contribution to Ζ comes from a region in function space, near the absolute
minimum of Q. Only near a critical point this minimum becomes very broad; we
shall not consider this case here. Away from these points, a mean-field
description leads to a very reasonable approximation. Within such a scheme, only
the absolute minimum of Q is calculated, which can be done if an approximate
expression for Q in terms of the statistically averaged density at each point
of space is known. In the remaining part of this section, we shall define such
an approximate expression.
Our starting point is the definition of the η-point direct correlation
functions :

б п (РГр1-Р іа Гр1)
δρ(χΛ)...δρ{χ)

ι

= - Сri lx.1
K

χηJ

(3)

η

where F = Q + Σμ1 ƒ ρ1 (rjd^r is the Helmholz free energy functional, and where
i
F 1 is the ideal gas contribution to F. The parameters μ are externally given
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parameters. As we search for the minimum of Q, these ys can be identified with
the chemical potentials of the various components. If the fluid is homogeneous
(p.(x) = p.) their values are known from the theory of uniform fluids, and

subsequently one may express the chemical potential of the non-uniform fluid

^[PÎPK?)

=

ln(pi(?)A3) + pApi(p(?))

- Σ ƒ C^?,*';^?))

(4)

(Pjíí'J-PjtfndS?· +

· · ·

.

where Δμ(ρ) is the excess chemical potential of an homogeneous fluid at density
p, and where A. is the thermal wavelength of particle type i.
The free energy per particle of type i, can subsequently be found from
integrating the chemical potential with respect to the density, in the following
manner:

Pfjp.p] (?) »

ƒ Pu^Cp] (?) dç
0

=

1 П ( Р І ( ? ) А З ) -1 + pAf^p)

Σ ƒ 01;.(ί-ί·;ρ(?)) (Pjíí'J-Pjlí)) d3?'

(5)

If the series in (4), that contains all η-point functions, is truncated after
the C_ term, equation (5) follows, in which

αΐ;.(*-*·;ρ(ί))

=

1
ƒ CdÇ C^it-t·

;Qp(tì)

.

(6)

It has been shown21 , that the approximation to the free energy, given in
eq.(5) has an internal inconsistency, that results from truncating the series in
(k).
As a result of this truncation, eq.(3) is not satisfied for n=2. When the
given model is applied to the hard sphere system, and the exact
hard sphere
direct correlation function is substituted into eq.(6), the density functional
model leads to erroneous results, due to this truncation. To correct for this
error, one may calculate an effective (renormalized) coupling G, such that eq.
(3) is satisfied up to n=2. 3 The resulting coupling function has developed a
large tail for r>l, and it is observed that for the hard sphere system at high
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density, the following
renormalized coupling
G(r)

function

is

a

reasonable

approximation

=

G^tr) + E(r)

=

pv
π
η
-2n(r-l)
e
^ ( г ) + τ- (г-1) — 5
6
(l-n)3

to

this

(7)
2

cos(2nr)

ΡΥ
where Q
is the coupling, that results from substituting the Percus-Yevic
direct correlation function into eq.(6), and where the hard sphere diameter is
used as a unit of length. Apparently, the addition of the function E(r) in
eq.(7) is a workable approximation to the series of higher order n-point
functions, that sums up to the bridge function. Replacing this sum by the
introduction of E(r) thus leads to better results than a crude truncation does.
The quality of the approximation depends on the geometry of the problem, and of
the actual packing fraction, however.
To introduce the electrostatic free energy functional, we shall concentrate
on a two component mixture, for didactical reasons. Once the free energy of this
problem has been formulated, the generalization to an arbitrary mixture is
straight-forward. The direct correlation functions of this problem may in
general be written as
c
++

C
+

(r)

Jr>

-

c

-_( r >

" С_+<г>

=

Cs(r) + C D (r)

(8)

= Cgi11) - C D ( r )

Without loss of generality, the "difference" C ? may be written as

D

where

again

r is expressed

in units of R.

Henceforth, we shall use the

dimensionless charge Q = q(cRknT) *, and the hard sphere diameter as unit of
length. The first term at the r.h.s. of eq.(9) represents the bare electrostatic
potential. Because of the long-ranged nature of this term, it will be treated
separately from the second term, which is of short range, and results from the
fluctuation corrections. To describe the l/r part of C_, we introduce the
internal electrostatic field, defined as the solution of the Laplace equation:
iOint
where ρ

= - Q (p + -pj

(10)

and p_ are the densities of the positively and negatively charged

particles respectively. The short range part of the direct correlation function
is to be taken into account by the introduction of a non-local coupling into the
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free energy functional.
To find these coupling functions from the direct correlation functions, some
care must be taken. It is straight-forward to find the coupling functions from
eq. (6). However, this equation results from the approximate expression given in
eq. (4), therefore it leads to erroneous results. Indeed, the analysis of the
position of the poles of fin(k) in the complex k-plane, leads to the conclusion
о

that, in the MSA approximation, hn(r) is a damped monotonie function if the
screening parameter χ = Qj$ < 1.23, a damped oscillating
function for
intermediate x, and an undamped oscillating function for χ -» x, = ~. In the
present model, the free energy is fully determined by the coupling G. As not all
η-point functions are accounted for, the second variation of the excess free
energy functional does not equal the input direct correlation function, in the
approximation scheme given by eq. (6). Now if in the linearized model, that
follows from this approximation to the couplings, the pole structure of fin(k) is
analyzed, one finds h (г) to be undamped oscillating already at the finite value
of

the

screening

parameter

χ, » 15·7· For

larger values

of

the

screening

parameter, the fluid state becomes unstable, and hence the system must freeze.
Above mechanism must, however, not be seen as a valid theory of freezing, but
merely as an artifact of the approximation scheme, used to calculate the non
local coupling. Hence, eq. (6) may not be used to find the coupling functions.
Instead of using the approximate expression for the chemical potential, one
should use the exact relations, given by eq. (3) up to n=2, as defining
conditions for the couplings. To relax these (exact) requirements, we shall use
a perturbation expansion around the hard sphere system, and thus take
1
ƒ
Г Cs(r;qp) qdi;
0

Gs(r;p)

=

E(r;p) +

GD(r;p)

=

|· 6CD(r;p)

.

(11a)

(lib)

Note that G n has no direct thermodynamic relevance, in the sense that the
pressure of the system, found from the compressibility equation, is determined
only by C,,. Therefore, (lib) is not in conflict with the compressibility
equation.
The final step to find the free energy functional, makes use of the
compressibility equation, which leads to the following relevant expressions for
the excess free energy per particle:
1

Afs(p)

=

- (p++p_)

ƒ
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•

dç ƒ d3r Gs(çp)

(12a)

AfD(p)

=

- (P+-P.)

/
О

(12b)

dç ƒ d^r GD(çp)

The combination of eq.(5) and eq.(10-12) now leads to the following free energy
of a fluid in an external field Φ 8 " 1 :

PF[p.p]

= I d3r|p+(î)ln(p+(?)A3) - p+(?) • ρ_(*)ΐη(ρ_(?)λ3) - p_(f)

+ (p+(?) + P.(*)) 4fs(p) • (p+(?) - P_(?)) *rD(p)
+ Q (Pt(f) - P . ( * ) ) («"'(î) + j» i n t (?>)

P+(i)
d^r'

where i e x
Φ

P_(?)

a s (*-*·)+G D (*-*·)

GS(?-?·)-GD(?-?·)

Ggfr-?·)-GD(í-?')

0^(V-í·)+GD(í-í·)

(13)

P+(*')-p+(*)
Ρ (?')-P (?)

(?)is a density independent field, due to external sources, and where

(?) is the solution of eq.(10). Hence it is proportional to ρ

- p_ and

therefore its prefactor 1/2 appears in the free energy.
One may now define three electrostatic potentials . Firstly, the field Φ β χ ί
is the field, that a test particle would feel if no fluid were present.
Secondly, due to the presence of the charged fluid, an infinitesimal point
charge would feel the local potential
«,(?) =

*ext(t)

+ Ф іп1; (?)

and f i n a l l y , the e l e c t r o s t a t i c p o t e n t i a l of mean force must be defined as
v a r i a t i o n of the free energy with respect to the local charge density:
è mf

(?)

1
¿Ffp.pl
Q б(р+(?)-р_(?))

(1*0
the

(15)

which is the effective potential that a fluid particle feels. In general, this
is a rather complicated expression, being the sum of the local potential, ψ(ΐ),
and the fluctuation potential. The latter is determined by the "difference"
coupling function, hence in practice it is directly influenced by the
approximations used for the couplings. For simplicity, we shall therefore study
Φ(?), and compare this quantity with the simulation results for Ψ(?).
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3.

Field equations and reference densities
The field equations that lead to the minimazation of the grand potential
3

Ω[ρ.ρ]

= F[p.p] - Σμ ƒ ρ (?)d f
1
1
i

(16)

can readily be found from eq.(13). As Q is a functional of both ρ and p, two
types of equation are involved. The first type expresses local chemical
equilibrium, and follows from
(17)
for each component. The requirement that the free energy also is stationary with
respect to the reference density, i.e.
(18)

6р±(Ь)

directly leads to an expression of p(r) in terms of a functional of the density
P(r).
To continue, we need a model for the direct correlation functions. In any
model that uses a neutral reference state, the sum and difference direct
correlation functions both are functions of the sum of the particle densities,
examples are the MSA and the GMSA " approximations. This implies that eq.(l8)
leads to the same condition on variation with respect to ρ and on variation
with respect to ρ . Apart from some cancelations, one finds on variation
P+(?)

Pj*)

[з

Í G, S +G 'D

G,

S-G,D

[G,S-G,D G, S +G, d

f

(19)

ρ_(?·)-ρ it)

where G' s / D stands for ЭОд .D(?-?';р)/Э(р++р_).
On

a

local

scale,

ρ (ί) and p_(?) may

in practice

have

quite

large

variations, whereas the refence densities, which are apriori independent from
the former ones, should vary slowly. This only is manifest if we impose the
stronger condition
G

y

G,

G ,

D

G,

S- D

G

PJ*')-P+&)

'S- G , D
G

'S

+G

D

Ρ (*')-? (?)

This requirement can be worked out to find
reference densities,

l·
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(20)

the sum and difference of the

P.(?) + P (?)

=

+

ƒ G's (P^í'í + Pj?·)) d3?·
2
I
5
ƒ G'g d3?·

ƒ G'
Р+(*)-Р (?)

=

(21a)

(p.(í')-p (*')) d3?·
=

+

(21b)

ƒ G-D d4'

Hence, the sum-reference density is an average over the sum of the local
densities, weighed by the derivative of the sum-coupling, and an analogous
relation holds for the difference reference density. One thus finds the
reference densities in a quite natural manner. This way, the model gains much in
predictive capacity. It should at this point be stressed, that we were forced to
impose the stronger condition (20) rather than (19), only because the direct
correlation function of a neutral reference state contains no explicit
dependence on the difference of the particle densities. If, however, a nonneutral electrolyte2U is used as a reference, as is done in Ref. 16, then the
given postulate is not necessary, hence the theory would then become fully
self-contained.
The field equations for the local densities can finally be expressed as
1
&μ ±

-

1п(р±(?)АЗ) + (ρ+(ί)+ρ_(*)) [ G s (p) -

f

dÇ Gs(Çp) ]

0

i

(p+(*)-P_(*)) [GD(p) -

±

Q ( # ext (í) + *int(t)

1
ƒ dq GD(çp) ]

)

(22)

ƒ d3?· ( P ^ ' j + Pj*·)) [ Gs(?-?*;p(?)) + α5(*-?·;ρ(?·)) ]

ï

ƒ d 3 ?' (P^t')-Pji··))

[ GD(*-?';p(?)) + GD(*-*';p(?·)) ]

where we have used the shorthand notation G(p) for ƒ d 3 ?' Gf?-?';? (?) + p_(?)).
Note that the internal electrostatic field has a prefactor 1 in the chemical
potential, as it by definition equals the solution of equation (10), and thus is
proportional to the density itself.
12i|

Ί.

Electrostatic fluctuation corrections

To gain insight in the nature of the electrostatic fluctuation correction,
that gives raise to the fluctuation potential, we have studied a series of
models, that characterize the effect. The simplest possible model is found if
one puts
<5CD(r) =

0

(23)

in eq.(9). The resulting model will be denoted by "mean field", as it contains
only the bare electrostatic interaction. It does however describe the hard
sphere interaction quite satisfactory, hence the resulting field equations may
be interpreted as a Poisson-Bolzmann equation, modified for the hard sphere
effects.
The simplest model that does account for the mutual rearrangements of the
fluid particles, can be found if the lowest order hard sphere interaction is
taken into account. Due to this repulsion, there is no pair of particles closer
to each other than the hard sphere diameter. Hence, the electrostatic potential
only contributes to the free energy, outside of a spherical cavity with unit
radius. This means, that the difference direct correlation function to lowest
approximation is given by
Q2
Чпг

D

.

- - 9 - + бс (г)
и
Чпг

(24)

hence <5С_(г) = Q Л я г if г<1, and it vanishes otherwise.

We shall call this the

cavity approximation. Note that in this approximation the third term in eq.(22)
vanishes, therefore one need not determine the difference reference density.
A less trivial, but still analytically tractable approximation, is the MSA.
It is found from solving the Omstein-Zemike equation
h D (r)

= CD(r) + ρ C D *h D (r)

(25)

under the conditions
C n (r)

=

hjjfr) =

02
- f -

if

r>l

(26a)

0

if

r<l

(26b)

where hj. * (h++-h. )/2, Ρ = P + + P_. and where * stand for a special convolution.
From equation

(25), C n may be solved analytically
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for r<l, and h- may be

solved ' for г>1. The result for the direct correlation can be written as
<5CD(r)

f-

2

(1-Вг) в(1-г)

(27)

where В = (1+х-/Г+2х)/х, where χ = Q/p is the Debeye-Huckel screening parameter.
Indeed, at low density В - 0, and (27) approaches our simple cavity
approximation (2Ό . One may consider the fluctuation correction to be an
effective potential, which must be added to the bare potential, but which has
opposite sign. It thus corrects for "overcounting" the potential, which happens
in the mean field approximation. The value of this overcounting is
underestimated in the mean field approximation (as it is put equal to zero), but
it is overestimated in the cavity approximation, as will be shown below.
We have chosen to compare these models in an extreme situation, for which
simulation results are available. For each model we have calculated the density
profiles near a charged wall, in the PRM electrolyte model defined by eq.{l).
The parameters chosen are: diameter R = 4.25 A, temperature Τ = 298 К, relative
dielectric constant ε = 78.5 and the bulk density ρ = ρ +p = 0.0924. which at
the given particle diameter equals 1 mol/1. The charge density at the wall has
been fixed at
oR /q = 0.70. According to Torrie and Valleau 10
the
potential drop over the double layer, i.e. the potential at distance R/2 from
11
the wall, equals 14714 mV in this problem. More recently, Ballone et a l . have
reported a potential drop of 132 mV. Both values result from simulations, the
cause of this variance is at present unclear.
5.0-
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fig 1 Density profiles in the
RPH naer
a charged
wall,
resulting from the mean-field
model
(dashed curves), the
cavity approximation
(dotted
curves)
and
the
MSA
approximation
(full
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The density profiles that result from the three different models have been
plotted in fig. 1. The mean-field model shows a strong tendency to form a
layered structure, just as the simulation results do. The potential drop in this
model, however, is I83 mV, which must be considered to be too large. In the
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cavity model, this layering has disappeared, which can be understood from the
fact that the fluctuation potential acts as an attractive potential between
particles of the same sign. It is therefore favorable for the system to
concentrate all countercharge in a single thin layer. This small thickness of
the double layer causes the potential drop to be significantly smaller than in
the mean-field model; its value is 71 mV, which is an underestimate relative to
the simulation result.
The density profiles and the potential drop in the MSA based model are
somewhere intermediate of the former two models, we find a potential drop of
122 mV, which is some 7% below the result of Ballone et al. One possible cause
of this deficiency may be the fact that our approximation to the bridge function
is less satisfactory at these lower densities, than it is at higher densities.
Furtermore, the use of a non-neutral reference
fluctuation correction may improve the results of
resulting model would be self-contained with respect
reference densities. Before doing so, one should
approximations, however.

5.

state
to calculate the
the present theory, as the
to the determination of the
first rule out the simpler

Soae applications

The general theory described in the former sections, may be applied to
several problems. In the present article, we shall only summarize some of the
possible applications, and give the qualitative results obtained in each
situation. More detailed results are to be given in future publications on each
subject.
The first problem considered, is the restricted primitive model of
electrolytes, defined as the two component plasma, interacting through the
potential given in eq.(l). The parameters chosen have been given in the former
section. We study this fluid near a hard flat charged wall in the MSA based

*

*

model, for the surface charge densities σ = 0.25, 0.42, 0.55 and for σ =0.70,
at which simulation results are available. The density profiles for these
situations have been plotted in fig. 2. In fig. 3. we have plotted the potential
#
drop over the double layer, commonly expressed as ψ = q^./k-T, which is the
dimensionless field at half the hard sphere diameter from the wall. For
comparison, the (modified) Gouy-Chapman result, the HNC/MSA result and the Monte
Carlo results of Ballone et al.
have been given in the same figure. It is very
remarkable to observe that the Gouy-Chapman model, in which all hard sphere and
fluctuation corrections are neglected, performs better than the pure HNC model,
which predicts a divergent differential double layer capacity.
To describe a real electrolyte solution, the RPM has an obvious shortcoming,
as it does not describe the solvent explicitly. Since many of the structural
properties of a fluid are caused by the repulsive interactions with all
particles present, one may expect the absence or presence of a solvent to have a
large influence on the resulting charge distribution. To describe a realistic
fluid, solvent-solvent and ion-solvent attractions should also be taken into
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account, but it is instructive to see what happens if only the repulsive short
range part of the potential is introduced. We therefore suggest to study a three
component mixture, interacting with the potential defined in eq. (1), and being
composed of particles having charges q, -q, and 0. To compare the results of
this model with those of the RPM, we have taken the same parameters as for the
former calculations, but we have chosen the density of the neutral component to
equal p, = 0.80.
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= 0.25. 0.42, 0.55

fig 3 The potential drop over
the double layer as a function
of the surface charge density,
at IM, as resulting from the
present theory (full curve),
from
the
HNC/MSA
theory
(dashed curve) and from the
modified Gouy-Chapman equation
(dotted curve). The dots are
simulation results, taken from
Ref. 11.
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σ* = 0.70.

In the MSA approximation,
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fig 2
Density profiles of
counterions (full curves) and
coions (dashed curves) in the
RPM near a charged wall, for
the surface charge densities
σ

τ
0.6

Üg is just the Percus-Yevic hard sphere direct

correlation function, i.e. C,S ~ C S^ ,> l +P 2 +,> 4^ ' 'Îtle d i f f e r e n c e direct correlation
function C„,
however
p, nui^vci.,
is only a function of the screening parameter
x 2 = Σ Q 2 P 1 = Q ( P 1 + P 2 ) , hence С ю
C D ( P 1 + P 2 ) . The linearity of the Ornsteini 1
Zernike equation now implies that we have the following non-local coupling in
this three component case:

¡VGD
ij

G

S- G D

G

S+GD
S
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(28)

A straight-forward generalization of eq.(21) now leads to

p

+F,+ P,
l+p2+p3

ƒ G' (ί-ί'ΐρ/ρ,+ρ.) (ρ (*·) + ? ( * ' ) + ?,(?')) d3?·
1
i
l
¿
— ^
ƒ G' (?-?';p +p +p-3) d 3 ? '

=

(29a)

J G ' s ( ? - ? ' ; p 1 ^ ^ ) ( Р ^ ^ М ^ З С » ' ) ) ¿3?'
p +l>

l

(29b)

2

ƒ G,s(?-?,;p1+p2+p3) d3?·

=

PT-P,
1

¿

ƒ a y í - í ' ^ + p j ) (р^^М-РзС?')) d 3 ?·
;
ƒ G'jjtf-í'iPj+p^ d 3 ? '

(29c)

where the reference densities are taken at the point r.
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fig 4
Density profiles of
counterions
(full
curve).
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(dashed
curve) and
neutral
particles
(dotted
curve),
resulting from the
electrolyte solution model.

fig 5 Electrostatic potential
in the electrolyte solution
model;
the surface
charge
densities are the заше as for
fig 2.
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The density profiles for σ = 0.70 have been plotted in fig. Ί, and in fig.
5 the resulting potential is shown as a function of the distance from the wall,
for the various surface charges. Where in the RPM model the potential is a
monotonous function of the distance from the wall, we find in this model a
qualitatively different behaviour. The system shows a spontaneous charge
inversion, i.e. a positively charged wall produces a negative potential at some
distance from the wall. Furthermore, we find a typical value of the potential
(such as the depth of the minimum) to be an order of magnitude smaller than the
potential drop in the RPM is. A similar effect has been found if the model is
used in cylindrical symmetry. One may expect this charge inversion to be caused
by the bad solubility of an electrolyte in a strictly non-polarizable solvent.
Finally, we mention calculations in the RPM, to model a fused salt confined
between two hard flat walls, for ρ = 0.669, at the temperature Τ = 1500 К. The
particle diameter has been fixed at R = l.lk A, and the value of ε has been
•
varied. The surface charge at the left wall is varied from σ =0.10 to
σ

» 0.40, for which Li and Mazo have performed calculations in the GMSA, for

the half infinite system . The boundary condition at the right hand side of the
system is Φ * 0 at the wall. The density profiles of the system with с = 2 and
*
σ = 0.40 are given in fig. 6. For these parameters the model shows a very
strong layering of the fluid near the walls, and a large correlation length.
The system furthermore shows oscillations in the charge density, which also are
characteristic for a bulk molten salt '·
potential ψ(ζ).

fig 6 Density profiles in the
RPM
of
counterions
(full
curve) and of colons (dashed
curve) at typical fused salt
conditions. The surface charge
*
density equals σ =0.40.

, thus implying oscillations in the

и
Й
V
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о

20.0

z coordinate
In the present model one may define the thickness of the adsorbed layer to
the wall (or the wall-particle correlation length), as the distance over which
the amplitude of these oscillations decreases by a factor 1/e. If the charge at
#
the wall is small (o = 0.10) one thus finds a layer thickness that equals the
MSA correlation length, within the accuracy by which the formers could be
obtained. As the charge at the wall increases, however, the thickness of the
adsorbed becomes larger than the MSA correlation length, when the electrostatic
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coupling Q is large. For instance, we find a layer thickness of 3·3 at e

= 2

and σ =0.40, whereas the MSA correlation length equals Ç = 2.5 at this
coupling. One furthermore finds the wall to be "coated" by the salt: close to
the wall, the sum-reference density is increased compared to the density in the
bulk, over a considerable region (several hard sphere diameters). For с = 1
and σ

6.

=0.40 this density increase is over 3 %·

Discussion

The model described in the former sections, may be used as a tool to predict
the thermodynamic and structural properties of inhomogeneous charged fluids. The
model is a straight-forward generalization of the renormalized density
functional model published earlier . It is based on an expression for the free
energy, containing a local thermodynamic function, and a (non-local) two-point
coupling. To take the effect of the bridge function into account, the pure PY
based coupling has been modified by adding an oscillating tail. This
approximation is valid at high density. The densities of the reference state,
from which the perturbations are calculated, follow in a natural way from the
theory. Once an approximation for the coupling function is chosen, the weight
functions that determine the coarse-grained densities follow. This makes the
theory self-contained: we did not have to put in by hand a weight function to
fix the simulation results.
The latter implies that one can use the model to test several approximations
for the direct correlation functions. Their influence on the potential drop in
the electrostatic double layer may thus be studied systematically. As the lowest
order effect of the hard sphere interaction is to push away all charge from the
position where a particle is placed, this particle as a result feels a
fluctuation potential, that has an opposite sign, relative to the bare
interaction. This effect reduces the size of the double layer, and hence
reduces the potential drop. It furthermore allows for the possibility of charge
inversion near the wall.
The effect of charge inversion can be demonstrated easily, if a third
(neutral) particle is added to the system, thus modeling an electrolyte
solution. Due to the fluctuation corrections, the system may gain internal
energy, if solvent particles from the first liquid layer adjacent to the wall
are replaced by counterions. The cost in this case Is only the ideal entropy of
mixing, whereas in the RPM model (without the solvent) the cost of extra
counterions is the excess free energy related to the hard sphere repulsion.
As the density in the RPM is increased, and the dielectric constant is
decreased, one enters the region of fused salts. In this region a strong
layering of the fluid near the walls is observed. The model that follows
straight-forwardly from the truncated expansion of the chemical potential in
terms of η-point functions, shows an instability of the fluid phase at a finite
temperature, which is not present in the MSA approximation. This implies that
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the truncated expansion may not be used in this parameter region, and a better
approximation to define the coupling function is essential for a qualitatively
correct description.
The model introduced here, does not show this instability, but it does show
an increased wall-particle correlation length, at sufficiently high coupling and
wall charge. It also shows a considerable increase in the local sum-reference
density close to the wall, under these circumstances. Now the simulation results
by Larsen, of the bulk correlation function at parameters that correspond to
с = 1 in our notation, show the presence of extra peaks at г * 2, end at г = 3
г
(see fig. 2 in Ref. 27). These peaks are an indication of the presence of large
clusters in the sample. Hence, at с = 1 the system at least is close to solidliquid coexistence. Our observed increase of the density near the wall, and the
increasing thickness of the oscillating layer, may thus be interrelated in the
following manner. As the system approaches the solid-liquid transition, the
presence of the wall may pull the system away from the (stable) liquid phase,
into the (metastable) solid phase. We thus conjecture the wall to be "coated" by
the solid phase, on the analogy of wetting phenomena at liquid vapour
coexistence. The model can, however, not describe a real solid phase, as the
density is averaged laterally. One may therefore expect only a qualitatively
correct description: only the order of magnitude of the thickness of the
adsorbed "solid" layer may be reproduced.
Hopefully, the qualitative new results of the present theory will stimulate
other authors to perform Monte Carlo or Molecular Dynamics simulations on the
systems described above. Apart from testing the present theory, these simulatins
would be of major importance to the understanding of a number of physical
systems.
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Abstract

We present the results of a density-functional theory for inhomogeneous
electrolytes, using a charged hard sphere model. To describe the solvent
explicitly, a neutral component is added to the model, with a density that is
characteristic for a liquid. The theory is used in planar symmetry to describe
an electrolyte solution near an electrode or a large colloid particle, and it is
used in cylindrical symmetry with a set of parameters to mimic a DNA-electrolyte
solution. The introduction of the solvent firstly leads to a reduction in the
contact potential at the interface, and secondly causes charge inversion furter
away from the charged surface under certain thermodynamic conditions.
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1.

Introduction

The understanding of the stability and thermodynamics of polyelectrolyte
solutions and colloidal systems, in a great deal is determined by the knowledge
of the distribution of small ions about the charged macromolecules [1]. To
calculate these ionic distribution functions on a statistical mechanical
footing, one has to reduce the real system to a simplified mathematical model.
One model is found as all ions are reduced to point charges, and the effect of
the solvent is described by the introduction of a suitable dielectric constant
throughout the system. Upon neglecting the fluctuation corrections, i.e. the
effects that are caused by the mutual rearrangements of the ions, one finds the
Poisson-Boltzmann equation for the electrostatic potential. The classical way to
describe a rod-like polyelectrolyte, is therefore the use of this equation in
cylinder symmetry [2]. Alternatively, Manning's condensation theory is used
frequently [3]. which has been compared to the Poisson-Boltzmann theory recently

[4].
Direct comparison of the results of these theories with experimental
observations is difficult, since tne standard experimental techniques do not
provide detailed information about the distribution of ions near a polyion [5]·
One merely measures moments of this distribution, from the fraction of ions that
are "bound" to the polyion. A particularly interesting observation, however, is
due to Strauss et al. [6], who mention the phenomenon of "charge inversion" in
experiments done at high ionic strength of added electrolyte (0.6 M KBr or 0.5 M
MgClp)
Under these circumstances, the polyacid was observed to move towards
the cathode, which cannot be explained within the Poisson-Boltzmann or the
Manning theory.
Now in a real salt, the unlike ions repel each other at short distances,
which traditionally is modelled by the introduction of hard spherical ions.
Several authors have compared the Poisson-Boltzmann equation with the results of
(semi) analytical approaches to this charged hard sphere model [7] and find a
discrepancy for salt concentrations beyond 0.1 M. Others have studied this model
in planar [8] and cylindrical symmetry [9,10] using the Monte Carlo technique
Vlachy and Haymet [10] have observed the occurence of charge inversion in their
Monte Carlo simulations in cylinder symmetry, where the solvent was treated as a
uniform background. They only mention this charge inversion to occur for the
divalent salt, however. In the present article we investigate the influence of
the solvent at this point. The solvent and ions in our model are represented by
hard spheres, and a polyion or a colloid particle is modelled by a hard cylinder
or a hard flat wall respectively. In order to explain a physical mechanism that
leads to the mentioned charge inversion, we introduce a one-layer-model to
describe the first layer of molecules adjacent to the wall, in the next section
In section 3. we briefly discuss the density-functional model for inhomogeneous
electrolytes. Since it has been introduced earlier by one of us [11], we shall
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concentrate on the results here
Finally, the theory is applied to the
electrode/electrolyte and the DNA/electrolyte system in the last section, where
the influence of salt concentration, valency of the salt and the presence of the
solvent is discussed.

One-layer-Model

The most characteristic feature of a hard sphere fluid near a hard flat
wall, is the formation of a layered structure. These layers show up in Monte
Carlo simulations as oscillations in the density profile as a function of the
distance from the wall, with a wavelength that is roughly equal to the nard
sphere diameter [12,13]. As a consequence of this layering, the molecules that
are adjacent to the wall, approximately form a two dimensional sub-system, that
behaves quite differently from the bulk of the system [13,1Ό
To qualitatively
describe the full inhomogeneous electrolyte, we may thus firstly study a
simplified model in which this first layer is treated separately.
This is done for a 1-1 electrolyte near a hard flat wall, having a surface
* -2
charge -σ = -σ qR
, where q is the elementary charge, and where R is the
diameter of the fluid particles (all components are taken of equal size). The
particles in this model interact with the pair potential

г)

V
where

с

=

r)

=

is the dielectric

if r<R

<D
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q q
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ι J
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constant of the medium, and

q
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particle type i in SI units. The thermodynamic state in this model is completely
determined

by

three
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ρ
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= P->R
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is
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dimensionless

salt

¿

concentration, ρ = P,R
is the density of the neutral solvent, and Q = q/JckTR
is the dimensionless charge. Henceforth we shall use the hard sphere diameter R
as a unit of length.
To calculate the densities of the three components in the first liquid layer
that is situated at a distance 1/2 from the wall, one should require the
chemical potentials of these components to equal their respective chemical
potentials far away from the wall. This condition expresses chemical equilibrium
between
the layer and the bulk [14]. The chemical potentials in the bulk are
approximated by

1
kT

P

S

• ln(PsA3)
s

+

„. вгапізпі .
(1-11)3
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χ

8πρ 3

(1+Х-ДТ27)

(2a)

—

μη

ln(p ХЗ) • η· J
J
J
(l-n)

=

(2b)

where η = n(p +2p )/6 is the total packing fraction, and where χ = Q, |2p is the
η
s
\I s
inverse Debeye-HUckel screening length, expressed in hard sphere diameters. The
first term in equation (2) expresses the ideal-gas contribution, the second
represents the hard-sphere repulsion, and is obtained from the Carnahan-Starling
equation of state [15]· The third term in equation (2a) describes the excess
chemical potential of the charged hard sphere model m the MSA approximation of
Waisman and Lebowitz [16]. The parameter λ is the thermal wavelength, expressed
in the hard sphere diameter, and is given by A = h/(2imkTR ) ' .
In the interface layer several effects are of importance for an estimate of
the chemical potentials. If the charge at the wall is very large, we can safely
assume this interface layer to be very thin, hence the electrostatic potential,
y = ßq*(R/2) is roughly a constant in the layer. In this situation, allmost all
colons are pushed out of the layer, and we are left with a layer that contains a
large excess of positive charge, that (nearly) compensates the negative charge
of the wall. This situation is a large deviation from the situation in the bulk
of the solution, and in fact the layer is more similar to a one-componentplasma. The latter obvervation leads to the following approximation for the
excess free energy density in the layer (by excess we mean here: relative to the
uncharged hard sphere system)
¿flayer
ν

„

4fsalt(2 i,
ν
2

+

д{

.ОСР( i ι,
ν
1 2

(3)

This expression can be understood as follows, initially the layer is a onecomponent-plasma of density p*. Upon adding a small coion density pi to the
layer, a neutral salt of density 2pi is formed, and the plasma density is
reduced by the amount pi.
The hard core repulsive interactions in the layer can be approximated
reasonably by the thermodynamics of a two dimensional hard-disc fluid [14], thus
one finds the following chemical potentials in the interface layer, expressed in
the two-dimensional densities pi, pi and pi:

•±

=

ln(p*A3/b) f у + Δ μ ™ + А р 0 С Р

(4а)

^

=

ln(p|A3/b) - у • Α μ ™ • 2 A y s a l t - Α μ 0 Ο Ρ

(4b)

¿

= ln(p^3/b) + Δ μ ™
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(Не)

where b is the width of the layer. The hard-disc excess chemical potential is
approximately equal to [17]
3

HD
¿μ'

In(l-u) +

u

8 '

2 u

(1-u)

(5)

2

where u = (pf+pi+pi)/'* is the two-dimensional packing fraction in the layer. The
one-component-plasma excess chemical potential is given by [18]

AP 0 C P (P)

7 ^ [ (1+τι-η2/5)χ2 * x(l+2n)(l- l+2xЧлр
\
(1+n) 2

)]

(6)

where η = np/6 and χ = Q/P\ and we substitute (pî-pi) for p, and for Δμ salt
use again the third term of equation (2a).
The width b of the layer can be eliminated, as it equals

Σ Ρ

(7)
contact

The contact density of a charged hard sphere fluid at a charged hard wall in
t u m is given by
Σ Ρ

contact

kT

J Q2<oV

(8)

which follows from the sum rule by Henderson et al. [19]· where ρ is the
pressure in the bulk of the system. As most of the wall charge is compensated by
the countercharge m the first liquid layer, the electrostatic field beyond the
layer is expected to be small. We therefore use the Poisson-Boltzmann equation
to calculate the field at ζ = 1/2, which leads to [20]
y

=

2 sinh-1[^-(P1-P2-o*)]

(9)

where χ again is the inverse Debeye-Hückel screening length in hard sphere
units. From equations (2) and (4-9), the densities and electrostatic field in
the interface layer can be solved directly, as they form a closed set of nonlinear equations.
To understand the driving forces that result in charge inversion, equation
(4) should be studied. One important effect is the difference in the excess
chemical potentials of a one-component-plasma and a symmetric salt. Both excess
quantities are negative, i.e. the internal energy of the systems is lowered if
particles are added to it, while keeping the total system neutral. The energy
gain per paticle, however, is larger for the one-component-plasma than it is for
the salt. For instance if R = 4.25 A, Τ = 298 К and ε = 78.5. which are
г
reasonable parameters for a salt in an aqueous solution, the difference is of
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the order kT at ρ

=0.03. and about 8 kT at ρ

=0.3.

In the interface layer

this is a quite realistic range of densities. Now suppose the charge at the wall
is precisely compensated by the countenons in the interface layer. Then the
electrostatic field is completely screened, hence if an excess charge qóp is
added to the layer, the energy of the system is lowered proportional to 6p as a
consequence of the interactions within the layer. Now since the wall charge has
to be compensated, a second layer of charge -q6p must be present. To build up
this layer, a (smaller) electrostatic energy proportional to (óp) is necessary,
hence the overcompensation of the wall charge indeed lowers the energy.
Apart from these electrostatic effects, there are also packing (i.e.
entropy) effects that determine the Helmholtz free energy of the sytem. Now if
no solvent were present, an excess density of countenons in the first layer
would directly lead to an increased packing fraction in this layer, and herewith
to a large increase of the free energy. At room temperature, these packing
effects dominate the energetic effects, and no charge inversion occurs. If a
solvent is added to this system, then both in the interface layer and in the
bulk the packing fractions are high. The charge density in the layer may now be
increased without the cost of a high packing fraction in the interface layer
relative to the bulk, since the system now can replace solvent particles from
the interface by countenons. Thus the entropy effects are strongly reduced, and
charge inversion can occur.
This is precisely what is observed as above equations are solved. The
solution for the dimensionless field βςψ in the interface layer has been plotted
in figure 1, as a function of the coupling constant Q. The different curves
apply to different solvent densities, which vanes from ρ = 0.0 for the lowest
η

lying curve to p n = 0.8 in steps of 0.2. The salt concentration for these curves
was fixed at 1 mol/1, and a surface charge density σ

=0.5 was chosen.

tí
fig
1.
The
electrostatic
potential ßq* at distance 1/2
from a flat electrode, as a
function of the charge Q = q/
/гкТК. The dots result from
the density functional theory,
the curves are calulated using
a simple model.
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3.

The density-functional model

To describe the charge distribution near a charged wall or cylinder in a
more elaborate manner, we shall now study a model in which the density is
described by a large number of very thin layers. The density in each layer is a
free variable that must be determined by the theory. These variables follow from
the condition that the grand potential of the system must be minimal. For a
system containing three types of particles having dimensionless charges Q, -Q
and 0 (or Q. = z.Q, where z. = 0, ±1), this grand potential is, in the presence
of an external electrostatic field Ф е х (£), given by [11]
ßQ

=

ƒ Σ p1(f) [ln(pi(?)A3) -μ. -1 + 4 f s ({p 0 }) + 2 . 4 у { р 0 } )

+

Q. (<l> (?) + - M n t ( í ) ) ] d 3 ?

ext

(10)

+ //d3?d3?· Σ ρ.ί?) Gij(?-?,;p0(î)) (ρ (*·)-Ρ<?(*))
where (> = 1/кТ, and where the following auxilliary functions are used. Firstly,
the densities p° are coarse-grained densities that vary slowly in space, and
that are used to define an optimized local thermodynamic state of reference. We
0
denote Σ ρi by ρ ; the definition of these reference densities will be given
i
later. Secondly, the functions Af„ and Af n are the relevant expressions for the
excess free energy per particle of the reference state:
Af„
b
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where G„ and G n are "sum" and "difference" couplings, from which the coupling
matrix follows as
G
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G
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(?) finally, is the electrostatic field due to the charges of the
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fluid, it is by definition the solution of Laplace's equation,
= - Σ Q i pi(f)

¿ 4 int (f)

(13)

To find the reference densities, we require the free energy to be stationary
under variations with respect to the variables p?. Since in equation (10) we
have taken coupling functions G. . that do not depend on the difference reference
density p°-p2, this requirement does not determine all reference densities, but
following the approximation introduced by one of us [11] we take
p°+p°+p° = < Р1*Р2*РЪ

p

l+p2

=

< P

>s

(14a)

a k b )

l+P2 ^

p ° - P | = < PJ-P2 > D

(14c)

where < a > S , D stands for ƒ З'д .^(г')d3r· / ƒ G' D d 3 r· with G's/D =
ЭС„ .-(r-r';p)/3p. The reference densities therefore are fixed when the coupling
functions are knwon. Following the model defined earlier [11], these are given
by
G s (r;p 0 )

„o>

= E(r;p0) + ƒ C PY (r;Çp 0 KdC

(15a)

ι,
Μ 5 Α - „ ο . _Q:2
= f ( Ρ^ " ( r ; ? 0 )λ + f - )

(15b)

.

G n (r;p 0 )
υ

2 D
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The function E in (15a) is defined as
E(r;p) = j
6

2
в(г-1) — S — (l-n)3

-2ті(г-1)
cos(2nr)

(16)

PY

where л = πρ/6 is the packing fraction, and С is the Percus-Yevick solution to
the hard sphere direct correlation function. The expression, integrated with
respect to the density, that is needed in (15a), can be found in the literature
[l'i]. The function cÇpA in equation (15b) is the MSA approximation to the
difference direct correlation function, (c+."C._)/2 which is calculated by
Walsman and Lebowitz [16].
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4.

Results and discussion

We have used the current density-functional model to calculate the density
profiles of a salt of ions having a diameter R = 4.25 A, dissolved at a bulk
concentration of 1 mol/1 in a solvent of density ρ =0.80. We performed these
calculations at the temperature Τ = 298 К and took ε

= 78.5 as the dielectric

constant of the solvent. The density profiles are calculated near an infinitely
large hard flat wall, which may serve either as a model for an electrode or as a
model for a colloid particle in a dispersion. The density profiles have been
*
calculated for several values of the surface charge, namely σ =0.25, 0.42,
0.55 and σ

= 0.70. For these model parameters Monte Carlo Simulations have been

iu υπ
5.0-

I
fig
2.
The
electrostatic
potential near a charged wall
in the presence of a neutral
solvent. The wall charges are
σ = 0.25,
0.42,
0.55
and
0.70.
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carried out for the charged hard sphere model without solvent [8]. In figure 2
we have plotted the potential as a function of the distance from the wall for
these systems. The dimensionless contact potential (y = βςψ at ζ = 1/2) that
results from this theory, may directly be compared with the results of the
simple one-layer-model. In figure 1 two results of the density-functional theory
have been plotted, the circular dot represents the result without the solvent,
the square dot gives the result with solvent. The potential of the electrode
(z = 0) is shown in figure 3. as a function of the reduced wall charge density.
For comparison, the same figure also shows the wall potential for the charged
hard sphere model that does not contain a solvent. We observe the wall potential
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to be reduced considerably due to the presence of the solvent.

300.0

fig
3·
The
electrostatic
potential at a flat electrode,
full
curve:
with
solvent
present, dashed curve: without
solvent.
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We have applied the same theory in cylinder symmetry, for parameters that
are characteristic for DNA. The polyelectrolyte was mimiqued by a hard cylindric
rod of 18 A diameter, and in this case we chose the diameter of the solvent and
the solute molecules to equal R = 3 A. The solvent density was taken equal to
P n = 0.75 which is realistic for water, and again we took ε « 78.5 and
Τ = 298 К. The dimensionless line charge density along the polymer was fixed at
σ = oR/q = -2.053, and we studied the density profiles for various salt
concentrations, for a monovalent and for a divalent salt.

fig
4.
The
electrostatic
potential
near
a
DNA-like
cylindric rod, full curve:
with solvent present, dashed
curve: without solvent.
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For the system containing a 1-1-salt with a concentration of 1.85 mol/1, we
have plotted the resulting electrostatic potential in figure k The full curve
results from the model with a solvent; for comparison the potential that results
from the model without the solvent, is indicated by the dashed curve. The rcoordinate in this plot is measured from the center of the DNA rod, and is
expressed in units of the hard sphere diameter The radius (a) of the DNA rod is
n
a = 3 i these units. This figure clearly shows the influence of the neutral
solvent on the electrostatic potential, namely the contact potential is reduced
by a factor of two, and at some finite distance from the DNA the potential
becomes positive. It should be stressed here that no specific DNA-countenon
interaction (i.e. chemical or hydrogen bonding) has been put into the model, all
interaction with the fluid is taken to be purely electrostatic at distances
larger than (a+1/2). The potential inversion effect becomes moie pronounced if a
divalent salt is used, and if the charge density at the cylinder (or the wall)
is increased, as can be seen in figure 2. This of course is in line with a
mechanism that balances entropie and energetic effects
This charge inversion should be an experimentally accessable quantity as it
determines the direction in which the polymer should drift in an electrophoresis
experiment. An inversion of this drift direction has been reported by Strauss et
al. [6]. Another experimentally accessable quantity is the coverage Γ, which is
measurable by the exclusion of coions or alternatively by the condensation of
countenons. We use the definition [5,10]
=

2nb ƒ (pi(r)-pi(-)) rdr

(17)

where a = 3 is the radius of the DNA rod, and b = 0.Ц&1 is the distance of two
elementary charges along the polymer in hard sphere units. In the limit of an
infinite diluted DNA monomer solution, the coverage of the coions equals minus
the Donnan salt exclusion coefficient. This parameter has been plotted in figure
5 for the 1-1-salt (circular dots), for the 2-2-salt (triangles) and for the 11-salt without solvent (squares). Again a significant difference is observed
between the systems with solvent, and those without a solvent.
075
fig 5- The exclusion of coions
from
a DNA solution, per
dissolved monomer, for a 1-1salt (circular dots) and a 22-salt
(triangles)
in
a
neutral solvent, and for a 11-salt
without
solvent
(squares). We have expressed
the
salt
concentration
in
mol/1.
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To summarize these results, we may conclude that the introduction of a
neutral solvent into the model to describe an electrolyte near a fixed charged
object, has rather large consequences. For a dilute solution, the difference
with a model that does not account for the solvent is expressed by
quantitatively different predictions of the observables.
Under certain
circumstances, however, we observe even a qualitatively different behaviour
between the two models, i.e. charge inversion. This phenomenon cannot be
described by the Poisson-Boltzmann equation, and Monte Carlo simulations only
show a clear charge inversion in the model without solvent, if a divalent salt
is used. Apparently, an explicit description of the solvent is of vital
importance, to meet the expérimental facts. The solvent model used here is the
simplest possible one, as only the repulsive potential is described explicitly.
An obvious extension of this model would be one in which с were not taken to be
r
a constant in the system. This would have important consequences, since the
mechanism that causes charge inversion rests on the possibility to remove
solvent particles from the first liquid layer adjacent to the wall or the
polymer. In a real system, this would decrease the local value of с at the
wall, and thus increase the energetic effects. Since the driving force of the
charge inversion appears to be a balancing of entropie (packing) and energetic
(electrostatic) effects, we therefore expect even a stronger effect in such an
extended model, and in real systems.
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Abstract

We study the charged hard sphere model of a fused salt near a planar
electrode, using a density-functional theory of inhomogeneous electrolytes. The
results at relatively high temperatures show an oscillating charge distribution
near the electrode, suggesting that near solid-liquid coexistence, the electrode
is "coated" by a few atomic layers of the solid phase, analogous to wetting
phenomena at liquid-vapour coexistence. At lower temperatures, we observe the
growth of a macroscopically large ordered (solid-like) phase, that is separated
from the bulk fluid by as interface that extends over many molecular layers.
Among others this result shows, for the first time in the literature, that a
density-functional theory is capable of producing a thermodynamically stable,
ordered phase, without the need of putting in any crytallographic symmetry at
forehand.
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1.

Introduction

The system of a molten salt near an electrode is of interest from a
theoretical point of view, since it is of fundamental importance in chemical
physics, and it is of interest from a technological point of view, since the
wetting of electrodes by fused salts is of vital importance in heterogeneous
catalysis [1]. In these technological applications, the wetting of the solid by
the liquid is determined by the solid-liquid, the liquid-vapour and by the
sold-vapour surface tensions, that in turn follow trom the density distribution
of the fluid near the respective interfaces. To calculate these density
distributions on a statistical mechanical footing, one has to simplify reality
to a mathematical model. One model that has been used frequently in the study of
homogeneous liquids, is the charged hard sphere model, in which the molecules of
the fluid are replaced by hard spheres, that interact at long distances by an
l/г potential [2]. The quantitative properties of this model do not seem to
match the experimental data of fused salts very well, however, and this has lead
to the introduction of some more elaborate models [3]
However, since the theory of inhomogeneous fused salts is far from developed
at present, we wish to study the simple charged hard sphere model near a hard
planar wall first, before the more elaborate models are analyzed. Recently, Li
and Mazo [4] have studied this model in the generalized mean spherical
approximation (GMSA), and found damped oscillations in the charge density as a
function of the distance from the wall. Since this theory describes the density
as a perturbation from a fixed reference density, it is incapable of describing
two-phase coexistence, and moreover since it is a linear theory, the damping of
the charge oscillations near the wall must equal the bulk GMSA property as this
point, that has been put into the model. The advantage of the GMSA, naturally is
the possibility of finding analytic solutions since it is a linear theory, but
the price to pay for this advantage is the need of putting in the surface sum
rules by hand.
A completely different type of theory is the density-functional method [5].
This theory is based on a functional expansion of the free energy of an
inhomogeneous liquid about that of a locally optimized reference state [6], and
has been introduced by one of us [7] for the inhomogeneous electrolyte problem.
Surface sum rules come out automatically in such a model, and two phase
coexistence is possible [8], i.e. it is not at forehand excluded. In the present
paper we use this theory to calculate the density distribution of a fused salt
near a planar electrode, at some values of the temperature and the surface
charge at the electrode. For small values of the surface charge, and at high
temperature we find the charge oscillations near the electrode to damp out at
the length scale of the bulk fluid correlation length, just as a linear theory
would predict. As solid-liquid coexistence is approached, and the surface charge
is increased, we find these oscillations to damp out more slowly, which points
to what we propose to call "coating" of the electrode by the solid phase, on the
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analogy of wetting phenomena at liquid-vapour coexistence. Before presenting
these results in section 3i we briefly discuss the density-functional theory in
the next section. Our conclusions and some points of discussion are summarized
in the last section.

The density-functional theory

In the charged hard sphere model, the particles interact with the simplest
possible pair potential to describe electrolytes. The repulsive part of the
potential is taken to be a hard sphere interaction, where all particles have the
same diameter R. This potential is given by

Vr)
Vr)
c-c

where с

s

в

if r<R

at

1

4nc

(1)

if r>R

r

is the dielectric constant of the medium, and q

is the charge of

particle type ι in SI units. The thermodynamic state in this model is completely
determined by two dimensionless parameters, namely the reduced density

PR3

(2)

and the reduced temperature

(3)

4πε kTR / q 2

where q is the unit of charge, and к is Boltzmann's constant. Instead of the
reduced temperature, a dimensionless charge Q or coupling constant Q will often
be used here. They are defined by

hi.
Jcwm
where ζ

l

(4)

\ τ

is the charge of species i, in elementary charge units and 0 = 0.

(z. = 1 ) . In the sequel we denote the positive particles with the subscript 1
(z.=l)

and the negative ones by the subscript 2 (zp

-1).

To describe the charge distribution near a charged wall in an elaborate
manner, we study a theory m which the density is described by a large number of
very thin layers parallel to the wall. The density in each layer is a free
variable that must be determined by the theory. These variables follow from the
condition that the grand potential of the system must be minimal, for a system
containing two types of particles having dimensionless charges Q and -Q (or
ll»9

Q

' ζ Q, where ζ = ±1), this grand potential is, in the presence of an

external electrostatic field 0 e x t ( ? ) , given by [7]
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where Ρ = 1/кТ, and where the following auxilliary functions are used Firstly,
the densities p 0 are coarse-grained densities that vary slowly in space, and
that are used to define an optimized local thermodynamic state of reference We
denote Σ ρ 0 by ρ 0 ; the definition of these reference densities will be given
ι 1
later. Secondly, the functions if« and Af are the relevant expressions for the
excess free energy per particle of the reference state:
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where G 4 and G n are "sum" and "difference" couplings, from which the coupling
matrix follows as
G

G
ij
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The field Ф ''(?) finally, is the electrostatic field due to the charges of the
fluid, it is by definition the solution of Laplace s equation,
ΑΦ

ιη(;

(?)

= - Σ Q ρ (?)
ι

(8)

To find the reference densities, we require the free energy to be stationary
under variations with respect to the variables p 0 . Since in equation (5) we
have taken coupling functions G. that do not depend on the difference reference
density p°-p2,

this requirement does not determine all reference densities, but
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following the approximation introduced by one of us [7] we take
p

°+p2

=

< p

l+p2 ^

(9a)

P°-P° = < p 1 .p 2 > D

(9b)

where < a > S , D
stands
for ƒ G'g .^(г'J^r' / ƒ G'g.pd^r' with G' D =
ас» .п(г-г';p)/3p. The reference densities therefore are fixed when the coupling
functions are known. Following the model defined earlier [7], these are given by
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The function E in (10a) is defined as
E(r ; p)
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у β(Γ-1)
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where л = яр/6 is the packing fraction, and СPY is the Percus-Yevick solution to
the hard sphere direct correlation function. The expression, integrated with
respect to the density, that is needed in (10a), can be found in the literature
[6]. The function c!?SA in equation (10b) is the MSA approximation to the
difference direct correlation function, (С -C. )/2 which is calculated by
Waisman and Lebowitz [9].

Results
In the present article we use this theory to calculate the density
distribution of a fused salt near a planar electrode. The set of parameters that
we use applies to molten KCl, and is given by the temperature Τ = 1500 К and the
particle diameter R = S.l't A. The value of e has been varied from с = 1 to
с = 10, in order to study the effect of the polarizability of the ions. The
equilibrium density in the bulk of the liquid, i.e. far away from the
electrode, has been fixed at ρ • ρ +p = 0.669, where the hard sphere diameter
has been used as the unit of length. For this set of parameters, the
dimensionless couping constant varies from Q = 21 for a non-polarizable salt, to
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Q=6.7

at ε Γ = 1 0 ,

and the Debeye-Hückel

inverse screening length, that is

given by χ = Q ^ varies from χ = I7 to χ = 5.5. This range of parameters may
alternatively be viewed as a temperature variation from T* = 0.028 to T* = 0.28,
or from Τ = 1500 К to Τ = 15000 К at с = 1.
г
This ionic liquid is confined between two hard planar walls that are
situated at ζ = 0 and at ζ = л, where the system size A is chosen sufficiently
large. The repulsive interaction between fluid and walls is described by the
imposed boundary conditions, namely p.(z) = 0 for г < 1/2 and for ζ > л-1/2. The
electrostatic interaction with the walls is described by the introduction of the
external field i> ext (z), that is given by Ф е х С (г) = Qo* and 4>ext(A) = 0. The
boundary conditions used for the internal field are
Ф і п Ь (0) = 0 and
*
(л) = 0, thus we describe a finite system with a surface charge -σ = -o*q/R2
at the left wall, and with a grounded conductor at the right wall. We have
performed calculations for σ = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and for σ* = 0.4.
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To study the behaviour of the system for a given surface charge, as a
function of the reduced temperature, we calculated the density profiles for the
given parameters, at e r = 2, 4 and 10, at the surface charge σ* = 0.40. These
density distribution functions have been plotted in figure 1, where the full
curves give the counterion densities, and the dashed curves give the coion
densities. We observe the formation of an oscillating layer near the electrode,
which is of increasing thickness with increasing coupling. The occurrence of
these oscillations is in line with the results of Monte Carlo simulations by
Heyes and Clarke on charged soft spheres [10], and with the charge oscillations
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observed by Larsen [11] in the bulk correlation function of charged hard
spheres. For the smallest couplings с = 10 and ε =1» (these values correspond
to a high reduced temperature), we find the oscillations to decrease
exponentially with a decay rate that matches the MSA correlation length. At
ε = 2, however, we find the first few oscillations to decay slower than
expected on account of the MSA correlation length, unless the surface charge is

*

reduced to σ

= 0 . 1 . For higher surface charges and for a low value of ε , we
г
also find the local sum reference density to be increased over several molecular
layers near the wall.
The validity of the present theory may be tested by comparing its
predictions with experimentally accessable quantities. One observable property
of the described system, is the potential of the electrode as a function of the
surface charge. To find this function, we have also varied the surface charge,
for a salt of ε = 2 . The potential at ζ « 0, βςψ = Q H e x t ( 0 ) + * i n t ( 0 ) ), is
given in figure 2 for this system. This experimentally observable quantity,
however, is only indirectly related to the density distribution.
20.0

fig
2
The
dimensionless
potential ßqit of the electrode
in the presence of a fused
salt
with
ε = 2.0, as a
г
function of the surface charge
σ .

Surface Charge
A more direct experimental observation of the density profile would be very
desirable, and can in principle be performed using ellipsometry or related
techniques. These methods may provide information about the thickness of the
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0.03
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0.17
0.22
0.12
0.09

ri

0.03
0.06
0.11
0.13
-0.03
-0.02

table 1 Some moments of the adsorbed layer of
a fused salt at a charged electrode.
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layer, by means of the coverage of the electrode by the salt. For an electrode
situated at ζ = 0, we define the n-th moment of the adsorbed layer of species ι
as
(12)

n

ƒ (P (z)-P (-)) z dz
0
where the fluid extends to infinity. In fact, Γ
usually named "coverage", and the ratio Γ /Γ

is the observable that is

is a measure of the thickness of

the adsorbed layer of species i. For the systems that have been discussed, we
have compiled these moments of the layer in table 1.
A completely different situation from the one that is outlined above, occurs
if the dielectric constant is reduced to с = 1. To describe the results here,
г
we need to enter into the question of how the density profiles are calculated,
in some more detail. The method we use to calculate the density distribution is
an iterative one, where we start with a uniform density, and change this profile
by taking steps along the steepest descent of the grand potential, with a step
size that is proportional to the gradient of the grand potential in function
space. This way, the minimum of the grand potential is reached very similar to
the way a real system equilibrates, and thus the study of the density profile as
a function of the number of iteration steps, gives insight into the nonequilibrium properties of the system.
When this procedure is used to calculate the density profile at с = 1 and

•

σ = 0 . 1 , one observes the growth of a large solid-like ordered layer adjacent
to the electrode. The thickness of this layer increases proportional to the
number of iterations, and we did not observe any indication that the growth
velocity of this ordered structure slows down after a plateau in the oscillation
amplitude was reached (see figure 3). We thus conjecture the solid phase to be
the stable one in this case, and interpret this observation as the growth of the
solid
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salt from its undercooled melt. To test whether the observed ordered structure
indeed corresponds to an intrinsic minimum of the grand potential, we also
calculated the density profiles for a surface charge density σ = 0 . 2 , from a
uniform start. After the same number of iterations, we obtained density profiles
that only differ from those that are given in figure 3. for the first two
(solid) layers adjacent to the wall. As expected, both the amplitude of the
density oscillations at the plateau, and the envelope of the solid-liquid
interface reproduce exactly.
To discriminate between the solid and the liquid, one could study the local
sum reference density: in the solid phase we find an increase in the coarse
grained density by 3 % relative to the density in the fluid phase. This
increase seems realistic in comparison with experimental systems, but its small
value causes problems to trace the solid. To distinguish the ordered phase from
the bulk liquid, we therefore suggest to introduce the "square density" S(z) as
an order parameter, that we define by
1

ζ+Δ/2

S(z)

(ρ1(ζ)-ρ2(ζ))ί
Δ

dz

(13)

ζ-Δ/2

where 4 is the wavelength of the oscillations at the plateau of the ordered
li

structure. This order parameter in practice changes by a factor of 10 between
the solid and the liquid phases. This function is given in figure 4, which shows
a very smooth interface between the solid and the liquid. The interface involves
many layers, as is expected in the Cahn picture of a solid-liquid interface

[12].
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figure 3.
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4.

Discussion

Using a density-functional method, the density distribution of a fused salt
has been calculated in the neighbourhood of a charged electrode. We find this
distribution to show oscillations in the local charge density, by the formation
of layers of alternating charge. The occurrence of these charge oscillations is
in line with the expectation, given the observed charge oscillations that appear
in the charged soft sphere model [10], and in the correlation function of the
charged hard sphere model [11]. Within our theory, the system tends to freeze
between Τ

= 0.028 (с = 1 ) and Τ = 0.056 (ε = 2 ) but the actual value of the
г
г
freezing temperature in this theory is strongly influenced by the simple MSA
direct correlation function for which we used the theory [7]· One cannot expect
this simple direct correlation function to lead to an accurate prediction of the
freezing temperature.
What is of importance at this point, however, is the fact that within our
model, the temperature of the system at ε = 2 is above, but close to the
freezing temperature. Thus the increased density, and the reduced decay rate of
the charge oscillations at ε = 2 near the wall, may be interrelated in the
г
following manner. Due to the presence of the wall, the system which is already
close to solid-liquid coexistence, is pulled away from the stable liquid phase
into the metastable solid phase. Thus the wall is "coated" by a few molecular
layers of the solid phase, on the analogy of wetting phenomena at liquid-vapour
coexistence. Questions as to whether we have indeed to do with a "precoating" or
a "critical coating" transition are at present unclear. A more thorough study at
this point, using Monte Carlo and density-functional techniques seems advisable
With respect to our ordered solution at ε = 1, we wish to remark that in
our theory the density parallel to the wall has been averaged out at forehand
This procedure excludes the description of a lateral structure, hence the
ordered solution lacks a real three dimensional crystalline symmetry. Several
quantitative features of the interface, however, are expected not to be
influenced by much by this neglect of the lateral structure. Thus we predict a
Cahn-like interface for the {111} face of a simple salt in contact with its melt
[12]. This interface excludes the presence of facets in this orientation, which
is in line with the observations. Indeed the only faces observed on alkalihalogemdes, grown from their melts, are the {100} faces [13]· The other faces
are absent, and the crystals generally appear to be round, in line with the
present theory.
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scriptie "Current normalization in lattice QCD".
Hij trad per 1 november I983 in dienst bij de Katholieke Universiteit te
Nijmegen in de functie van wetenschappelijk assistent, en werd verbonden aan de
afdelingen Vaste Stof Chemie en Biofysische Chemie.
hij

onder

leiding

van

Prof. Dr. P. Bennema,

In deze hoedanigheid werkte
Prof. Dr. C. Hilbers

en

Dr. J.P. van der Eerden aan de theorie van inhomogene vloeistoffen. Het hierbij
voor ogen staande doel bestond uit de beschrijving van de electrostatische
effecten,

die

samenhangen

met

fasenovergangen

aan,

en

condensatie

op

kristaloppervlakken en polyelectrolyten zoals DNA. Tijdens deze promotie periode
verzorgde

hij

werkcolleges

in

electrodynamica,

relativiteits theorie.
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mechanica

en

algemene

Stellingen

Stelling 1
De oorzaak van de strijdigheid tussen de experimenteel bepaalde verruwwings
temperaturen, en de op grond van de Jackson theorie voorspelde waarden
hiervoor, moet gezocht worden in de sterk vereenvoudigde voorstelling van
een vloeistof bij een kristaloppervlak, welke aan de door Jackson gehanteerde "complete wetting" aanname ten grondslag ligt.
K.A. Jackson, in: "Liquid Metals and Solidification". ASM, Cleveland, OH
(1958).

Stelling 2
Het gebruik van de Poisson-Boltzmann vergelijking voor de beschrijving van
electrolyten bij een geladen wand leidt tot redelijke resultaten voor de
contactpotentiaal, doordat fluktuatie effecten en repulsieve interacties
aanleiding geven tot elkaar compenserende correcties op de potentiaal. De
theorie verliest echter haar geldigheid, als het systeem een tweede laag
van tegen-ionen gaat vormen.

Stelling 3
De struktuur van een harde bollen vloeistof bij een harde wand doet
vermoeden dat er zich aan een voldoende glad kristal-vloeistof oppervlak
een monoatomalre laag bevindt, die noch kristallijn noch vloeibaar is, maar
die in redelijke benadering als een tweedimensionale vloeistof kan worden
beschouwd.

Stelling 4
Het gebruik om bij Monte Carlo simulaties van vloeistoffen de gemiddelde
verplaatsingsafstand van een deeltje zodanig te kiezen, dat de helft van de
verplaatsingspogingen leidt tot een geaccepteerde verplaatsing, berust niet
op een gefundeerd oordeel. De meest economische stapgrootte is die waarbij
ruwweg eén op de vijf pogingen wordt geaccepteerd.

Stelling 5
Het is niet mogelijk een intern consistente dichtheids funtionaaltheorie te
ontwikkelen op basis van een afgebroken expansie van de vrije energie of de
chemische potentiaal in termen van n-punts directe correlatie functies.

Stelling 6
Het is niet mogelijk de natuur ín één sluitende theorie volledig te
beschrijven.

Stelling 7
Zolang de door Prigogine gepostuleerde microscopische irreversibiliteit, of
"irreversibele tijd", geen aanleiding geeft tot experimenteel falsifieerbare voorspellingen welke afwijken van de voorspellingen die volgen uit de
gangbare theorie, moet de genoemde hypothese als overbodig worden
beschouwd.
I. Prigogine en I. Stengers, Order out of chaos, Glasgow (19&k).

Stelling 8
De door Larson en Garside gevonden dichtheidsvariatie in oververzadigde
oplossingen, is vrijwel zeker niet het gevolg van het bezinken van grote
clusters.
M.A. Larson en J. Garside, Chem. Eng. Sci. ¡il. 1285 (1986).

Stelling 9
De door Macpherson en co-auteurs geformuleerde conclusie, als zou de druk
van een thermodynamisch systeem afhangen van de vorm van het omhullende
vat, berust op een verkeerde interpretatie van hun simulatie resultaten.
A.K. Macpherson, У.Р. Carignan en T. Vladimeroff, J. Chem. Phys. 8?, 1768
(1987).

Stelling 10
Het verdient aanbeveling om de moeilijkheidsgraad van de door een muziekensemble te vertolken stukken zodanig te kiezen, dat elk van de leden van
het ensemble zijn of haar partituur vrijwel direct kan spelen.

Stelling 11
De bezuinigingspolitiek van universiteiten, welke bestaat uit de vervanging
van vaste arbeidsplaatsen door tijdelijke, leidt op den duur tot een
kwaliteits vermindering van het wetenschappelijk onderwijs.

Stelling 12
Het visualiseren van natuurkundige verschijnselen middels de door veel
kinderen gelezen beeldromans, stimuleert de interesse naar wetenschap in
het algemeen, en moet dus als gunstig voor de opvoeding worden beschouwd.
Hergé, "De Avonturen van Kuifje, Mannen op de Maan", Casterman (135^)·

Rob Groot
26 februari 1988

